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ABSTRACT 

 

Science and technology have become indispensable elements of virtually every public debate. 

While nations strive to employ the best experts to make timely decisions, discontented citizens 

increasingly demand be�er accountability and democratic legitimacy through broad and direct 

public consultation. Participatory decision-making, on the other hand, is o3en met by the wor-

ry that sound science might drown in a sea of ignorance. As science and technology studies 

(STS) a�empts to navigate these con7icting concerns, it sometimes draws heavily, albeit o3en 

uncritically, upon contemporary political philosophy. 

In this dissertation, I explore links between H. M. Collins and Robert Evans’s account 

of the appropriate role of public participation in technical policy debates, and Amy Gutmann 

and Dennis <ompson’s liberal theory of deliberative democracy. Both views exemplify what I 

call the “gatekeeping paradigm”, a tendency to employ rigid constraints on admissible inputs as 

the primary means to direct democratic processes toward outcomes that are independently 

judged to be desirable. I argue that such an approach not only fails to account for the complexi-

ties of public discourse in modern societies, but also re7ects an impoverished conception of 

deliberative democracy as a black box. 

As an alternative to the gatekeeping paradigm, I develop and defend a social construc-

tivist theory of democratic governance based on the ideas of Alan Irwin, Sheila Jasano@, and 

Brian Wynne in STS; and John Dryzek in political philosophy. <e constructivist view focuses 

less on externally imposed input-constraints and more on internal processes of self-regulation 

within shi3ing and heterogeneous discourses. Although this approach will need to be further 

developed and augmented with much empirical research before its eBcacy can be determined, 
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I suggest that constructivism o@ers a promising framework for the governance of science and 

technology as well as for thinking about deliberative democracy generally. 
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CHAPTER 1 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 Old Theories, New Controversies 

On April 18, 2008, the day before Lee Myung-Bak, the newly elected President of South Korea, 

was scheduled to meet U.S. President George W. Bush, the Korean government abruptly 

changed its policy on the import of U.S. beef products. Beef trade between the two countries, 

worth over $800 million annually, had been stalled since 2003 when a single case of bovine 

spongiform encephalopathy (BSE), commonly known as “mad-cow disease”, was discovered 

in the United States (Han 2009, p. 518). Even as late as April 17, Korea had maintained that it 

would not accept beef from ca�le over 30 months of age – older ca�le were believed to be at a 

higher risk of BSE – as well as “speciCed risk materials”, such as the spine and brain, where in-

fectious prions may be found in higher concentrations. Most of those restrictions were inexpli-

cably removed in the Cnal eleven hours of negotiations. When the change of policy was an-

nounced, public outrage quickly mounted. On May 2, protesters descended upon the streets of 

Seoul. 

Controversies involving BSE are old news to science and technology studies (STS) 

scholars in the West; the British BSE controversy of the 1990s was extensively covered by STS 

researchers.1 BSE, like many other issues in the biosciences, is a topic that tends to provoke 

strong reactions from the public whenever and wherever it surfaces. Although modern science 

                                                             
1 Works that cover the British BSE controversy from an STS perspective include Jasano@ (1997a, 1997b, 2005), Irwin 

(2001, 2006), and Irwin and Wynne (1996). 
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indicates that there is a link between consumption of BSE-contaminated animal products and a 

fatal neurodegenerative condition in humans known as variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease 

(vCJD), the long-term probability of contracting vCJD from eating beef from any particular 

source is diBcult to determine. <e U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (2010), 

for example, notes that about 1 case of vCJD may occur per 10 billion servings of British beef; 

however, the same report states that this Cgure has a very wide margin of error due to the po-

tentially long incubation period, the diBculty of detecting cases, and di@erent agricultural and 

health-care practices between countries. Such uncertainty, combined with the devastating 

e@ect of vCJD, makes it challenging even for highly qualiCed experts to provide a strong assur-

ance of safety. <is usual lack of assurance, in turn, conditions publics to view with suspicion 

any authority that tries to downplay the risks of BSE. 

In 1990, the British minister of agriculture John Gummer a�empted, and failed miser-

ably, to reassure the public by eating a hamburger with his daughter. In 2008, the Korean gov-

ernment ran advertisements in major media outlets in an a�empt to “educate” the public on 

the safety of U.S. beef; this backCred when citizens pointed out that their government seemed 

all too willing to spend taxpayers’ money to advertise potentially harmful foreign products. 

President Lee’s supporters watched helplessly as government scientists who cited the 1-in-10-

billion Cgure were castigated by journalists, bloggers, and even high school students who ob-

served that Koreans collectively consume billions of servings of beef products every year, in-

cluding high-risk parts not typically eaten by American consumers. <is, critics argued, virtual-

ly guaranteed that at least one Korean citizen would die of vCJD every year. On what deCnition 

of safety was that safe? 

Later, diplomatic cables published by Wikileaks revealed that Lee had promised Bush 
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to open the Korean market to U.S. beef prior their summit (Iglauer 2011). But ordinary citi-

zens did not need such incontrovertible evidence to reach their own conclusions about how 

politics and ideology were ge�ing in the way of food safety (Lee 2009). In one of the earliest 

and largest instances of Internet-organized mass protests that Earl and Kimport (2011) call “e-

mobilization”, nightly candle-light protests with tens of thousands to hundreds of thousands of 

participants continued for many weeks even a3er the government promised to reconsider its 

policies. 

Like the Occupy Wall Street movement that captivated the West three years later, the 

Korean protests consisted of a curious mixture of activism, festivity, theater, computer hacking, 

argument, humor, and diverse experiences of self-discovery. Critiques of policies blended 

seamlessly with heterogeneous political ideologies; complaints about police brutality blurred 

into poorly-Photoshopped parodies that spread virally across the Internet. Institutional claims 

to scientiCc expertise commanded li�le authority in such an atmosphere. Although few protes-

tors held degrees in the food sciences or international relations, they did not hesitate to discuss 

policies and empirical claims that would require substantial expertise even to wrap their heads 

around. Many expert observers, in turn, struggled to wrap their heads around a phenomenon 

that so casually seemed to disregard most theories about how democratic participation and 

deliberation should take place. 

How should democracies address disagreements involving science and technology? 

Modern societies increasingly rely on specialists to supply crucial information for decision-

making. Every issue that is even remotely controversial – from carbon taxes to GM foods to 

drug regulation to cybersecurity – involves specializations as diverse as climatology, genetics, 

agronomy, medicine, psychology, criminology, and information technology. Economic policy 
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is no exception; many states have delegated the management of their central banks to Cnancial 

pundits who enjoy broad immunity from the perceived vagaries of public opinion. Even where 

fundamental questions of justice are at stake, modern societies routinely depend on panels of 

philosophers, political scientists, lawyers, and sociologists to help them make decisions. How-

ever, unlike the elected representatives Schumpeter (1950) defended, today’s expert institu-

tions rarely answer to voters. <e devil is in the details, as the saying goes; but most details of 

technical decisions are routinely worked out behind closed doors. Such shrouds of secrecy and 

unaccountability sit uncomfortably even with Schumpeter’s defense of elitism, which depends 

on elections to ensure accountability. 

It is therefore not surprising that citizens have begun to demand greater accountability 

and democratic legitimacy for expert institutions in science, technology, and other professions 

that shape public policy. Supporting these demands is the philosophy of participatory democ-

racy, popularized by authors such as Pateman (1970), Macpherson (1977), Barber (1984), 

and Held (1987). If, as participatory democrats argue, elections do not give policy-makers a 

right to ignore the plight of ordinary citizens in between elections, unelected scientists could 

hardly hope to escape even more critical scrutiny. High-proCle failures of scientiCc institutions 

only serve to emphasize the need for such scrutiny. What li�le credibility that British BSE ex-

perts managed to hold onto evaporated when, contrary to their conCdent predictions, human 

cases of vCJD emerged. Years later, when the issue of BSE resurfaced in Korea, the embarrass-

ment of British scientists reminded Koreans that their own government’s claims, likewise, were 

not to be trusted. 

STS facilitates the task of would-be critics by endowing them with the tools they need 

to scrutinize the experts, their practices, their claims to knowledge, and their political roles. 
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Seminal works in STS such as those of Kuhn (1970 [1962]), Collins (1985), Latour (1987), 

Shapin and Scha@er (1995), and Barnes, Bloor, and Henry (1996) show that scientists are not 

the impartial discoverers of truth that they were once thought to be; their every move is ines-

capably intertwined with social and political alignments and idiosyncrasies. If scientiCc institu-

tions could seek to retain their privileged positions even under participatory democracy by 

claiming to be mere purveyors of facts, they cannot do so anymore once we incorporate into 

our outlook STS’s Cndings about the contingency and context-sensitivity of scientiCc 

knowledge. But if so, where exactly does science belong in the fabric of contemporary politics? 

Stephen Turner (2003) argues that modern societies’ reliance on expert institutions 

can in principle be rendered legitimate, because citizens who recognize the need for an intellec-

tual division of labor would agree to defer to experts in most domains of public life. However, 

as Sergio Sismondo (2007, p. 22) observes, Turner’s suggestions are not very helpful when so-

cieties are faced with con7icting advice from di@erent experts, nor when citizens are clearly un-

persuaded by experts’ judgments. <eories of participatory democracy likewise also fail to ad-

dress issues of science-society relation. For most of their recent history, they have been 

preoccupied with analyzing the relationship between citizens and their elected representatives. 

Yet few representatives are experts in any Celd other than law and politics – a fact of which we 

are reminded, for example, when a Congressman who supports tougher copyright laws does 

not realize that his own website violates copyright (Taete 2012). 

What we need, then, is a theory of democracy that can explain the place of science and 

technology in public discourses, even when science is seen in important respects as a social 

construction, and even when scientiCc expertise does not enter public discourses through the 

same mechanisms of accountability that characterize modern democracies, such as elections 
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and referendums. An a�empt to outline such a theory will inevitably straddle the intersection 

of two very di@erent yet closely related Celds: science and technology studies (STS) and con-

temporary political philosophy, especially as they relate to models and theories of deliberative 

democracy. 

 

1.2 An Outline of the Argument 

In this dissertation, I will discuss two ways of thinking about democracy and the place of sci-

ence therein: the gatekeeping paradigm and the social constructivist theory. Each is represented in 

my discussions by one theory of science governance proposed by STS researchers and one 

theory of deliberative democracy developed by political philosophers, with close parallels be-

tween them. <e goal of this dissertation is to expose the weaknesses of the gatekeeping para-

digm both in STS and political philosophy, and to demonstrate that the social constructivist 

alternative o@ers a richer account of democratic governance in the modern world. 

In Chapter 2, I will examine the model of technical decision-making proposed by H. M. 

Collins and Robert Evans (2002, 2003). Collins and Evans’s model seeks to make the best use 

of available expertise by restricting the participation of non-experts in decision-making proce-

dures that involve science and technology. A further development of the model by Evans and 

Plows (2010) a�empts to show how separating decision-making procedures into two “phases” 

and assigning distinct roles to each – the technical phase, where experts answer technical ques-

tions, and the political phase, where laypeople decide what to do with those answers – can 

a@ord both experts and laypeople relative autonomy to pursue their goals. I will argue, howev-

er, that Collins and Evans’s appeal to the preferences of modern Western cultures is philosoph-

ically suspect; that their examples do not support their claim that a segregation of experts from 
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laypeople and vice versa is necessary in order to prevent “technological paralysis”; and that 

technical decision-making cannot be truly inclusive of lay perspectives unless the wall between 

the two phases is allowed to be much more porous. 

In Chapter 3, I examine the liberal model of deliberative democracy, advocated by John 

Rawls (1993), Joshua Cohen (1989), and Amy Gutmann and Dennis <ompson (1996, 

2004). <e liberal model regards reciprocity, the requirement that participants of public delib-

eration only o@er reasons that “nobody can reasonably reject”, to be the most important safe-

guard against violations of the neutrality of the state. I will argue that the liberal model su@ers 

weaknesses similar to those of Collins and Evans’s model. <e arguments that liberals use to 

bridge input-constraints (reciprocity) with output-constraints (neutrality) are not persuasive; 

the liberal model cannot explain why input-constraints are either necessary or suBcient in or-

der for actual deliberative processes to produce just decisions, because it fails to account for the 

social factors that profoundly in7uence the shape and outcome of public discourses; and the 

rigidness of its input-constraints exclude minority viewpoints and alternative modes of com-

munication, such as direct action and the use of rhetoric, that are indispensable for the opera-

tion of a healthy and vibrant democracy. 

<ese weaknesses, however, are mere symptoms of the deeply 7awed assumptions on 

which both theories are based. In Chapter 4, I argue that both Collins and Evans’s model of 

technical decision-making and the liberal model of deliberative democracy are instances of the 

gatekeeping paradigm, a tendency to employ rigid constraints on admissible inputs as the pri-

mary means to direct discourses toward outcomes that are independently judged to be desira-

ble. <e gatekeeping paradigm focuses mostly on inputs and outputs and does not pay suB-

cient a�ention to the complexities of actual discursive processes, because it treats public 
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deliberation as a monolithic black box. I argue that such an approach re7ects an impoverished 

conception of democracy, because its use of theory-laden input-constraints precludes the pos-

sibility of democratically addressing many of the most pressing questions that modern societies 

face. 

As an alternative to the gatekeeping paradigm, I develop and defend a social constructiv-

ist theory of democratic governance based on the ideas of Alan Irwin, Sheila Jasano@, and Brian 

Wynne in STS (Chapter 5); and John Dryzek in political philosophy (Chapter 6). <e con-

structivist alternative takes norms of discourse, including any input-constraints, to be con-

structed through social processes in actual discursive se�ings, and observes that such construc-

tions frequently serve the interests of powerful institutions at the expense of those who wish to 

challenge and transform such institutions and related socioeconomic structures. <e construc-

tivist theory, however, also understands that there cannot be unmediated access to universal 

norms of political discourse. Since we cannot simply appeal to such norms to remedy problem-

atic constructions of public issues (including those involving science and technology), the best 

realistic remedy is to empower publics to construct, contest, and transform one another’s pref-

erences, identities, and viewpoints through actual, distributed, and heterogeneous discourses. 

<e constructivist theory thus places actual discursive processes in the spotlight, rather 

than trying to Cne-tune input-constraints or specifying ideal outcomes. It emphasizes the self-

regulation of public deliberation through checks and balances within and between the state, 

the market, and civil society, rather than relying on theorists of democracy to specify wide-

reaching norms of participation or deliberation. Although this theory is still in an early stage of 

development and therefore is in need of much further theoretical reCnement along with empir-

ical research before its eBcacy in actual democracies can be discerned, I will suggest that it is 
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able to overcome many of the problems that the gatekeeping paradigm su@ers, and therefore 

that it o@ers a compelling framework for the governance of today’s science and technology, if 

not also for thinking about deliberative democracy generally. 
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CHAPTER 2 

THE QUESTION OF LAY PARTICIPATION 

IN TECHNICAL DECISION-MAKING 

 

2.1 Overview 

H. M. Collins and Robert Evans (2002, 2003) argue that science and technology studies (STS) 

should have something to say, not only about who should be included in public policy debates 

involving science and technology, but also about who should be excluded from them. Accord-

ing to Collins and Evans, more citizens should be invited to participate in decision-making 

processes than most societies currently permit, but participation should be limited to experts in 

the more technical phases of the decision-making process. In this chapter, I examine the theo-

retical and political background to Collins and Evans’s essay, outline their arguments, and ex-

plore some notable characteristics of the two-phase decision-making process that they pro-

pose. 

A3erward, I will criticize Collins and Evans’s theory on three grounds. First, the “cul-

tural preference” to which they appeal does not o@er Crm philosophical grounds for the justiC-

cation of political institutions. Second, most of the examples that Collins and Evans cite in 

support of their position – ranging from nuclear fuel 7ask crashes to the plight of British sheep 

farmers to more recent debates about teaching intelligent design in U.S. public schools – in fact 

support the opposite view, namely that rigid limits on public participation are not necessary. 

Finally, it would be extremely diBcult to implement Collins and Evans’s rigid distinction be-

tween experts and laypeople in actual political se�ings without either violating their own rules 

for limiting participation or unduly excluding potentially valuable contributions. <ese argu-
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ments will be incorporated in Chapter 4 as part of my general criticism of the gatekeeping par-

adigm, a term that will also be introduced in Chapter 4. 

 

2.2 The Failure of the De0cit Model 

How should societies make decisions that involve ma�ers of science and technology, such as 

the construction of nuclear waste storage facilities, the regulation of genetically modiCed crops, 

or the introduction of taxes to discourage carbon emissions? Whom should we ask to partici-

pate in the making of such decisions – scientists, activists, elected representatives, or citizens in 

general? 

Half a century ago, the answer would have been easy. Following spectacular displays of 

modern science and technology in the ba�leCelds of World War II and the space race, the au-

thority of science in the Western world was at its peak; those holding advanced degrees in the 

natural sciences ipso facto deserved admiration if not outright deference. Any qualms about 

questionable uses of science, such as the atomic bomb, were o3en brushed aside as an issue of 

politics, unrelated to the desirability of science per se. Philosophers such as Karl Popper (1945) 

contributed to the view of science as an ideally objective endeavor, by endorsing an extension 

of their models of scientiCc reasoning – in Popper’s case, falsiCcationism – to a broad range of 

social and political a@airs. On such a view, scientists, who had already received extensive train-

ing in the scientiCc method, would have been ideal decision-makers all around. <ey would be 

cautious, basing decisions on thorough investigation; and they would be objective, removing 

themselves from emotion, ideology, and other non-scientiCc in7uences. <ey would, in short, 

“speak truth to power”. Ordinary folks, by comparison, were seen as lacking not only 

knowledge but also the proper mindset. 
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But even at that time, the ivory tower of science was beginning to show its cracks. 

Pierre Duhem (1954 [1914]) and W.V.O. Quine (1951) made observations that are now 

known as the Duhem-Quine thesis: it is impossible to test a scientiCc theory, and thus falsify it, 

without making a number of background assumptions. <is means that scientiCc theories are 

o3en “underdetermined”: there is not enough evidence to favor them conclusively over alter-

natives. Later, <omas Kuhn showed in �e Structure of Scienti�c Revolutions (1970 [1962]) 

how underdetermination is o3en swept under the rug in common accounts of scientiCc “pro-

gress”. Neither Copernicus nor Lavoisier nor Maxwell could produce any observations or ex-

perimental results that conclusively supported their new theories at the time, as competing 

theories also had the resources to explain the phenomena in question. Only a3er one theory 

becomes dominant does the evidence in its favor seem conclusive in the eyes of a new genera-

tion of scientists. <e “scientiCc method” consisting of conjectures and refutations, which 

Popper (1963) famously advocated, were only seen during periods of stability that Kuhn called 

“normal science”; during times of signiCcant change, there was no single method that scientists 

adhered to. Other philosophers of science, such as Paul Feyerabend (1975) and Imre Lakatos 

(1978), despite their disagreements with certain aspects of Kuhn’s theory, concurred with 

Kuhn that science did not have a single clearly deCned method. Such observations raised the 

question: how then do scientists actually choose between competing theories, and is there any-

thing special about that choice? 

Kuhn himself did not delve deeply into the social and political implication of his work; 

but others – from postmodernists to feminists to creationists – seized the opportunity to take 

apart modern science’s claim to value-neutrality. According to Quine, it is possible for a scien-

tist to hold onto a theory despite mounting evidence against it; and indeed, according to Kuhn, 
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this happens regularly in scientiCc debates. Even those who try to downplay the epistemologi-

cal signiCcance of underdetermination, such as Larry Laudan (1990), Cnd it diBcult to deny 

that human psychology o3en works the way Kuhn describes. For the purpose of political theo-

ry, this observation of psychological propensity is enough to make a dent in the alleged impar-

tiality of science and scientists. 

<e dent becomes a crack and then a full-blown crater in the hands of the sociology of 

scientiCc knowledge (SSK), and in particular the “strong programme”, which emphasizes soci-

ological sources of scientiCc beliefs. According to the studies that SSK has produced over the 

past four decades, scientiCc Cndings are o3en triggered by material contingencies such as the 

unexpected availability of a certain instrument, rather than by a desire to prove or disprove a 

hypothesis (Knorr-Cetina 1981); a scientist’s acceptance of one theory over another is o3en 

triggered by opinions about the individuals and institutions involved rather than by the merits 

of the theory per se (Barnes et al. 1996); it is usually not possible to reproduce an experimental 

result without personally interacting with the scientist whose experiment one is trying to re-

produce (Collins 1985); ideological and sometimes even religious commitments play a signiC-

cant role in an individual or society’s choice of one method or theory over another (Shapin and 

Scha@er 1985); the choice of one technology over another also o3en re7ects much broader 

political goals, such as the perpetuation of authoritarian rule (Winner 1986); and rhetoric is an 

indispensable element of scientiCc practice (Latour 1987). All of this boils down to the idea, 

now hardly controversial among sociologists of science, that scientiCc knowledge is socially 

constructed rather than merely discovered (Latour and Woolgar 1979). 

Science and technology studies (STS), an interdisciplinary Celd that now encompasses 

not only sociology of science but also philosophy and a number of other Celds, continues to 
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produce both empirical and theoretical research showing not only that science has implications 

for politics but also that it incorporates cultural and political norms in its very claims and prac-

tices. For example, Brian Wynne (1996) describes how scientists dispatched by the British 

government in the a3ermath of the Chernobyl disaster to assess radiation contamination in 

rural Cumbria used methods of observation and forms of reasoning that corresponded to the 

scientiCc establishment’s sense of superiority over the culture of rural farmers, and how their 

overly conCdent claims about the source of radiation (the Soviet Union, not the local nuclear 

reprocessing plant) re7ected Cold War nuclear politics. Even when baVed by their own erro-

neous predictions that destroyed the farmers’ livelihood, the scientists stubbornly refused to 

acknowledge that uneducated farmers might be more familiar than they were about the local 

ecology and its interaction with dangerous substances. Cases such as this led Alan Irwin and 

Wynne to conclude that scientiCc “facts” should never be appraised at face value but only in 

combination with wider social, economic, and moral questions (1996, p. 3). 

Despite mounting evidence that scientiCc knowledge cannot be separated from social 

and political contexts, many popular accounts of technical decision-making in the public 

sphere continue to treat science as an impartial purveyor of facts. <is is accompanied by the 

view that the lay public is a mere consumer of science; the public, on this view, has no contri-

butions to make toward the creation and reCnement of scientiCc knowledge, and only causes 

confusion if they pretend to do so. Stephen Hilgartner describes this usual distinction between 

science and the lay public as follows: 

First, scientists develop genuine scientiCc knowledge; subsequently, popularizers dis-
seminate simpliCed accounts to the public. Moreover … any di@erences between genu-
ine and popularized science must be caused by “distortion” or “degradation” of the 
original truths. (Hilgartner 1990, p. 519) 
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<is view of science’s interaction with the public, suggests Hilgartner, serves as a political re-

source for scientists who wish to discredit the claims of non-scientists with whom they disa-

gree. But this view is untenable, he argues, because, among other things, popularized accounts 

of science o3en feed back into the works of scientists who, as shown above, are not independ-

ent of the social worlds in which they live and work (p. 522). As Irwin and Wynne put it, 

“whilst claiming to stand apart from the rest of society, science will re7ect social interests and 

social assumptions” (1996, p. 3). Such concerns have led STS researchers to be increasingly 

skeptical of the typical model of scientiCc governance, known as the “deCcit model”, which 

places scientists in decision-making positions and characterizes the public as being incapable of 

challenging the judgment of scientists. 

While the Science Wars ran their course on this side of the Atlantic Ocean, major pub-

lic controversies in Britain and Europe regarding BSE, genetically modiCed crops, nanotech-

nology, and climate change contributed to a precipitous drop in the public’s faith in science, 

prompting the House of Lords (2000), among others, to proclaim a “crisis of trust”. <e deCcit 

model turned out not only to appeal to an unrealistic image of science and scientists but also to 

fail in application: the public refused to trust their decision-makers. Moreover, it was no longer 

clear that the public’s lack of knowledge was to blame for their lack of enthusiasm for the latest 

and greatest achievements of science. Bucchi and Neresini (2002), for example, note that even 

those who are be�er informed do not always embrace new and controversial uses of biotech-

nology. 

Hastily, nations around the world have put together various experiments in participa-

tory decision-making, ranging from public hearings (where citizens are invited to voice their 

opinions on a proposed change of policy) to public opinion surveys (similar, but by mail, tele-
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phone, or the Internet) to consensus conferences (where a panel of citizens openly questions 

experts and produces a report) to citizens’ juries (similar, but generally less open) (Rowe and 

Frewer 2000). Many of these highly publicized events were ostensibly intended to restore the 

public’s trust in science (Wynne 2006; Irwin 2006; Horst and Irwin 2010); yet they did not 

always succeed in fulClling their stated goals, nor was it evident that the goals were innocuous, 

as public groups continued to suspect that all the talk of participation was merely an a�empt by 

certain other groups to win easy legitimacy (see Chapter 5). 

Others, meanwhile, have begun to fear that sound science would be drowned out in a 

sea of participatory exercises and partisan interests. In the a3ermath of the GM Nation? debate 

in Britain in 2003, a House of Commons commi�ee complained that “the open part of the 

process, far from being a ‘public debate’, instead became a dialogue mainly restricted to people 

of a particular social and academic background” (House of Commons 2003, §31) – blaming 

the shortcoming on insuBcient funding, but also not-so-subtly expressing discomfort with the 

inclusion of anti-GM activists among participants. In 2005, Steve Fuller, a well-known Cgure in 

STS, testiCed in defense of the scientiCc status of intelligent design in the Pennsylvania case 

Kitzmiller v. Dover, arguing that the same analytical tools that STS uses to display the sociologi-

cal aspects of science can be used to dissolve the perceived boundary between intelligent de-

sign and commonly accepted scientiCc theories. <is prompted a sizable controversy within 

the STS community. Some, such as Collins and Evans, argue that incidents like this illustrate 

the need to distinguish science from non-science in public se�ings even if both can be said to 

be a@ected by politics (2007, pp. 129-131); others, such as Cole (2006), are more cautious, 

comparing Fuller’s testimony to his own experience as a sociologist who tried to testify in a 

case involving forensic science (Lynch and Cole 2005). 
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As STS comes to terms with the public implications of its work and draws increasingly 

closer to the territory of political philosophy, it seems to be torn by two con7icting impulses: 

Crst, to tear down boundaries between science and non-science, and thus also between scien-

tists and non-scientists; and second, to preserve some semblance of a boundary around what 

has been its main subject of inquiry for over 40 years. <is con7ict, in turn, has implications for 

the political question that helped motivate it in the Crst place: how much participation should 

the public have in issues involving science and technology? It is against this background that I 

will examine Collins and Evans’s argument for a substantial but limited extension of participa-

tion rights to non-scientists. 

 

2.3 Collins and Evans’s “Third Wave” of Science Studies 

As mentioned brie7y above, Harry Collins and Robert Evans are among those who feel uneasy 

about the recent expansion of participatory decision-making in ma�ers of science and technol-

ogy. Although they do not deny that there is a large element of social construction to scientiCc 

knowledge – Collins, in fact, has made signiCcant contributions to the strong programme in 

the sociology of scientiCc knowledge (SSK) – they are concerned that an unconstrained ex-

pansion of participation rights in technical policy debates might lead to populist rejections of 

sound expert advice. 

Collins and Evans Cnd it useful to partition the history of STS into roughly three 

“waves”. Wave One, according to Collins and Evans, was the time before Kuhn, characterized 

by its endorsement of top-down decision-making. At the time, “a good scientiCc training was 

seen to put a person in a position to speak with authority and decisiveness in their own Celd, 

and o3en in other Celds too” (2002, p. 239). Wave Two, characterized by the strong pro-
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gramme in SSK, emphasized the sociological factors that bring about the closure of technical 

controversies. <is, as explained above, has made it diBcult for scientists to claim that they can 

deliver objective facts – a3er all, they might have chosen another version of the “facts” had 

there been di@erent social and political in7uences. Wave Two, however, according to Collins 

and Evans, has also made it diBcult for scientists to dispute seemingly unfounded fears on the 

part of the public, such as the widespread belief, now thoroughly rejected by scientists, that 

vaccination causes autism in children (p. 271). <is, they believe, not only hampers sound pol-

icymaking but also hinders the adoption of scientiCc and technological innovations. Collins 

and Evans’s goal is thus to motivate what they call Wave <ree, which preserves the sociologi-

cal Cndings of Wave Two but bestows upon scientists and other experts a privileged position 

for the purpose of se�ling political controversies. 

Advocates of participatory democracy might a�empt to undercut Wave <ree by 

pointing out that a constraint on public engagement is the last thing the world needs for the 

foreseeable future. Collins and Evans do admit that there has been too li�le participation in 

technical decision-making processes in general; but this does not mean that there can be no 

such thing as too much participation. In particular, Collins and Evans are concerned that an 

excessive emphasis on broad participation might lead to a disregard for the signiCcant contri-

bution that experts can still bring to the table. 

Collins and Evans therefore try to show that 1) although science may have lost its claim 

to objective truth, scientists and other experts, in virtue of their expertise, still have much to 

contribute to public debates involving science and technology; and that 2) this justiCes restrict-
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ing participation in certain phases2 of technical decision-making to qualiCed experts. <e ques-

tion of what form such a restriction should take and what qualiCcations we should require of 

participants is what the authors call “the problem of extension”: “How far should participation 

in technical decision-making extend?” (p. 237) 

 

2.4 Redrawing the Boundaries of Expertise 

<ough Collins and Evans’s goal is to argue in favor of granting privileges to experts in political 

processes, it would be a mistake to characterize their view as a return to Wave One. Whereas 

Wave One considered scientists in general to be be�er qualiCed than laypeople simply in virtue 

of their training in the “scientiCc method”, such a view today would be surely indefensible; it 

would contradict nearly half a century of philosophical and sociological research since Kuhn’s 

Structure. Collins and Evans, however, recognize two ways in which the set of relevant experts 

in modern political se�ings di@ers from Wave One’s set of all scientists. <e Crst is that indi-

viduals with li�le or no formal scientiCc training sometimes possess signiCcant expertise; the 

second is that not all scientists possess expertise that is relevant to a given topic of public inter-

est. 

<e idea that individuals without formal scientiCc training can contribute to technical 

discussions is fairly widespread in STS. It follows from some of the observations listed in §2.2: 

if there is no single method that deCnes science, and if sociological factors determine what 

counts as useful knowledge, then there is li�le reason to believe that formal training in the nat-

                                                             
2 As will be explained below in more detail, Collins and Evans’s use of the word “phase” is not meant to imply that 

there are distinct temporal stages within decision-making procedures to which their theory applies. Rather, phases are 

identiCed by the type of topics and questions that they address. 
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ural sciences is necessary in order for a person to participate meaningfully in the production 

and regulation of scientiCc knowledge. Steven Epstein (1995) introduced the phrase “lay ex-

pertise” in his study of AIDS activists. In the 1980s, the gay community of the San Francisco 

Bay Area successfully persuaded the Food and Drug Administration to expedite clinical trials 

of potential AIDS treatments, foregoing the use of placebos (which the activists considered 

unethical in se�ings where patients were dying) and permi�ing volunteers from diverse back-

grounds (who would normally have been excluded for not being “clean” subjects) to partici-

pate in trials. Despite, or perhaps because of, their nearly complete lack of medical training, the 

activists could o@er creative inputs that caught even the most highly qualiCed medical profes-

sionals o@ guard. Wynne’s (1996) account of Cumbrian sheep farmers, mentioned above, also 

focuses on the farmers’ intimate knowledge of local weather and drainage pa�erns as well as of 

their sheep’s grazing habits. Had scientists taken the farmers’ concerns seriously, much ill will 

and economic damage might have been avoided. Collins and Evans acknowledge the signiC-

cance of cases such as these by stating that there are “pockets of expertise” among the citizenry 

that consist of uncredentialed but knowledgeable individuals. To distinguish them from ex-

perts with formal credentials, Collins and Evans refer to them as “experience-based experts” 

(2002: p. 250), eschewing Epstein’s phrase “lay expertise” because they do not Cnd anything 

“lay” about such individuals (p. 238).3 

<e idea that not all scientists can be treated as experts also follows from observations 

                                                             
3 Collins and Evans quote �e Chambers Dictionary here, which deCnes “layman” as “someone who is not an expert” 

(2002: p. 235) among other things. On this deCnition, the phrase “lay expert” would be a straightforward contradic-

tion. However, the word “laity” also has a long history of usage in referring to those who are not ordained members of 

the clergy, as in “lay priest”, a priest who does not practice as part of a formal religious order. On this deCnition of laity, 

“lay expert” would be synonymous with “uncredentialed expert”. 
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commonly made by STS researchers. Since no single scientiCc method can be discerned in 

practice, there is no common characteristic that one can appeal to in order to group all scien-

tists together in the context of technical decision-making in the public sphere. Moreover, as 

Collins (1985, 2011) recognizes, science is highly specialized; each Celd has its own language 

and practices that are not easily shared with outsiders, and it is virtually impossible for scien-

tists from di@erent Celds – even closely related ones – to discuss one another’s work without 

simplifying greatly. Most scientists in fact obtain information about Celds outside of their im-

mediate specialization through the popular media (Hilgartner 1990, p. 522). As a result, a 

physicist who specializes in the detection of neutrinos, for example, might have about as much 

to say about, say, molecular biology, as does the average reader of �e New York Times – “indis-

tinguishable from the citizenry in general” (Collins and Evans 2002, p. 249). He or she would 

be largely oblivious to the minute uncertainties that drive controversies in the other Celd, and 

is thus more likely to ignore important issues if asked to comment on topics beyond his or her 

immediate specialization. To lump all scientists together as a privileged group would therefore 

be to succumb to popular “mythologies about science” (p. 260). 

Taking these two observations into account means that Collins and Evans’s Wave 

<ree must draw the boundary between experts and non-experts rather di@erently than Wave 

One did. Under Wave <ree, “certiCcation as a scientist has li�le or no importance” (p. 260); 

what ma�ers is not certiCcation but actual knowledge in speciCc Celds, namely those Celds that 

are directly related to the political issue in question. According to Collins and Evans, this 

knowledge can be further classiCed into three types: contributory expertise, interactional ex-

pertise, and referred expertise, all of which are needed when making important decisions about 

relevant topics (pp. 254-258). 
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Contributory expertise is held by those who have made direct contributions to the 

production of knowledge. <is is the type of expertise that scientists possess in their immediate 

areas of specialization. Collins and Evans also allow uncredentialed individuals to be recog-

nized as contributory experts; Wynne’s sheep farmers, for example, can be said to have pos-

sessed contributory expertise in the grazing habits of their sheep and the ecology of their land, 

“which in some respects exceeded that of scientists working for the relevant government de-

partment” (p. 255). A3er all, the farmers had obtained that knowledge through decades of 

Crst-hand experience. Scientists dispatched from London, by comparison, might have known a 

great deal about measuring radiation in a sample of grass, but would have had no idea which 

samples were relevant to the safety of grazing sheep. Both types of knowledge were necessary 

in order for the British government to determine whether or not and for how long to restrict 

the sale of sheep from speciCc areas, and the only people who could provide either were those 

who had Crst-hand experience of producing one or the other. 

Interactional expertise, on the other hand, is “enough expertise to interact interestingly 

with participants and carry out a sociological analysis” (p. 254), but not enough to make direct 

contributions to the Celd in question. Collins and Evans’s example of an interactional expertise 

is an STS Celdworker who interacts with a speciCc group of scientists on a regular basis. For 

example, a sociologist who has studied the history and practice of forensic Cngerprinting might 

be said to be an interactional expert in the Celd of forensic Cngerprinting, even though he 

might not be able to identify matching prints with the same level of authority that an FBI agent 

with contributory expertise does. Interactional experts, according to Collins and Evans, can 

also be scientists who work in close collaboration with those from other Celds, where they facil-

itate communication and cooperation between disparate groups of contributory experts (p. 
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258). Contributory expertise alone is not enough for people from di@erent backgrounds to col-

laborate e@ectively, as evidenced by the failure of farmers and government scientists in 

Wynne’s example to collaborate with one another. If, on the other hand, one or more groups 

possess at least interactional expertise in other groups’ specializations, collaboration becomes 

easier. Medical professionals in Epstein’s account of AIDS activism, for example, found it diB-

cult to dismiss activists once the la�er learned to express their concerns using medical termi-

nologies and through professional channels (p. 256).4 

Referred expertise, characterized by Collins as Evans as “expertise at one remove”, is 

o3en found in individuals who manage scientiCc projects, but who themselves are not direct 

contributors to the production of knowledge. Good managers understand the needs of the sci-

entists and engineers whose work they manage even if they do not understand everything the 

contributory experts know. Referred experts know “what it is to have contributory experience” 

from their own experience, for example, in virtue of having been a contributory expert in some 

other Celd (p. 257). Since this type of knowledge is neither contributory nor interactional but 

indispensable in carrying out scientiCc projects of any size, Collins and Evans see Ct to place it 

in its own category instead of subsuming it under the other two types of expertise. 

In addition to these three types of expertise, Collins and Evans a�ribute the skill of dis-

crimination to experts and non-experts alike. <is refers to people’s ability to “make judgements 

between knowledge-claims based on something other than their scientiCc knowledge” (p. 258) 

                                                             
4 In the decade since the publication of Collins and Evans’s essay, much work has been done in STS to understand how 

interactional experts function in diverse social and technical se�ings. Collins, Evans, and Gorman (2007) describe how 

interactional expertise enables heterogeneous knowledge communities to work together while maintaining their 

di@erent identities. Gorman (2010) introduces many examples of interactional expertise in Celds as diverse as busi-

ness, information technology, the protection of endangered animals in U.S. waters, and the distribution of female con-

traceptive devices in Africa. 
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– the kinds of judgment that STS has found takes place all the time both within the scientiCc 

community and in science’s interaction with the public, to the chagrin of those who defend 

traditional, idealized models of science. Although ordinary citizens (and scientists too, when it 

comes to topics beyond their immediate Celds of specialization) usually lack the education and 

experience to tell, for example, whether or not a scientiCc experiment has been conducted 

properly, they are o3en quite capable of judging the overall credibility of individuals or institu-

tions that make scientiCc claims, by asking questions such as: 

Does the author of a claim seem to have integrity? Is the author of a claim known to 
have made unreliable claims in the past? … Is a claim internally consistent or incon-
sistent, or consistent with other claims made by the same person? Does the claim seem 
so self-serving as to give concern? (p. 258) 

Wynne’s sheep farmers, for example, had had many years of experience dealing with secretive 

authorities at the local nuclear facility prior to the Chernobyl crisis. <ey were thus less in-

clined to trust government scientists’ statements about the source of radioactive contamina-

tion in their farms; they were not being unreasonable when they suspected that higher-than-

expected radiation readings might be due to leakage from the nuclear facility (p. 259). Regard-

less of whether the farmers were right at the end of the day, and regardless of whether they pos-

sessed specialist knowledge to back up their suspicions, it cannot be denied that they exercised 

the skill of discrimination in demanding a more trustworthy explanation. Discrimination, how-

ever, only goes so far as to tell us who to believe; it does not tell us what to believe, for that is a 

question for experts to answer (2007, p. 139). Non-experts who exercise the skill of discrimina-

tion, therefore, are still reliant on contributory and interactional experts for speciCc answers to 

their questions. 
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2.5 The Cultural Preference for Privileging Science 

A catalogue of expertise such as the above does not by itself provide us with any normative 

guidelines for the regulation of public participation in political processes involving science and 

technology. Collins and Evans, however, argue that it is possible to prescribe criteria for inclu-

sion and exclusion in technical decision-making processes. In order to do so, they appeal to 

modern (Western) societies’ “preference for the norms and culture of evidence-based scientiCc 

argument” (2003, p. 441; 2007, p. 11). 

Just because there are social and political aspects to science, as much of STS literature 

has emphasized, does not mean that modern societies regard scientiCc knowledge to be on an 

equal footing with the predictions of a psychic. Likewise, just because research projects are 

o3en motivated by political or economic interests does not mean that their results are mere 

fabrications.5 Considerations such as these imply that science can have a distinctive value in 

our world even if it is no longer understood as a tool for discovering objective truths through 

the application of impartial methods. Science is prized, Collins and Evans argue, rather because 

it embodies values that are integral to the modern (Western) culture: 

One of the ironic things about Wave Two is that, in revealing that science cannot stand 
on its own feet, it shows that if you still want it you have to support it on some other 
ground. Our view is that the only defence we can see is a preference for science as a 
component of culture, not just as a resource! (2003, p. 441) 

                                                             
5 Sergio Sismondo (2009) discusses how a very large portion of current medical research is orchestrated by the phar-

maceutical industry. Many articles published in prestigious medical journals about the eBcacy of new drugs are actual-

ly planned, researched, and “ghostwri�en” by drug manufacturers with the goal of maximizing sales and minimizing 

negative publicity. Academic researchers whose names are listed in the articles are o3en recruited at a later stage to 

give the appearance of scientiCc authority. Such practices allow drugs with serious side e@ects, such as Vioxx (which 

may have caused tens of thousands of deaths) to be approved and widely used without adequate scrutiny. Sismondo 

and Mathieu Doucet (2010) thus argue strongly against the acceptance of ghostwri�en articles by medical journals. 

Nevertheless, Sismondo rejects the suggestion that scientiCc knowledge produced by commercial interests is inherent-

ly inferior, qua science, to that produced in a less proCt-seeking se�ing. 
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To illustrate how this cultural preference a@ects norms of technical decision-making, Collins 

and Evans discuss examples of speciCc Celds within physics that have been subjects of much 

discussion in STS.6 Even though these Celds do not exhibit the positivist pa�ern of conjectures, 

replications, and deductive refutations, it does not follow that anybody can just walk into a la-

boratory and start making contributions to highly technical topics in physics: 

if one takes a really esoteric scientiCc controversy such as that over the detection of 
gravitational waves, or the detection of solar neutrinos … or if one takes sciences that 
follow a3er them, then members of Western society know, without having to agonize, 
that anyone who is not a recognized physicist with a great deal of equipment or special 
theoretical knowledge will not be, and should not be, counted as a member of the set of 
decision-makers in respect of the scienti�c knowledge itself. (2002, p. 242) 

In short, people do care about expertise. <e implication, as Collins and Evans explain else-

where, is that “we ought to prefer the judgments of those who ‘know what they are talking 

about’” (2007, p. 2). When it comes to ma�ers of physics, modern societies prefer to respect 

the judgments of those who possess expertise in the relevant sub-disciplines of physics. When 

it comes to ma�ers of technology, economics, or any other Celd in which we can identify a 

group of experts, the same intuition holds: we respect those who know the Celd inside and out, 

and we seem to have good reasons for doing so. 

Collins and Evans do not engage in an in-depth analysis of this cultural preference, and 

speciCcally deny that they are in the business of either explaining or justifying it (2003, p. 447). 

Nonetheless, it is diBcult to deny that respect for those who possess systematic knowledge is a 

very powerful intuition. If we are going to rely on anybody to help us decide what to make of a 

technical topic, as division of labor in complex societies o3en requires, most of us would prefer 

                                                             
6 <e examples in the following quote are drawn from Collins 1985. 
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that our advisor be highly knowledgeable in that topic. As Collins and Evans put it, “this is the 

kind of society we like” (2002, p. 243). <is is why, according to Collins and Evans, it makes 

sense to assign important tasks in decision-making processes that involve technical ma�ers to 

those who possess expertise in relevant Celds – contributory experts to produce scientiCc 

knowledge, interactional experts to help communicate it among experts as well as to laypeople, 

and referred experts to manage it all. 

<e argument so far, however, does not tell us who, if anyone, should be excluded. As 

far as normative principles are concerned, we would still seem to be following Wave Two, 

which calls for more inclusion but does not prescribe any speciCc limit to it. But Collins and 

Evans’s goal is to propose criteria for exclusion as well as for inclusion. <ey a�empt to achieve 

this by reinterpreting the notion, quite common in STS, that politics is inseparable from sci-

ence. 

As described in §2.2, one of the major preoccupations of STS in the past four decades 

has been to show that politics of all kinds, from personal rivalries between scientists to religious 

and ideological motivations to undisguised meddling by warring states, plays a signiCcant role 

in shaping the course, result, interpretation, and application of scientiCc research. Collins and 

Evans acknowledge that this insight has the potential to be deployed in support of what they 

call “technological populism” – public opinion interfering with every aspect of science and 

technology. For what can be wrong with a li�le more political responsiveness if science and 

technology are already thoroughly intertwined with social and political a@airs? 

<e fact that politics always lurks in the background of science, however, does not 

mean that all political in7uence is legitimate, according to Collins and Evans. While “small-p” 

politics within the scientiCc community is inevitable (2007, pp. 125-126), other types of poli-
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tics go against our cultural intuitions and should be resisted: 

What Shapin’s and similar studies show is that politics of this sort may in7uence sci-
ence, but not that it is a legitimate input to scientiCc decision-making … We might say 
that the SSK studies show that politics is “intrinsic” to science, but they do not license 
“extrinsic” political in7uence. (2002, p. 245) 

<is distinction between tolerable “intrinsic” politics and undesirable “extrinsic” politics is also 

an element of the culturally ascribed value of science to which Collins and Evans appeal. In the 

contemporary world, at least in many parts of the West, it is commonly thought that something 

is wrong with overtly political a�empts to in7uence science. It is not at all surprising that peo-

ple are outraged when, for example, an oil-producing state removes portions of a scientiCc 

study it commissioned, on the grounds that the Cnal report contains references to sea level 

change (Burne� 2011), or when a government bars a scientist in its employ from speaking 

publicly about her research the results of which she already published in a prestigious journal, 

on the grounds that they contradict the government’s policy on Csheries management (Munro 

2011). <e value that modern societies ascribe to scientiCc reasoning refers not to any and eve-

ry form of science, but to an ideal of science that is relatively insulated from some of the most 

obvious in7uences of “big-P” politics. According to Collins and Evans, these moral intuitions 

give us good reasons to limit undue in7uences on science – from governments, from corpora-

tions, and perhaps also from ordinary citizens. 

In particular, and against those who favor the maximum participation of all stakehold-

ers, Collins and Evans argue that science must be granted a certain degree of insulation from 

public opinion, even when, and especially when, uncertainties are great: 

<e potential to damage science occurs when sciences Cnd themselves exposed to the 
public early on, before consensus has been developed within the core-set. Under these 
circumstances, expectations developed from exposure to the view … are applied to sci-
ences at a time when core-set debates are too unse�led … [<e public] now Cnd that 
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the scientists, who previously revealed a relatively uniCed and robust front, argue with 
each other with di@erent sides having rough parity; they change their minds, and are no 
longer a source of conCdence. It is easy to understand why scientists prefer to keep 
their work private until they have reached something closer to unity. (2002, pp. 247-
248) 

<e argument is not merely that we should respect the scientists’ “preference” to keep their 

work private until they reach certainty. Nor does Collins and Evans’s argument depend on an 

aversion to exposing “the so3 7esh of the scientiCc fruit” (p. 248). Rather, their primary argu-

ment for sheltering pre-consensus science from excessive public scrutiny seems to be that 

when political actors rush to a decision, the decision can “‘read’ back on the scientiCc debate at 

its core and make any remaining doubts harder to sustain” (p. 246). Extrinsic politics can thus 

cause scientists to jump to conclusions before they would otherwise have done, damaging sci-

ence’s ability to be as value-neutral as we in modern societies want it to be. Again, Collins and 

Evans do not o@er any arguments to give moral weight to the kind of partial value-neutrality – 

“small-p” politics is permissible, but “big-P” is not – that they ascribe to modern societies’ cul-

tural preference; their line of inference relies largely on intuition regarding this ma�er. It is, 

however, a powerful intuition for many members of contemporary Western societies. 

 

2.6 The Technical and Political Phases of Decision-Making 

Collins and Evans’s normative approach seeks to make the most use of available expertise, by 

including both credentialed and uncredentialed experts, and to prevent the erosion of scientiCc 

reasoning, by excluding those whose participation might exert undue political in7uence on the 

course of science. <ey propose that this goal can be achieved by dividing technical decision-

making process into two “phases”, the technical and the political, each with its own criteria for 

inclusion and exclusion. 
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First introduced by Collins and Evans (2002), the two phases and their respective cri-

teria for inclusion are explained more fully in a later essay by Evans and Alexandra Plows 

(2007). <e word “phase” can be misleading, as Collins and Evans do not intend their two 

“phases” of decision-making to be temporally distinct, one a3er the other. Rather, the technical 

and political phases are expected to take place in parallel and interact with each other, as will be 

explained shortly. 

According to Evans and Plows, the technical phase is where experts, both credentialed 

and “experience-based”, work together to produce scientiCc knowledge that can guide the de-

liberations of the broader political community (p. 833). Although politics is not completely 

absent from the technical phase – the authors do not believe that “small-p” politics can be 

purged from science – extrinsic political in7uence should be minimized in the technical phase. 

“Big-P” political in7uence is not welcome even if it might help correct the biases and shortcom-

ings of experts that arise from their “small-p” politics. Instead of inviting external observers to 

keep experts directly accountable to the broader society, the authors express hope that “includ-

ing a wider range of experts within the technical phase will actually promote critical re7ection 

about hidden values” (p. 834), maintaining that any political issues that arise among experts 

should be dealt with among experts themselves insofar as it is possible to do so. 

<e political phase, on the other hand, is “concerned with the development of the poli-

cies and regulatory frameworks within which technical debates are permi�ed to take place and 

through which they are held accountable” (p. 833). Also sometimes referred to as the demo-

cratic phase, the task of the political phase is to decide what the political community should do, 

in light of the expert advice with which the technical phases furnishes it. <is includes regulat-

ing the conduct of scientists and other experts, insofar as doing so does not impinge on the task 
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of the technical phase; for example, governments can prescribe that drug manufacturers follow 

certain procedures for their new products to be approved, while not mandating how to inter-

pret the results of individual clinical trials. <e political phase is also primarily responsible for 

formulating questions for the technical phase to answer. Participants in the technical phase 

might, for example, ask a panel of experts what the environmental impact of a proposed devel-

opment project will be. When experts return with various predictions and associated probabili-

ties, the political phase can then decide whether the risks are worth taking. Likewise, if experts 

report that they do not have an answer at the time, or that there are multiple competing theo-

ries within the expert community, the political phase should take what it regards to be an ap-

propriate course of action given the uncertainty. Non-scientiCc factors such as public senti-

ment and economic costs can be legitimately invoked in the political phase; as such, one does 

not need to possess any expertise in a related Celd in order to participate in this phase. 

According to Collins and Evans, participation in the technical phase is governed by 

meritocratic concerns, but participation in the political phase is justiCed primarily by reference 

to stakeholder rights (2002, p. 262). <ey o@er a fascinating thought experiment to highlight 

the di@erence. Imagine that all the farms in Wynne’s story of post-Chernobyl radioactive con-

tamination were purchased by a group of Cnanciers from London. If so, the Cnanciers would be 

entitled, in virtue of their stakeholder rights, to participate in the political phase in any discus-

sion about the fate of the farms. However, being complete strangers both to the art of farming 

and to the science of radiology, the Cnanciers would not be qualiCed to participate in the tech-

nical phase; they would not have the right to tell scientists where and how to take samples. <e 

farmers, on the other hand, have the right to participate in the technical phase in virtue of their 

extensive experience; and this right would not be a@ected even if the farms were actually 
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owned by the Cnanciers (p. 261). 

However, given that the farms were in fact owned by the farmers themselves, would 

they then be qualiCed to participate both in the technical phase and in the political phase? Col-

lins and Evans neither ask nor answer this particular question, but an extended discussion by 

Evans and Plows (2007) o@ers reasons to suppose that this may not be so. 

<e curious passages concern the role of activists in the two-phase decision-making 

process that Collins and Evans advocate. According to Evans and Plows, some activists are 

permi�ed to participate in the technical phase – but not because they are prominent stake-

holders, nor because they represent concerned citizens. <e technical phase, as shown above, 

does not accept such reasons for inclusion. Rather, activists are admi�ed to the technical phase 

because many of them possess expertise. “Although many activists may not possess formal cer-

tiCcates to validate their claims to expertise, they have, as a result of their prolonged engage-

ment with a particular debate or controversy, developed substantial interactional expertise in 

these areas” (p. 837). 

But activists, along with other experts, are unwelcome in the political phase. According 

to Evans and Plows: 

Questions of resource allocation, social justice and future possibilities are not ma�ers 
for experts alone. Instead, they are more legitimately located within the political institu-
tions of the wider society … As such, the appropriate participants in such decisions are 
no longer the experts but the non-expert citizens in the society who will be a@ected by 
them. (p. 840) 

While the Crst sentence of this quote gives the impression that experts and non-experts can 

work on political questions together, the more exclusionary nuance of the last sentence is what 

gets emphasized repeatedly in the remainder of Evans and Plows’s essay. On one interpreta-

tion, this stance may be seen as a precaution against granting excessive decision-making power 
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to experts. One might argue that experts, if given participation rights in the political phase as 

well as a monopoly over the technical phase, could quickly overshadow non-experts’ political 

contributions and take the society back to a Wave One style of governance. 

However, Evans and Plows’s exclusion of activists and other experts from the political 

phase also embodies an ideal of impartiality. <ey argue that “activists and scientists with ex-

pertise are all commi�ed to particular value positions and hence to the advocacy of di@erent 

socio-technical futures” (p. 842), and that therefore they are “more accurately seen as repre-

sentatives of particular epistemic communities, such as ‘scientists’, ‘farm-workers’, ‘environ-

mental activists’ or ‘agribusiness’, and so on”. Such groups, according to Evans and Plows, 

“may speak ‘to’ the members of the wider society but cannot claim to speak ‘for’ them”. Instead 

of activists and experts, the authors call upon relatively unengaged non-expert citizens to “au-

thentically represent the lay perspective” (p. 829). 

On this view, the political phase is not merely a forum for stakeholders to voice their 

concerns. Whereas the technical phase is optimized for the production of scientiCc knowledge, 

the political phase is designed to be free, as far as possible, of partisan viewpoints, including 

activism as well as the advocacy of particular scientiCc theories. <is is only possible, Evans and 

Plows argue, if the political phase is populated with disinterested citizens who are neither activ-

ists nor experts in the topics on which they are to make decisions: 

if the intention is to put science before lay people, then it is only those who stand out-
side the commi�ed knowledge cultures of both the scientiCc and activist communities 
who can operationalize a genuinely civic epistemology … if lay people are important, 
then it must be because of their lack of engagement and not their specialist knowledge. 
(pp. 844-845) 

Evans and Plows take this to imply that ordinary citizens’ apparent lack of interest in science, as 

well as their lack of scientiCc knowledge, “should be seen as a virtue rather than a problem” (p. 
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829). Since these citizens have not been exposed to the partisan viewpoints of activists and the 

severe competition between rival scientiCc theories, they are presumed to be ideal participants 

of the political phase. 

But partisanship is not welcome in the technical phase, either. Although activists who 

possess at least interactional expertise in relevant Celds are invited to participate in the tech-

nical phase along with other credentialed and uncredentialed experts, the only kind of politics 

that participants of the technical phase are permi�ed to engage in is “small-p” politics that inev-

itably accompany any production of knowledge in a social se�ing. <ere is therefore no room 

for partisanship in Evans and Plows’s two-phase decision-making process. Wynne’s sheep 

farmers may have been invited to the technical phase, but they are not necessarily welcome in 

the political phase, and neither phase turns out to be a suitable avenue for the farmers to ex-

press, for example, their suspicion that the British government was using the Chernobyl fallout 

as a convenient excuse to cover up long-term radioactive leakage from the local nuclear repro-

cessing plant. 

Even stakeholder rights, to which Collins and Evans appeal as a basis for participation 

rights in the political phase, may need to be constrained if the stakeholders hold partisan be-

liefs. What if the hypothetical Cnanciers who purchased the farms were also strong advocates of 

a particular ideology that turned out to be highly relevant to the political and military tension 

between Britain and the Soviet Union? It is not clear whether they would still qualify, in Evans 

and Plows’s extended account of the two phases, to participate in the political phase.7 As a re-

                                                             
7 We might be tempted to brush o@ this possible inconsistency regarding participation rights in the political phase as a 

sign of minor disagreement among the three overlapping co-authors, perhaps particularly between Collins and Plows. 

<is may indeed be the case to some extent; however, I do not believe that such a conjecture is necessary. <e ideal of 
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sult, activists and those with partisan viewpoints whose level of knowledge does not allow them 

to count as at least interactional experts may be excluded from both phases. 

 

2.7 Problems with the Cultural Preference Argument 

I will now discuss several diBculties with Collins and Evans’s proposal as explained so far. <e 

Crst diBculty concerns the aforementioned appeal to modern Western societies’ cultural pref-

erence. <e majority of Collins and Evans’s normative suggestions depend on cultural prefer-

ence for justiCcation; yet, none of the two essays and one book in which they use cultural pref-

erence to support their claims explain why the current preferences and practices of a society 

should carry any prescriptive force. Although the authors state that explaining and justifying 

speciCc aspects of modern Western cultures is beyond the scope of their inquiry (2003, p. 

447), leaving this out makes their overall argument signiCcantly weaker from a philosophical 

point of view. <is is an especially serious problem since Collins and Evans’s proposal has con-

sequences for the design of political institutions. 

It is well known in political philosophy that a�empting to justify political institutions 

on the basis of cultural preferences and practices carries certain hazards. To begin with, not 

every aspect of existing cultures may be worth preserving. History is replete with examples of 

culturally accepted and even celebrated behavior that could never have been justiCed, from 

slavery to ethnic cleansing to various forms of discrimination that continue to this day. If the 

fact that a society prefers its decision-makers to be propertied men does not justify disenfran-

                                                                                                                                                                                          
impartiality in political discourse, and the associated misgivings about partisanship, is a major element of contempo-

rary Western political culture – the same culture that Collins and Evans appeal to in their argument for privileging sci-

entiCc reasoning. 
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chising working-class men and all women, why should we accept that contemporary societies’ 

willingness to defer to experts on certain issues justiCes excluding non-experts from forums 

dealing with those issues? Appeals to cultural preference should always be accompanied by in-

dependent reasons to support the preference’s moral worth, since otherwise the same form of 

argument could be used to justify any culturally accepted behavior. 

Intuitive appeal, which Collins and Evans appear to have on their side, only goes so far 

in fulClling the role of an independent reason. Cultural preferences and practices, even when 

not outright oppressive, can be the result of long-standing inequalities that subtly skew peo-

ple’s moral intuitions. Women in some societies might prefer to stay home and never even 

think about ge�ing a job, because all women around them do the same; and black people in 

certain times and places might have thought it reasonable to behave subserviently when inter-

acting with their white neighbors. But the ostensibly voluntary nature of these preferences, in 

the view of most contemporary political philosophers, does not make it any more legitimate to 

design political institutions around them. Likewise, it does not seem too far-fetched to suppose 

that at least some portion of modern Western citizens’ readiness to defer to experts is a conse-

quence of deeply entrenched elitism. STS could easily point, for instance, to the British “Public 

Understanding of Science” (PUS) and similar projects, which treat ordinary citizens as nothing 

but passive receivers of scientiCc knowledge, as systematic a�empts to discourage people from 

challenging the judgments of experts. Without a thorough investigation of the source of the 

intuition in question, it is therefore dangerous to appeal to unqualiCed intuition, however 

widely shared, as the primary justiCcation for political institutions. 

Moreover, appealing to culture as a justiCcation for political institutions risks neglect-

ing the important fact that no culture is homogeneous. In political philosophy, communitarian-
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ism, which a�empts to establish political institutions that promote values that are shared in a 

community, has frequently been criticized for failing to accommodate minorities and for inter-

fering with the development of alternative viewpoints even within majorities (Dworkin 1989; 

Kymlicka 1989a, 2002). A similar diBculty haunts certain forms of multiculturalism, politics of 

recognition, and identity politics, too. If such political philosophies are formulated and imple-

mented without recognizing that most societies are heterogeneous, they risk violating the 

rights of dissenting individuals and/or groups (Young 2000; cf. Durant 2011).8 More defensi-

ble forms of multiculturalism and related political philosophies thus seek to accommodate dis-

sent; Will Kymlicka (1995), for example, prohibits cultural groups from restricting their mem-

bers’ right to dissent, even as he permits groups to claim a broad range of rights in their 

relationship with other cultural groups. Collins and Evans, however, appeal to what they per-

ceive to be modern Western societies’ cultural preferences without considering the possibility 

of dissent from within the same culture. <eir delineation of their preferred culture is rather 

crude: 

Were members [of Western society] to take a di@erent view of this ma�er, they would 
no longer participate in Western scientiCc society as the term is used here. <ere are 
those who would not accept that scientists have any special rights … but here we must 
simply state our starting point that, as members of the scientiCc community broadly 
conceived, and contributors to Western scientiCc society, ‘we think they do’. (2002, pp. 
242-243) 

<ese remarks suggest that anyone who does not share Collins and Evans’s views about scien-

tists’ right to se�le scientiCc disputes not only is wrong but also has no claim to participate in 

the modern Western scientiCc culture. In the hands of Collins and Evans, this culture becomes 

                                                             
8 Darrin Durant a�empts to use the same argument against the views of Collins and Evans’s critics and thus in support 

of Collins and Evans’s proposal. In Chapter 5, I will argue that Durant’s argument does not work. 
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remarkably homogeneous in its preferences regarding participation rights in technical deci-

sion-making, but only because those with di@erent preferences have been relegated to a di@er-

ent, unspeciCed culture. 

One might a�empt to defend this cultural exclusion by pointing out that one is free to 

draw cultural boundaries wherever one Cnds a meaningful di@erence; however, we should not 

forget that we are also talking about political exclusion here, since Collins and Evans use the 

preferences of the homogenized “modern Western scientiCc culture” to justify their choice of 

institutional design. Even those who do not identify with Collins and Evans’s characterization 

of that culture – for example, those who believe that they have the right to introduce ideologi-

cal considerations into a technical decision-making process – would have no choice but to be 

subjected to the political institutions that Collins and Evans propose, as long as they live in the 

same political community as those who participate in the said culture; and they would be given 

no reasons for their subjection other than an appeal to the preferences of a culture with which 

they do not identify. Most political philosophies of the liberal tradition would regard this as 

deeply problematic. 

Indeed, exclusion of seemingly legitimate participants and concerns is one of the most 

powerful objections that have been raised against Collins and Evans’s theory. Wynne (2003) 

argues that Collins and Evans’s model of technical decision-making leaves no room for indi-

viduals and groups who wish to challenge the way in which an issue has been framed, because 

the framing of an issue o3en involves political as well as technical questions – an environmen-

tal issue, for example, might consist of technical questions about the toxicity of speciCc pollu-

tants as well as political questions about the ethics of pollution – but Collins and Evans do not 

allow the two to be mixed. 
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Wynne’s objection will be examined in more detail in Chapter 4. In the remainder of 

this chapter, I will continue to pursue the question of what, if anything, might justify Collins 

and Evans’s principles of inclusion and exclusion, with an emphasis on practical implications. 

My objections will, however, also brie7y touch upon issues of exclusion and framing, which I 

will continue to explore in later chapters. 

 

2.8 Collins and Evans’s Practical Goals 

Cultural preference alone, as I have argued above, cannot provide proper justiCcation for de-

signing coercive political institutions in one way or another. Perhaps, however, we should re-

gard Collins and Evans’s appeal to cultural preference not as an appeal to culture per se but as 

an umbrella term that encompasses a number of speciCc desiderata for science policymaking. If 

so, the justiCcation of their proposal would depend on what their practical objectives are, and 

whether or not their two-phase decision-making process helps achieve such objectives. 

Aside from the general background that I outlined in §2.2, a number of speciCc, practi-

cal, interrelated goals can be seen as motivating Collins and Evans’s project. Some of these ap-

pear in the opening paragraph of their landmark essay: 

Should the political legitimacy of technical decisions in the public domain be maxim-
ized by referring them to the widest democratic process, or should such decisions be 
based on the best expert advice? <e Crst choice risks technological paralysis; the se-
cond invites popular opposition.” (2002, pp. 235-236) 9 

                                                             
9 Political philosophers will quickly notice the rather odd use of the phrase “political legitimacy”. Collins and Evans’s 

phrasing suggests that legitimacy is something that needs to be balanced against “the best expert advice”. <is would 

seem to contradict the intuition, which I believe is relatively uncontroversial among political philosophers, that legiti-

macy cannot be balanced against other considerations and that utilizing expert advice is one aspect of legitimacy. 

However, the next sentence allows us to infer that by “political legitimacy” Collins and Evans actually mean “popular 

support” or “democratic legitimacy”. 
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<e last sentence of the essay similarly appeals to the need to “navigate our way between the 

Scylla of public disillusion and the Charybdis of technical paralysis” (p. 272). <e authors’ mo-

tivations, then, appear to be twofold: Crst, they want to restore the public trust that they believe 

contemporary scientiCc institutions have lost; and second, they want to achieve this in a way 

that does not cause “technological paralysis”. 

Restoring trust, Collins and Evans believe, can generally be achieved by broader public 

participation and consultation in the decision-making process. (<is issue will be discussed in 

further detail in Chapter 5.) <e second goal, however, according to Collins and Evans, will be 

diBcult to meet unless participation is curtailed in some way. Proponents of controversial sci-

ences such as the genetic modiCcation of crops, human embryonic stem cell research, and nan-

otechnology o3en express frustration that many of their a�empts at innovation are hamstrung 

by Cerce public opposition. <ey therefore have reasons to fear that more public participation 

in related issues will bring about even more Cerce opposition, possibly fueled by “big-P” politi-

cal concerns such as cultural inertia, religious conservatism, and excessive reliance on the pre-

cautionary principle. Such fears, indeed, already seem to have been conCrmed in some cases. 

For example, the British GM Nation? debate in 2003 a�empted to solicit public opinion on an 

unprecedented scale by holding several nationwide events with thousands of a�endees, as well 

as dozens of regional and hundreds of local meetings. <e organizing body also received over 

1,200 le�ers and e-mails, and 37,000 responses to its online feedback form. <e resulting con-

sensus was overwhelmingly against genetically modiCed crops, and participants expressed a 

deep distrust of governments and multinational corporations that supported GM crops (Irwin 

2006). Similar anti-GM sentiments were expressed in virtually every participatory exercise 

throughout the late 1990s and early 2000s in countries as diverse as France, Denmark, Switzer-
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land, Canada, Australia, and the United States, to the chagrin of governments, multinational 

corporations, and scientists who wished to adopt GM crops (Dryzek et al. 2009). 

By emphasizing the risk of “technological paralysis”, Collins and Evans thus a�empt to 

strike a balance between public participation and scientiCc innovation, and to allay the fear that 

more participation necessarily equals more opposition to new scientiCc developments. <eir 

solution is to identify and exclude – or at least give lower weights to – opinions they believe do 

not belong in technical decision-making: namely, opinions of non-experts and opinions in-

formed by “big-P” politics. In a later article, Collins describes his project as an a�empt to “pro-

vide the tools for an initial weighting of opinion” (Collins 2009, p. 31). 

Another motivation for Collins and Evans’s project is the observation that, in politics, 

“decisions have to be made before the scientiCc dust has se�led” (2002, p. 241). Due to the 

cu�hroat rate at which scientiCc and technological innovation takes place nowadays, scarcely 

any issue of public signiCcance can wait for innovators themselves to reach a solid consensus.10 

According to Collins and Evans, this means that STS scholars can no longer sit back and de-

scribe the rise and fall of sciences and technologies as they have done for the last few decades. 

In order to contribute positively to society, philosophers and sociologists must instead engage 

in “upstream work”: active intervention in the development of new sciences and technologies 

by drawing useful boundaries and identifying experts even when scientists and technologists 

hesitate to do so themselves. <e main diBculty, though, is that such manufactured boundaries 

would appear arbitrary and hence lack normative force. One cannot present consensus as a ba-

                                                             
10 One could ask whether this problem is speciCc to science. Decisions concerning moral, religious, and cultural issues 

are also frequently made in the absence of anything resembling a consensus; indeed, consensus on such issues may 

never be possible. 
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sis for legislation unless one can also explain why it is permissible to disregard the many dis-

senting voices. By formulating and defending a set of principles for excluding or discounting 

certain voices, Collins and Evans hope to confer legitimacy upon the (apparently premature) 

boundaries and consensuses that they intend to construct.11 

I will, however, argue in the following sections that it is diBcult to see how Collins and 

Evans’s proposal – exclusion of laypeople from the technical phase of decision-making, exclu-

sion of experts from the political phase, and exclusion of partisanship from both – could help 

achieve any of the stated goals. Moreover, I will argue that Collins and Evans’s a�empt to 

manufacture a normatively signiCcant consensus by excluding certain voices runs into both 

conceptual and practical diBculties. 

  

2.9 Technological Paralysis: The Rest of the Story 

In support of their claim that “technological paralysis” will follow unless public participation in 

some phases of technical decision-making is restricted to experts, Collins and Evans outline a 

number of case studies as examples of harm caused by too much participation. <eir treatment 

of the examples, however, is too simplistic to warrant the conclusion that the authors would 

like to draw. 

<e Crst two cases, studied earlier by Collins (1988) in a di@erent context and also 

brie7y mentioned in §2.5, involve publicity stunts staged by the British Central Electricity 

                                                             
11 <is is similar to how liberal political philosophers a�empt to achieve an “overlapping consensus” in diverse societies 

by identifying principled grounds for the removal of “unreasonable” views from public debates. For more on the liberal 

consensus-building project, see Rawls (1993, 2001) and Gutmann and <ompson (1996, 2004). Related ideas will 

also be discussed in Chapter 3. 
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Generating Board (CEGB) in July 1984 and by the U.S. National Aeronautics and Space Ad-

ministration (NASA) and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) in December 1984, respec-

tively. In the former, CEGB deliberately crashed a high-speed train into a steel 7ask at 100 

miles per hour, in order to show that the 7ask was safe to use as a container when transporting 

spent nuclear fuel by rail. In the la�er, NASA and FAA crashed a remotely controlled jet air-

cra3 in order to demonstrate that the use of anti-misting kerosene (AMK) would prevent, or at 

least reduce the severity of, Cres that almost always accompany air accidents. Both experiments 

received extensive coverage in the mass media. <e nuclear fuel 7ask emerged intact from the 

train crash, giving the appearance of safety. <e jet aircra3 erupted in a spectacular Creball, 

immediately destroying the credibility of AMK. However, according to Collins and Evans, the-

se immediate public reactions did not take into account the subtleties of the technologies in-

volved: 

according to other experts, the train crash could not be taken to imply the safety of the 
method of transport because of certain special features of the test whose signiCcance 
was evident only to the expert eye. <ese included the absence of the railway lines be-
yond the point of impact, and the removal of the wheels of the wagon on which the 
7ask was placed: the lines could have penetrated the 7ask had they been there, and the 
wheels could have dug into the ground, enhancing the impact. Likewise, the plane 
crash could not be taken to imply the non-safety of AMK, according to the experts, be-
cause the crash was more severe than was intended (a steel pylon entered one of the 
engines), the Cre was in any case much less severe than it appeared and some passen-
gers could have escaped it, and there was much unburned fuel le3 in and around the 
aircra3 which helped to cool the 7ames in the Crst instance. (2002, pp. 263-264) 

Collins and Evans thus conclude that the involvement of laypeople in both cases and the re-

sulting strong public sentiments had a negative e@ect on the quality of the decisions reached, 

by prematurely cu�ing o@ expert analysis. <ey argue that “a be�er interpretation would have 

been accomplished by narrowing the group of decision-makers to certiCed experts alone” (p. 

264). If environmentalists and other stakeholders wanted to participate, they should have done 
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so via representatives who possessed appropriate expertise. 

But to place blame squarely on the shoulders of non-experts citizens is only one of sev-

eral di@erent and overlapping interpretations that one could make of the two cases. Experts 

working for government agencies clearly made serious errors in both cases: CEGB failed to 

stage an accident that all relevant actors considered realistic, and NASA and FAA lost control 

of the aircra3’s a�itude during the crucial Cnal seconds of the experiment. In the la�er case, the 

public’s judgment may have re7ected reality be�er than that of AMK experts did; for there is 

no reason to believe that steel pylons and other large objects will keep away from the engines of 

crashing aircra3. Indeed, in an earlier treatment of the same case, Collins himself casts doubt 

upon the credibility of AMK experts’ optimistic interpretation (Collins 1988, pp. 738-739). 

Perhaps the blame should be placed on government agencies and media outlets that sacriCced 

thorough analysis for sensationalism. Perhaps even the lopsided media coverage was partly due 

to experts’ failure to admit that their experiments were 7awed. None of these possibilities, 

however, are explored by Collins and Evans. 

Collins and Evans’s argument also takes no account of an important insight that Col-

lins draws a�ention to in his original study of the two cases. According to him, the reason lay-

people o3en misinterpret experiments like these is that “[the] public is used to seeing demon-

strations which re7ect scientiCc consensus, not experiments within a disputed area” (p. 739). 

In other words, virtually all “science” that laypeople witness throughout their lives is of the 

high-school variety, where the teacher already knows the answer. As a result, when they are ex-

posed to cases where scientists don’t know how to interpret the results, they are likely to as-

sume that whatever they saw – an intact 7ask, a burning jet plane – is what the scientists intend-

ed them to see. 
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“To dispute a demonstration”, Collins writes, “requires substantial technical expertise 

not possessed by any but technical experts” (p. 730). <is dovetails the restrictions on partici-

pation that he outlines later in the same paper and further develops in his and Evans’s more 

recent works. But this statement does not necessarily follow from his observations about lay-

people. <ere is li�le reason to believe that the naïve acceptance of the results of scientiCc 

demonstrations – even those that go terribly wrong – is an inevitable characteristic of laypeo-

ple that they can only overcome by ceasing to be “lay”. For decades, STS scholars have criti-

cized the U.K.’s Public Understanding of Science (PUS) project and similar e@orts elsewhere 

for promoting a false image of science. Propping up scientists as infallible demi-gods and blam-

ing the public for its ignorance of scientiCc trivia are two of the hallmarks of PUS, and Collins is 

no stranger to the ill e@ects of PUS-centered science policies (cf. Collins 2009). If so, STS has a 

good reason to regard the public’s naïveté about science, if and where it exists, at least partly as 

an unfortunate symptom of a PUS-inspired science education rather than as an inescapable 

fact of human nature. <e fact that many non-experts are currently ill-equipped to cope with 

glimpses of science’s so3 7esh may very well be a reason for STS to engage in a remedial cam-

paign – Public Understanding of Actual Science (PUAS), perhaps – instead of a reason to ex-

clude non-experts altogether from technical debates and thereby to consign them to continued 

naïveté. 

In his earlier work on the two cases, Collins hints at, but does not pursue, an alternative 

solution to the problem of counterproductive science demonstrations. According to Collins, 

“all of us would prefer normal experimental privacy rather than a decision based on the unpre-

dictable, almost chance, outcome of a single run interpreted by lay persons” (Collins 1988, p. 

738) – again, paving the way to his (and Evans’s) current position on public participation. 
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However, this passage is not clear as to which aspect of the cases in question “all of us” should 

Cnd unpalatable. Is it “the unpredictable, almost chance, outcome of a single run”, or is it the 

fact that this single run is “interpreted by lay persons”? Collins clearly prefers the second inter-

pretation, as evidenced by surrounding passages; but even then he leaves logical space for an 

alternative reading: 

My point is that the public should not be exposed to only one side of a scientiCc debate 
from which they might draw premature conclusions. By all means conduct scientiCc 
debate in public, but not demonstrations which pass for proof in yet unse�led areas. 
(Collins 1988, p. 742) 

What if the public were exposed not to occasional, isolated, highly publicized scientiCc experi-

ments, but to every experiment? What if experiments were clearly labeled as, and publicly un-

derstood as, contributions to a debate in progress, rather than as conclusive demonstrations of 

fact? What if the public not only watched these experiments “from the comfort of their arm-

chairs” (p. 733) but were invited to participate actively to the best of their abilities, even if their 

participation did not signiCcantly improve the results? What if science education were re-

formed as to facilitate all of the above? <ese are possibilities that few societies have explored 

so far; yet there is no a priori reason to assume that they would be any less e@ective in the long 

term in solving problematic cases, such as the AMK crash test, than a regime of limited partici-

pation might be. 

Furthermore, there is li�le evidence to support the claim that the a3ermath of the 

AMK crash test, for example, was anything like “technological paralysis”. Although large-scale 

deployment of AMK was thwarted by the negative publicity surrounding the crash test, the ex-

periment allowed scientists to gain much valuable knowledge directly pertaining to passenger 

safety in aircra3 accidents. FAA obtained conclusive evidence of the beneCts of Cre-blocking 
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layers in seat cushions, which led to the implementation of new industry standards (FAA 1987, 

p. 33). Changes to 7oor proximity lighting were prescribed, in order to make them more visible 

to escaping passengers (p. 38). Flight data recorders were found to contain insuBcient data on 

pitch, roll and acceleration, leading to a change in the regulation (p. 39). All of these improve-

ments help build safer aircra3 and make it more likely for passengers to survive a crash. If we 

evaluated the outcome of the crash test not merely on the basis of AMK’s fate but on the basis 

of the test’s overall and eventual contribution to the science of air safety, we might want to call 

it a success a3er all. Likewise, criticisms of CEGB’s nuclear fuel 7ask crash test gained wide 

publicity in the days and weeks following the test, in part owing to e@orts by anti-nuclear 

groups such as Greenpeace. If any long-term damage to science occurred as a result of these 

publicity stunts, Collins and Evans seem unwilling to identify them. 

It is not even clear that “technological paralysis” is a genuine problem. Collins and Ev-

ans might object, arguing that the danger is real. <ey might point out that my criticism above 

is based on a cherry-picked subset of examples, and that there are other cases where science 

really is being damaged due to too much lay involvement. One of the examples that appear re-

peatedly in their works is the view, popular in certain parts of the United States, that creation-

ism and/or intelligent design should be taught in schools as part of the science curriculum 

(2002, p. 271; 2003, p. 441; 2007, pp. 129-130). Collins and Evans appeal to the apparent un-

reasonableness of this view to argue against advocates of unrestricted participation: 

<is is the danger of Wynne’s exclusive concentration on the kind of framing in which 
“the proper participants are in principle every democratic citizen” [Wynne 2003: 411]. 
It would mean that we should applause the teaching of creationism as science in certain 
southern states of the USA. In contrast, we see this democratically mandated change as 
undermining something that should be a core part of our culture and, therefore, of the 
science taught in schools: the norms and culture of evidence-based, scientiCc argu-
ment. (2003: p. 441) 
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<e teaching of creationism in U.S. schools is a contentious issue that many political philoso-

phers have wri�en about; it has, among other things, signiCcant implications for the neutrality 

of the state that I will discuss in more detail in Chapter 3. In reality, however, it is not clear that 

any restriction of participation would be necessary for secularists to block the creationist ar-

gument. Kitzmiller v. Dover, the case that Collins and Evans (2007) mention in their discussion 

of intelligent design, was ultimately decided against the proponents of intelligent design, pri-

marily on the basis of the Endorsement Clause of the First Amendment. If the participation (or 

lack thereof) of any particular class of people in any particular stage of the lawsuit was a deci-

sive factor in this outcome, Collins and Evans do not mention it. Moreover, even before the 

court case was se�led, every member of the Dover school board who supported the inclusion 

of intelligent design in the curriculum was defeated in a democratic election. While the initial 

description of the case may seem alarming from the point of view of secularism, the rest of the 

story suggests that the voting public can handle the ma�er very well on their own, thank you 

very much. 

Similar observations can be made with regard to some of the other examples that Col-

lins and Evans use in support of their theory. Toward the end of their essay, the authors argue 

that “the public can be wrong” (2002: p. 271), citing Greenpeace’s lack of expertise in the 

Brent Spar controversy as an example. <e Brent Spar, an oil storage platform, was scheduled 

for decommission by scu�ling in the North Atlantic in the spring of 1995. Greenpeace, which 

drastically overestimated the amount of residual hydrocarbons, heavy metals, and other pollu-

tants on board the platform, staged massive protests, occupying the platform for three weeks 

until forcibly evicted. But the case of the Brent Spar was more complicated than this brief de-

scription suggests. Although it is undeniable that Greenpeace was wrong about the amount of 
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contaminants on board the oil platform, this does not mean that anyone’s lack of expertise was 

primarily responsible for the costly and protracted controversy, or that excluding Greenpeace 

from the debate would have led to be�er results. One could just as plausibly argue that lack of 

transparency on the part of Shell (the oil company that owned the Brent Spar) and its failure to 

solicit public opinion before deciding to scu�le the aging platform was the main cause of the 

controversy. In fact, in the a3ermath of the controversy, Shell solicited and received hundreds 

of suggestions from ordinary people about what to do with the Brent Spar. One of the sugges-

tions was eventually followed: the oil platform was towed to Norway, where it was dismantled 

and its steel used to expand the quay of a small town. Had such a possibility been considered in 

the Crst place, much money and anguish may have been saved, without needing to exclude an-

yone from the decision-making process. 

Analogous examples are not diBcult to Cnd. <e U.S. chemical weapons disposal pro-

gram su@ered over a decade of delays because the authorities failed to consult citizens before 

deciding to burn the deadly chemicals in open-stack incinerators in the vicinity of population 

centers, predictably causing a public uproar. What appeared, at Crst glance, to be Nimbyism 

(“Not in my back yard”) on the part of local residents turned out to be a reservoir of ideas for 

alternative disposal methods. A decision to collaborate with, rather than antagonize, lay citi-

zens Cnally enabled the U.S. military to proceed with the much-needed program quickly and 

e@ectively (Futrell 2003). In most of the cases that they mention in their own arguments, Col-

lins and Evans fail to show that restricting the participation of lay citizens would have had a 

tangible beneCt. As noted above, their claims appear to be based on the assumption that lay-

people are, and always will be, incapable of interacting with science in any way other than con-

suming teaspoonfuls of unambiguous facts; but this assumption is not particularly convincing, 
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especially if we also consider the possibility, mentioned in §2.7, that our intuitions and general-

izations about ourselves and others can be a consequence of long-standing socioeconomic ine-

qualities. 

 

2.10 Manufacturing Consensus: Conceptual and Practical DiBculties 

Jasano@ (2003a) criticizes Collins and Evans’s project for failing to take into account the well-

established doctrine in STS that it is not possible to tell what the content of scientiCc 

knowledge is, let alone who possesses it, until a suBcient amount of consensus has developed 

around the Celd in question. As a result, Jasano@ argues, “it is when debates Cnally lose their 

public signiCcance that one o3en sees these exclusive knowledge clubs emerging” (p. 395). 

Jasano@’s implication is that Collins and Evans’s project of using experts to make decisions 

cannot even get o@ the ground since, in highly controversial issues, it would be impossible to 

identify contributory and interactional experts until political decisions have already been made. 

<ere is a sense in which Jasano@’s criticism is unfair to Collins and Evans. <e la�er 

are clearly aware of the Catch-22, which they label “expert’s regress”. Because of the expert’s 

regress, “the class of experts can be identiCed only with hindsight” (Collins and Evans 2002, p. 

240). Collins and Evans’s goal is to bypass or overcome the expert’s regress, not to ignore it; 

and the approach they propose is to rely on cultural norms of Western science to identify ex-

perts for the purpose of political decision-making even before the experts themselves have 

reached a consensus about the nature of their own expertise. According to Collins and Evans, it 

is permissible to identify and use experts even when uncertainties remain, as long as the selec-

tion criteria are relatively unproblematic, since “consumers … of scientiCc knowledge have no 

use for small uncertainties” (p. 246). 
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Collins and Evans do not, however, provide us with any useful criteria for identifying 

contributory and interactional experts before scientiCc controversies have se�led, other than a 

vaguely characterized skill of discrimination that anyone can use to judge an alleged expert’s 

credibility. IdentiCcation may be relatively easy in the case of contributory experts in conven-

tional Celds who possess widely recognized credentials, such as a nuclear physicist who has 

worked at CERN or an endocrinologist who has published in �e New England Journal of Medi-

cine. But according to Collins and Evans, credentials are only of limited value in the identiCca-

tion of experts, because scientists with equivalent credentials may possess drastically di@erent 

levels of expertise in any given Celd due to their di@erent specialized experiences (p. 260). 

IdentiCcation becomes even more diBcult once we start looking for uncredentialed, “experi-

ence-based” experts such as Wynne’s Cumbrian sheep farmers (Wynne 1996; Collins and Ev-

ans 2002, p. 261) and Epstein’s San Francisco AIDS activists (Epstein 1995; Collins and Evans 

2002, p. 262). Few policymakers would have recognized such informal and uncredentialed in-

dividuals as experts of any kind while the respective controversies were in full force; only in 

hindsight do we say with conCdence that knowledgeable individuals were unfairly barred from 

making valuable contributions. <is could be particularly problematic in cases where uncre-

dentialed experts possess some of the most important pieces of the puzzle, as happens fre-

quently when science intersects with political, socioeconomic, and environmental issues. 

What could a government agency do to prevent such undue exclusions? One could, of 

course, imagine open-minded oBcials and humble scientists who do not hesitate to collaborate 

with even the shabbiest farmer or drug addict. But how would this policy help distinguish be-

tween genuine contributory and/or interactional experts, whom Collins and Evans say should 

be included, and non-experts, whom they say should be excluded? <e only reliable method 
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would seem to be to let all who claim expertise participate on an equal footing, and then judge 

them by the concrete results they produce. Hence we return to a di@erent Catch-22 situation, 

wherein an institution that took Collins and Evans’s advice would need to disregard it Crst in 

order to follow the same advice. <e expert’s regress remains, only in a slightly di@erent form 

than what Collins and Evans anticipate. 

Collins and Evans’s failure to propose realistic methods of identifying experts is proba-

bly responsible for many of the criticisms that they have received, some of which I will discuss 

in more detail in later chapters. In their defense, it may be said that such methods were beyond 

the scope of their original study and thus must be developed through further research. Howev-

er, this is li�le comfort for those who would like to point out that nothing is riper for abuse 

than a standard that is impossible to apply consistently in practice. Especially since Collins and 

Evans appeal to the modern Western “form of life” as the overarching standard for inclusion in 

and exclusion from technical decision-making, it would be too easy for existing prejudices and 

other morally questionable practices to seep into the process that is intended to identify legiti-

mate participants. 

More diBculties arise when we consider Collins and Evans’s distinction between the 

technical and political phases of decision-making. <e distinction is supposed to allay the wor-

ry that Collins and Evans’s theory has serious exclusionary e@ects, by presenting a more com-

plete picture of how the authors think technical decision-making processes should proceed. 

Participation in the technical phase is restricted to contributory and interactional experts, and 

political in7uence is not welcome here. <e political phase, on the other hand, is where citizens 

decide what questions to ask of experts, how to frame those questions, and what to do with the 

answers that the technical phase produces. In particular, Collins and Evans (and Plows) em-
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phasize that participants of the political phase have every right to explore alternative interpreta-

tions of any issue whatsoever. 

<is rigid segregation of concerns between the two phases, however, cannot be main-

tained in actual democratic discourse, because neither persons nor questions can be clearly 

conCned to only one side of the dichotomy. Activists, for example, are extremely diBcult to 

place in either phase, despite Evans and Plows’s (2007) a�empt to corral some of them into 

the technical phase and exclude the rest from both phases. First, no convincing argument has 

been o@ered for the idea that one needs to stand outside of a knowledge community in order 

to evaluate it fairly, or even that it is possible for one to evaluate one from outside. Even the 

political philosopher John Rawls (1971), who invents the veil of ignorance as a hypothetical 

device to see what principles of justice people might endorse when they step outside of their 

contingent positions in society, contends that any reasonable citizen should be able to use the 

same thought experiment without stepping out of their situated viewpoints. In fact, many of 

Rawls’s later works (1993, 2001) are concerned with how people might deliberate together 

while continuing to maintain their own comprehensive moral and religious doctrines. Second, 

the placement of activists in the technical phase, as noted in §2.6, e@ectively relieves them of 

their activism. What business would activists have in a sterile environment where they are only 

permi�ed to answer speciCc technical questions posed by disinterested (uninterested?) citi-

zens? A3er all, as Wynne (2003) observes, the raison d’être of many activist groups is precisely 

to question how political issues are typically framed in modern societies. In the Brent Spar con-

troversy, for example, Shell was only concerned with the possibility that the scu�ling of a spe-

ciCc oil platform might pollute the sea, whereas Greenpeace tried to draw a�ention to the 

overall ethics of dumping at sea (pp. 407-408). If given the choice between helping to frame 
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critical questions and dispensing answers to propositional questions, few activists would hesi-

tate to choose the former – which, in Collins and Evans’s theory, they can only do in the politi-

cal phase. To insist that activists either stick to the technical phase or leave the decision-making 

process altogether is not an a�empt at accommodating alternative voices; it is only an a�empt 

to neutralize them. 

Finally, it is diBcult to see how the political phase will be able to maintain control over 

the asking of appropriate questions, and the technical phase produce appropriate answers to 

them, unless activists and other concerned citizens were continuously involved in both phases 

at the same time. Returning to the Brent Spar case, Collins and Evans argue that there is noth-

ing wrong with asking the technical question, “Would the Brent Spar itself pollute if scu�led?” 

(2003: p. 438) However, even this seemingly straightforward question is open to di@erent 

framings and interpretations. For example, what does it mean for something to “pollute”? Is it 

pollution only when toxic chemicals seep into the seabed? Is it pollution if any garbage is 

dumped at sea at all? Is it pollution if the scu�led oil platform harms some endangered species 

in the short term but provides a habitat for other species in the long term, as shipwrecks o3en 

do? Even if laypeople managed to produce less ambiguous formulations of their questions, 

room for alternative interpretations would inevitably appear somewhere else. Not only is it 

diBcult for laypeople to phrase technical question precisely without help from scientists, but it 

is also diBcult for scientists who are more or less insulated from the larger political debate to 

second-guess which framing the public might have intended. <is is a recipe for miscommuni-

cation, where the political phase asks a question that it assumes means one thing, while the 

technical phase produces an answer that assumes another.  (I will revisit this issue in §4.3.2.) 

Such miscommunication can already be seen in Collins’s example of the nuclear fuel 
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7ask. <e public wanted to know whether the 7ask was safe; but CEGB produced a crash that 

instead showed that the 7ask was strong enough to withstand the forces that it would encounter 

in certain crash scenarios (Collins 1988: p. 739). <is was deCnitely not the answer that the 

public asked for. Without closer interaction with, and deeper insights into, the other phase’s 

inner workings, and without activists such as Greenpeace to work in both phases simultaneous-

ly, neither the technical phase nor the political phase can perform the task that Collins and Ev-

ans assign to them. But such interaction and mediation will violate the mutual insulation that 

Collins and Evans prescribe. 

As I observed in §2.9, and here again, Collins and Evans treat the categories of experts, 

activists, and laypeople, as well as the similarities and di@erences between them, as something 

that needn’t be questioned for the purpose of democratic theory. Li�le e@ort is made to ex-

plore the possibility that gaps between the groups may need to be bridged; instead, gaps of mo-

tivation and understanding are seen always as evidence that the groups need to be segregated. 

<is leads to a prescription of rigid roles to everyone from scientists qua scientists to activists 

qua activists to laypeople qua laypeople, leaving li�le room for negotiations of public meaning 

that require the intermingling of all three groups. What we are le3 with, at the end of the day, is 

a proposal for a decision-making process that appears to be neither necessary nor suBcient to 

solve the problems that it purports to solve.  

 

2.11 Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter, I have argued that the restrictions Collins and Evans places on the participation 

of non-experts in technical decision-making processes are not justiCed. Collins and Evans’s ap-

peal to the preferences of modern Western cultures is philosophically suspect; the examples 
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they cite in support of their claim actually suggest that “technological paralysis” is not a signiC-

cant problem; and the rigid wall between the two phases prevents proper interactions between 

scientiCc perspectives and their lay counterparts. In the next chapter, I will explore analogues 

to these shortcomings in a contemporary model of deliberative democracy, which I will argue 

in Chapter 4 shares the same problematic assumptions about the nature, purpose, and scope of 

public deliberation. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PROBLEMS WITH THE LIBERAL MODEL 

OF DELIBERATIVE DEMOCRACY 

 

3.1 Overview 

<e liberal model of deliberative democracy is advocated by Amy Gutmann and Dennis 

<ompson (1996, 2004), Joshua Cohen (1989, 2009), and John Rawls (1993, 1995). In this 

chapter, I will outline the philosophical and political background of contemporary democratic 

theory, locate the liberal model within it, and explain how it problematically turns liberalism’s 

usual doctrine of the neutrality of the state (an output-constraint) into a restriction on reasons 

that may be o@ered in public discourse (an input-constraint). I will argue that the liberal model 

fails to explain why a restrictive input-constraint is necessary in order for democracies to pro-

duce just decisions, a�empts to exclude from public discourse certain modes of participation 

that are indispensable for the operation of a healthy public forum, and cannot realistically be 

enforced without violating its own input-constraint. <ese problems, which bear resemblance 

to the problems that I identiCed in Chapter 2 with Collins and Evans’s proposal for technical 

decision-making, suggest that the liberal model is grounded in an impoverished conception of 

deliberative democracy. 

 

3.2 STS, Political Philosophy, and Theories of Democracy 

In STS, discussions about the role of the public in technical debates are o3en couched in terms 

of participatory democracy. As seen in Chapter 2, Collins and Evans ask the question, “How 

much participation?” Some of their critics, whose views I will explore in Chapter 5, also take 
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issue with the limited amount of participation that Collins and Evans permit. Jasano@ (2003a), 

for example, Cnds Collins and Evans’s expertise-based restrictions prima facie incompatible 

with the ideal of participatory democracy; Wynne (2003) similarly endorses more extensive 

participation, arguing that “the proper participants are in principle every democratic citizen” 

(p. 411). Although, as I will explain later, the quantity of participation is not the only issue to 

be raised in these debates, it does take center stage in the recent controversy in STS surround-

ing Collins and Evans’s proposal. 

Participatory democracy focuses on increasing opportunities for ordinary citizens to 

participate in decision-making mechanisms and to monitor the actions of their representatives, 

whether in the workplace, neighborhood, community, or the state. It might therefore be called 

a quantity-oriented approach to democracy. Among political philosophers, however, the partic-

ipatory approach has been somewhat out of fashion for the be�er part of two decades.12 In-

stead, another theory with a somewhat di@erent focus has steadily gained popularity: delibera-

tive democracy. 

Leading proponents of deliberative democracy, such as James Bohman (1996), Joshua 

Cohen (1989, 1996, 2009), John Dryzek (1990, 2000, 2010), James Fishkin (1991, 2009), 

Amy Gutmann and Dennis <ompson (1996, 2004), Jürgen Habermas (1996), and Iris Mari-

on Young (2000), argue that the legitimacy of democratic processes depends on the quality of 

moral reasoning that takes place therein, rather than the mere quantity of participation or the 

                                                             
12 Alan Ryan lists some reasons why Anglo-American political philosophy no longer focuses primarily on participatory 

politics. His list includes the absence of a powerful opponent such as Schumpeter, disillusionment due to the perceived 

failure of socialist a�empts at direct participation, and the rise of more pragmatic approaches to immediate decision-

making needs (2008, pp. 174-177). 
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existence of checks and balances among interest groups. Although none of them seeks to re-

duce opportunities for citizen involvement, and although most believe that a counting of heads 

might need to take place at some point – if every discussion led to a consensus, there would be 

scarcely any need for politics – deliberative democrats emphasize that even when voting must 

take place, citizens and/or their representatives should deliberate as much as possible about 

the merits of various proposals. As Will Kymlicka puts it, this represents a “talk-centric” ap-

proach, contrasted with the “vote-centric” approach taken by earlier theories of democracy 

(2002, p. 290). In deliberative democracy, it is the quality of the discussion that precedes a de-

cision, rather than characteristics of the voting procedure or the number of participants, that 

ultimately confers legitimacy to a decision. So although deliberative democracy is not incom-

patible with participatory democracy, it emphasizes di@erent aspects of a decision-making pro-

cess. 

Deliberative democracy is commonly contrasted with “aggregative democracy”, criti-

cisms of which proliferated in the Crst decade of deliberative democracy’s popularity. (Now 

that deliberative democracy has Crmly established itself as the dominant model, philosophers 

do not see much need to concern themselves with this particular rival.) Aggregative democracy 

characterizes democratic processes as the identiCcation, aggregation, and balancing of compet-

ing interests and preferences. Also known as “polyarchy” (Dahl 1989), it relies on a balance of 

power to prevent any one interest from dominating the rest of the population. Its stamp of ap-

proval is readily available to any decision that results from fair competition among interest 

groups; the rationale for the decision, meanwhile, is considered irrelevant insofar as democrat-

ic legitimacy is concerned. Aggregative democracy, in other words, does not care why someone 

might favor one proposal over another, but only that they, and many others, favor it. <is con-
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trasts with deliberative democracy, which emphasizes good reasons over majoritarian proce-

dures. Like deliberative democracy, aggregative democracy can be either participatory or not; a 

referendum might be aggregative and participatory, whereas a vote behind closed doors in a 

Congressional commi�ee might be aggregative but non-participatory. Still, many deliberative 

democrats consider participation under an aggregative regime to be shallow, as it does not in-

volve any public exchange of reasons (Cohen 1996, pp. 97-99; Gutmann and <ompson 2004, 

pp. 23-26). Meaningful participation, according to deliberative democrats, should not only 

consist of voicing opinions and amassing allies but also critical exchanges with those with 

di@erent opinions. 

In STS, the terms “participatory democracy” and “deliberative democracy” (or “partic-

ipation” and “deliberation”) are o3en used interchangeably (e.g. Irwin 2006; Sismondo 2010). 

<is equivocation is understandable, as STS scholars who traBc in democratic theory usually 

have in mind a family of democratic processes that aim to be both participatory and delibera-

tive, such as consensus conferences and citizen juries. A3er all, deliberative democracy had al-

ready become the dominant theory of democracy among political philosophers by the time 

STS researchers began in earnest to concern themselves with the political implications of their 

Cndings. Even in political philosophy, many who identify themselves as deliberative democrats 

also o3en advocate broader participation,13 and many early proponents of participatory de-

mocracy can also be considered deliberative democrats, too.14 Nonetheless, philosophers draw 

                                                             
13 James Fishkin (1991, 2009) and Joshua Cohen (2009) are among the leading advocates of participatory democracy 

today. Amy Gutmann (1980) and Dennis <ompson (1970) also argue for broader participation in politics, though 

they are mostly silent about the issue of participation in their more recent works. 

14 Carole Pateman (1970) emphasized that participation can lead to transformations of raw preferences into consid-

ered opinion, and this transformation remains one of the central elements of deliberative democracy, especially when 
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a clear distinction between participation and deliberation. As Joshua Cohen puts it, “delibera-

tion is about political reasoning, not the breadth and the depth of participation” (2009: 341). 

Indeed, it is at least conceptually if not factually possible for a participatory regime to lack de-

liberative rigor, as Schumpeter (1950) famously warned against, or for thorough deliberation 

to take place in non-participatory institutions such as the Supreme Court, which Rawls (1993) 

lauds as an embodiment of his ideal of deliberation. Political philosophers who discuss deliber-

ative democracy, therefore, do not necessarily have in mind the same kinds of participatory in-

stitutions that o3en feature in STS debates about democracy. 

Some STS scholars, such as Hamle� (2003) and Marres (2007), have noted the dis-

tinction between participation and deliberation; however, their treatments of deliberative de-

mocracy are rather schematic, o3en lumping together many proponents of deliberative de-

mocracy without noticing that there are signiCcant disagreements among them. <is neglect is 

unfortunate, not least because di@erent characterizations of deliberative democracy carry with 

them signiCcantly di@erent assumptions about the purpose of participating in public discourses 

and the criteria for evaluating various forms of participation. Such assumptions a@ect not only 

philosophical philosophy but also the ways in which STS scholars who adopt theories of delib-

erative democracy approach issues of participation and deliberation in contemporary societies. 

Of particular concern to my argument is the fact that current theories of deliberative 

democracy roughly fall into one of two groups: theories grounded in liberal egalitarianism, and 

theories grounded in critical theory. Although the two are not mutually exclusive, there are sig-

                                                                                                                                                                                          
contrasted with aggregative democracy. Other participatory democrats such as Jane Mansbridge (1983) and Benjamin 

Barber (1984) can also be considered deliberative democrats for similar reasons. Mansbridge, in particular, has been 

engaging proliCcally with theories of deliberative democracy in recent years. 
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niCcant di@erences between them. <e Crst group builds upon the social contract theory of jus-

tice propounded by John Rawls (1971, 1993), and a�empts to shape deliberation in such a way 

as to produce decisions that are just in light of Rawlsian principles. Its proponents include 

Joshua Cohen, Amy Gutmann, and Dennis <ompson, as well as Rawls himself. <e second 

group, on the other hand, is less concerned with the qualities of individual decisions, rather 

emphasizing the use of deliberation to foster a vibrant public forum and the capacity of democ-

racy to address broader issues of socioeconomic inequality. Doing so, it is argued, will help 

produce be�er decisions in the long term. Variants of this view are supported by James 

Bohman, John Dryzek, and Iris Marion Young.15 

In this chapter, I examine and criticize one of the distinguishing features of the liberal 

model of democracy: namely, its preoccupation with constraining the inputs (modes of partici-

pation) of the deliberative process as the primary means to steer the outputs (decisions) toward 

liberal justice. In Chapter 4, I will show how this model shares important assumptions with 

Collins and Evans’s model of technical decision-making, which I have criticized in Chapter 2. 

<e critical alternative and its implications for science governance will be discussed in more 

detail in Chapters 5 and 6. 

 

3.3 Neutrality and Reciprocity 

What I will be calling the “liberal model” for the purpose of this dissertation is not a single ho-

mogeneous theory of deliberative democracy, but a family of theories that are indebted in vari-

                                                             
15 Jürgen Habermas (1996) is also usually considered to be in this group; however, others, such as Dryzek (2000) disa-

gree, arguing that Habermas’s recent writings have moved closer to the liberal side. 
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ous ways to Rawls’s political liberalism. As such, there are signiCcant disagreements among 

proponents of the model – for example, regarding the scope of their theories – and some of 

these will be highlighted as they relate to my argument. All theories in this family, however, 

share the common tendency to characterize deliberative democracy in terms of the kinds of 

contributions (inputs) that citizens and/or their representatives should make in the course of 

public deliberation in order for such deliberation to be considered a legitimate form of democ-

racy. 

<ere is broad agreement among liberal theorists of deliberative democracy – Rawls, 

Cohen, and Gutmann and <ompson – that reciprocity is by far the most important criterion 

for acceptable inputs.16 Reciprocity requires that citizens produce reasons that are “mutually 

acceptable and generally accessible” (Gutmann and <ompson 2004, p. 7). When empirical 

claims are made, they should be “consistent with relatively reliable methods of inquiry” (1996, 

p. 56). Reciprocity is a particularly important requirement, according to Rawls, Cohen, and 

Gutmann and <ompson, because most societies are not homogeneous. In order for meaning-

ful deliberation to take place across deep religious and philosophical disagreements, they argue 

that we must: 

Cnd reasons that are compelling to others, acknowledging those others as equal, aware 
that they have alternative reasonable commitments, and knowing something about the 
kinds of commitments that they are likely to have – for example, that they may have 
moral or religious commitments that impose what they take to be overriding obliga-
tions. If a consideration does not meet these tests, that will suBce for rejecting it as a 
reason. If it does, then it counts as an acceptable political reason. (Cohen 1996, p. 100) 

                                                             
16 Other criteria proposed by Gutmann and <ompson (1996, 2004) include publicity, which requires participants to 

state their cases in public rather than behind closed doors; and accountability, which requires citizens and their repre-

sentatives to be responsive to criticism. 
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In other words, reciprocity requires citizens to Cnd reasons that could gain acceptance from all 

citizens regardless of their disparate moral commitments, and to use only such reasons to sup-

port their proposals. Reciprocity, however, does not require the reasons to be in fact accepted 

by all; it only requires that the reasons be of a kind that could be accepted by all. How do we 

know which actual reasons meet this hypothetical condition? <e answer to this question is 

where the liberal model’s debt to political liberalism becomes most apparent. Reciprocity, it 

turns out, is closely related to liberalism’s long-standing commitment to the neutrality of the 

state. 

Also called “state anti-perfectionism” (Kymlicka 2002, p. 218), neutrality is the idea 

that laws should be justiCable on the basis of reasons that nobody can reasonably reject – in other 

words, capable of being accepted by all reasonable citizens despite their religious and philo-

sophical disagreements. <e principle of neutrality is endorsed by virtually all political philoso-

phers who identify themselves as liberals. Ronald Dworkin writes that “political decisions must 

be, so far as is possible, independent of any particular conception of the good life, or of what 

gives value to life” (1985, p. 191); Charles Larmore writes that “so long as some view about the 

good life remains disputed, no decision of the state can be justiCed on the basis of its supposed 

intrinsic superiority or inferiority” (1986, p. 47); and Rawls provides the closest precedent to 

Gutmann and <ompson’s characterization of reciprocity when he proposes that justiCcations 

of state policies should “appeal only to presently accepted general beliefs and forms of reason-

ing found in common sense, and the methods and conclusions of science when these are not 

controversial” (1993, p. 224). 

Proponents of the liberal model of deliberative democracy vary in the degree to which 

they are willing to permit “sectarian” or “non-neutral” reasons, such as those based on religion. 
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Rawls acknowledges that, in some times and places, appeals to religion might be necessary to 

get the society to move toward justice; he cites the example of 19th-century abolitionists who 

used explicitly Christian arguments to Cght slavery (1993, p. 251). Later, Rawls also makes 

room for what he calls the “proviso”: reasons based on “comprehensive” religious or philo-

sophical doctrines may be introduced “provided that in due course proper political reasons – 

and not reasons given solely by comprehensive doctrines – are presented that are suBcient to 

support whatever the comprehensive doctrines introduced are said to support” (1997, p. 783). 

It is clear, however, that even this proviso awards non-neutral reasons no more than a “place-

holder” status; they are admi�ed only temporarily, until suitable neutral reasons can be found. 

Rawls, in fact, does not specify how the proviso is to be implemented in practice; nor does he 

tell us how citizens are supposed to react when non-neutral reasons are not followed by neutral 

reasons in a timely manner. Others reject the proviso: Joshua Cohen, for example, states that 

“[p]roposals may be rejected because they are not defended with acceptable reasons, even if 

they could be so defended” (1989, p. 22), urging deliberators to come up with neutral reasons 

in the Crst place. 

Gutmann and <ompson try to give the appearance of a more permissive approach to 

religion and other non-neutral views. <eir principle of reciprocity, they insist, is not meant to 

“repudiate religion”. Gutmann and <ompson’s issue with religion is not with “divine authority 

per se”, but with “appeal to any authority whose conclusions are impervious, in principle as 

well as practice, to the standards of logical consistency or to reliable methods of inquiry that 

themselves should be mutually acceptable” (1996, p. 56). <ey suggest that citizens may freely 

appeal to religious and other sectarian reasons, as long as such reasons do not impose “a re-

quirement on other citizens to adopt one’s sectarian way of life as a condition of gaining access 
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to the moral understanding that is essential to judging the validity of one’s moral claims” (p. 

57). It is not clear, however, whether Gutmann and <ompson’s characterization of reciprocity 

actually o@ers any more accommodation for religion than those of Rawls and Cohen. As 

Bohman (2003) recognizes, those who are prone to cite religious reasons in public forums also 

o3en dispute the secular society’s criterion of “reliable methods of inquiry” (usually science); 

and it is also questionable whether anyone who does not share a deeply religious citizen’s “sec-

tarian way of life” could ever genuinely evaluate the la�er’s religion-based claims on their own 

terms. Gutmann and <ompson, then, are not far from Cohen in e@ectively disallowing reli-

gious appeals, or at most treating them, as Rawls does, as placeholders for as-yet-unproduced 

neutral reasons. 

One thing that we should not forget when discussing the liberal principles of neutrality 

and reciprocity is that they rule out not only appeals to religion but also any secular position 

that cannot be justiCed on the basis of widely shared assumptions and practices. An argument 

based purely on a utilitarian cost-beneCt analysis would be unacceptable since utilitarianism is 

a controversial philosophical doctrine; likewise, claims that depend on Marx’s historical mate-

rialism, a highly controversial worldview, would fail to meet the neutrality condition. To return 

to a familiar case from STS, if Wynne’s (1996) sheep farmers were seen as critics of the prac-

tice of modern science who based their arguments on their intimate and particular experience 

as members of a unique and fragile ecosystem, a proponent of the liberal model of deliberative 

democracy might consider their complaints unacceptable since it would be very diBcult for 

anyone who does not share the same experience to appreciate the strength of their arguments. 

If, on the other hand, they were seen as issuers of objective and veriCable statements such as 

“the government’s slow response is threatening our livelihood” and “radiation measurements 
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should take into account our sheep’s unusual grazing pa�erns”, proponents of the liberal mod-

el would not have a reason to deny them entry to a deliberative forum. <is illustration o@ers 

us the Crst glimpse of a similarity between the liberal model and Collins and Evans’s theory: 

both are hostile to partisan viewpoints grounded in particular experiences and socioeconomic 

situations, and both encourage participants of democratic decision-making processes to couch 

their views and arguments in propositional, objective terms that are conducive to consensus 

formation. 

 

3.4 Is Reciprocity Necessary? 

When asked why reciprocity is necessary, advocates of the liberal model usually o@er argu-

ments that closely follow liberalism’s usual justiCcations for its principle of the neutrality of the 

state. <at argument proceeds as follows: 

1. Law is coercive, which means it restricts liberty. 

2. Restrictions of liberty must be justiCable to those whose liberty is restricted. 

3. <e only way for law to satisfy (2) is for it to be justiCable based only on those rea-

sons that every reasonable person can accept.17 

                                                             
17 DeCning “reasonableness” is a tricky business. Rawls (1993) characterizes a reasonable citizen as one who refrains 

from a�empting to coerce others in ways that those others cannot reasonably accept (p. 61); this runs the risk of circu-

larity since it a�empts to explain reasonableness in terms of itself. <e most vicious kind of circularity is avoided when 

we recognize that many elements of Rawls’s theory are derived from a back-and-forth thought process known as “re-

7ective equilibrium”, in which intuitions are reCned by theorizing, exploring the theory’s implications, and making 

adjustments to both theory and intuition until the theory’s implications are in line with intuitive expectations. <is 

reveals that Rawls’s characterization of reasonableness is not so much a deCnition as a statement of what liberal-

minded citizens might intuitively expect of one another. But Rawls’s theory may still be guilty of circularity at a deeper 

level, as it appeals to what seems to be a carefully selected set of intuitions. Acceptance is also diBcult to deCne, espe-

cially in hypothetical situations where one asks whether or not a very large number of people could accept a reason. See 

Bohman and Richardson (2009) for a detailed analysis of the concept of hypothetical acceptance. However, objecting 

to the notion of reasonable acceptance is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
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Gutmann and <ompson echo this argument when they write that “Political decisions are col-

lectively binding, and they should therefore be justiCable, as far as possible, to everyone bound 

by them.” (1996, p. 13) <e same argument appears nearly unchanged in a later work: “To jus-

tify imposing their will on you, your fellow citizens must give reasons that are comprehensible 

to you. If you seek to impose your will on them, you owe them no less.” (2004, p. 4) 

It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to evaluate the liberal argument for the neu-

trality of the state. For the purpose of the present inquiry, I will assume that neutrality of some 

kind is a worthy goal for governments to pursue. We should, however, pay a�ention to the fact 

that neutrality, as typically featured in liberal arguments, is meant to be a constraint on laws, 

whereas reciprocity is meant to be a constraint on individual contributions to deliberative de-

mocracy. While the two principles are closely related, they are not identical. Neutrality is an 

output-constraint insofar as deliberation is concerned, since laws are the outcomes of decision-

making processes.18 Reciprocity, on the other hand, is an input-constraint. It is one thing to ar-

gue that deliberation had be�er produce results that meet a certain criterion; it is quite another 

to argue that deliberation should begin with inputs that meet the same criterion. Why does the 

liberal model insist that constraints on outputs be also applied to each and every input? 

<e most common argument for extending neutrality from outputs to inputs is that de-

liberation is a direct precursor to the making of coercive political decisions. <is is the line of 

reasoning taken by Gutmann and <ompson in the following quote: “Because the results of 

democratic deliberation are mutually binding, citizens should aspire to a kind of political rea-

                                                             
18 Awareness of output-constraints, of course, could a@ect deliberative practices as the moment of decision approaches; 

still, neutrality by itself does not dictate the kinds of reasons deliberators are permi�ed to produce. 
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soning that is mutually justiCable.” (1996, p. 53) Proponents of the liberal model also make it 

clear that producing decisions is the primary purpose of deliberation. Gutmann and <omp-

son, for example, write that “the deliberative process is not like a talk show or an academic sem-

inar. <e participants … intend their discussion to in7uence a decision the government will 

make, or a process that will a@ect how future decisions are made.” (2004, p. 5) Joshua Cohen 

also emphasizes that “[the] point of deliberative democracy is not for people to re7ect on their 

preferences but to decide, in light of reasons, what to do” (2009, pp. 333-334). Deliberation, in 

this view, is not mere talk. It is talk conducted for the explicit purpose of reaching decisions for 

the state to enforce, and any reason o@ered during deliberation can and will be used in support 

of such decisions. <ose reasons, the argument goes, must therefore be regulated. 

Proponents of the liberal model, however, fail to explain why the fact that a process is a 

direct precursor to coercive decision-making, or that it is conducted with the purpose of reach-

ing a coercive decision, or even that its inputs may be used to justify a coercive decision, neces-

sitates imposing the equivalent of an output-constraint upon every single input to the process. 

Decisions may be enforced coercively, but mere proposals for decision-making are not. For me 

to force you to do X when you reject my justiCcation for X is clearly unjust by liberal standards; 

for me to say that I would like to force you to do X, on the other hand, is not necessarily unjust 

in itself. Likewise, the fact that I, or someone else, may use a statement of mine to support an 

unjust law does not make it unjust for me to make that statement in the Crst place. Depending 

on how reciprocity is implemented in actual deliberative se�ings, it may even violate one of 

liberalism’s most precious principles: free speech. 

Rawls (1995) a�empts to show that an input-constraint on deliberation is necessary in 

order for a society to produce decisions that satisfy the output-constraint of neutrality, arguing 
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that “no institutional procedure without such substantive guidelines for admissible reasons can 

cancel the maxim: garbage in, garbage out” (p. 178). <e “garbage in, garbage out” argument is 

the closest that the liberal model gets to justify its use of input-constraints; this argument does 

not, however, succeed. <e phrase “garbage in, garbage out” was originally coined by computer 

scientists to illustrate the idea that a machine cannot be expected to produce valid output given 

invalid input. <e same maxim might also apply to certain bureaucratic procedures that involve 

the application of mechanical formulae: for example, one cannot expect to receive the correct 

amount of social security beneCts without reporting the correct amount of one’s income. 

However, deliberative democracy is neither a machine nor a mathematical algorithm; its out-

put is not determined solely by its input. In fact, one of the distinguishing features of delibera-

tive democracy is that it expects citizens to change their opinions in light of the arguments ex-

changed (Gutmann and <ompson 1996, p. 93, 115; Cohen 2009, p. 334), whereas 

aggregative democracy takes raw preferences as a given. Deliberative democracy expects partic-

ipants to modify their proposals, consider alternatives, and Cnd fair compromises throughout 

the decision-making process. It would indeed be a rare input that makes it all the way to the 

output without undergoing signiCcant revisions. 

<e numerous inferences and delegations that people make in the course of delibera-

tion and decision-making are not necessarily “reciprocity-preserving”. It is clearly possible, for 

example, for deliberators starting with fully reciprocal inputs to decide to grant discretionary 

powers to certain oBcials, who go on to exercise discretion in ways that violate the neutrality of 

the state. It is also possible that non-neutral arguments o@ered at the outset gradually become 

overwhelmed by unanswerable criticisms – a3er all, human beings have a tendency to become 

annoyed with reasons they cannot accept – so that the Cnal decision contains no trace of un-
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reasonableness. Given enough deliberation, even “garbage” reasons may be transformed to 

such a degree that it becomes part of the justiCcation of a responsible decision, whereas even 

the most benign of reasons may be cited in support of great injustices. Decision-making is in-

7uenced by countless factors other than the kinds of reasons that enter the forum, and some of 

these factors may have far greater in7uences on the result than the admission of a few non-

reciprocal reasons to the forum. 

For example, Lynn Sanders (1997) argues that whether or not an opinion gets re7ected 

in the result of a deliberative exercise depends heavily on whose opinion it is (e.g. a white man 

with a college degree) and how passionately its advocate tries to persuade others. <is, accord-

ing to Sanders, places members of certain socioeconomic groups at a disadvantage (pp. 364-

365). <e style of deliberation also has a large impact on how participants regard one another’s 

opinions and which opinions make it to the decision, as evidenced in jury trials: 

Verdict-driven juries decide to take a vote early on to see where everyone stands. <ey 
tend to arrive at their Cnal determinations relatively quickly, with the verdict almost al-
ways re7ecting the position of the majority in the initial vote. By contrast, juries engag-
ing in evidence-driven deliberations tend to discuss the merits of certain perspectives 
on the evidence without taking an initial vote or otherwise associating certain jurors 
with certain perspectives. (p. 366) 

Since, Sanders argues, there are statistically signiCcant di@erences between men and women in 

their deliberative strategies (men tend to prefer verdict-driven deliberations) and in their in-

terpretations of cases involving, say, domestic violence, the adoption of one style of delibera-

tion over another in a jury trial can mean the di@erence between conviction and acqui�al – two 

very di@erent outcomes (p. 368). 

Meanwhile, Cass Sunstein (2005) observes that deliberative exercises o3en exacerbate 

existing disagreements, producing severe group polarization among the deliberators. Sunstein 
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ascribes this phenomenon to various factors, including peer pressure and conCrmation bias (p. 

1005). Group polarization, however, can be reduced if participants are furnished with wri�en 

materials containing detailed descriptions of opposing arguments, if a moderator is present, or 

if there is no immediate need to vote on an issue. <is leads Sunstein to suggest that polariza-

tion can be “heightened, diminished, and possibly even eliminated with seemingly small alter-

nations in institutional arrangements” (p. 1011). Other factors that have been shown to cause 

small but noticeable di@erences in the results of deliberative exercises and/or how participants 

perceive its eBcacy include whether the exercise took place face-to-face (Morrell 2005) and 

whether ballots were taken in secret (Setälä et al. 2010). What these examples show is that the 

course and outcome of deliberative democracy are, to a large extent, at the mercy of a combina-

tion of institutional design and sociological phenomena. Whether or not participants o@er 

suBciently neutral reasons is only one of the many factors that in7uence the quality of deci-

sions; therefore, it is diBcult to believe that input-constraints – restrictions on free speech – are 

necessary, let alone suBcient, for societies to ensure the neutrality of the state. Liberals who are 

truly concerned about neutrality would do be�er to grapple with the various institutional, so-

ciological, and philosophical issues simultaneously and in combination, rather than pu�ing all 

of their eggs in the one basket of reciprocity. 

Furthermore, the liberal model of deliberative democracy, for all its preoccupation with 

reciprocal inputs, does not in fact make legitimacy conditional upon the actual availability and 

use of such inputs. Instead, legitimacy is gained by reference to a hypothetical deliberative pro-

cess. Joshua Cohen writes that “outcomes are democratically legitimate if and only if they could 

be the object of a free and reasoned argument among equals” (1989, p. 22; my emphasis). 

Gutmann and <ompson, though they criticize what they perceive as Rawls’s excessive reliance 
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on hypothetical devices (1996, p. 16, 37-39), are surprisingly quiet when it comes to what 

makes decisions legitimate, or just. <ey come closest to articulating criteria for legitimacy 

when they write that “the more nearly [their] conditions [including reciprocity] are satisCed, 

the more nearly justiCable are the results likely to be” (p. 17). However, even this sentence is 

couched in terms of likelihood rather than necessary and suBcient conditions; and in a foot-

note, Gutmann and <ompson acknowledge that hypothetical devices may have a role in as-

sessing the legitimacy of deliberative outcomes (p. 365n12). So it seems that neither Cohen 

nor Gutmann and <ompson are willing to hand out the badge of legitimacy to actual delibera-

tive outcomes. What happens during actual deliberation has li�le bearing upon the philosophi-

cal legitimacy of the Cnal decision; what ma�ers is for there to exist a hypothetical argument 

that could have justiCed the same outcome. Besides, liberalism already possesses a rich reper-

toire of principles that can be used to evaluate states and their actions, such as Rawls’s theory of 

justice, the applicability of which does not depend on any deliberative exercises actually taking 

place. <ere is therefore li�le philosophical risk, on the liberal view, that a model of democracy 

will accidentally grant legitimacy to laws that do not deserve it. Regardless of the quality of in-

puts or the various sociological processes that act upon them, the liberal model already has ac-

cess to all of the philosophical resources it needs to identify “garbage” outcomes and call them 

out as unjust and illegitimate. Why, then, does it insist on input-constraints? 

One argument that proponents of the liberal model might o@er at this point is that the 

design of the deliberative forum itself must re7ect liberal values. According to this argument, 

there is something deeply unsatisfying about the idea of a public forum where people are not 

expected to care about o@ering neutral reasons, even if this forum would somehow produce 

excellent decisions. Models of democracy, on this view, serve the function not only of identify-
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ing just states of a@airs and encouraging societies to approximate them, but also of expressing 

liberal ideals of citizenship. Even if just outcomes could be obtained in the absence of such ex-

pression thanks to institutional safeguards and sociological factors, the theory needs to remind 

citizens, as Rawls says, that “they do not wish that things had been di@erent” (1971, p. 161). 

<is desideratum is embodied in Rawls’s suggestion that citizens have a “duty of civility”: 

namely, a civic responsibility to “explain to one another … how the principles and policies they 

advocate and vote for can be supported by the political values of public reason” (1993, p. 217). 

Likewise, Joshua Cohen insists that reciprocity “expresses the equal membership of all in the 

sovereign body responsible for authorizing the exercise of that power” (1996, p. 102), and that 

this is important because democracy is “not simply a form of politics … [but] a framework of 

social and institutional conditions” (p. 99). <is implies that reciprocity has a place in the lib-

eral model of deliberative democracy even if its inclusion is neither necessary nor suBcient for 

securing desirable outcomes. 

Why do liberal egalitarians insist on a civic duty speciCcally to abide by the principle of 

reciprocity? Rawls’s rationale for this interpretation seems to be based on the same and previ-

ously discussed argument that coercion should be justiCable to all. According to Rawls: 

<e values of public reason … express to the liberal political ideal that since political 
power is the coercive power of free and equal citizens as a corporate body, this power 
should be exercised, when constitutional essentials and the basic questions of justice 
are at stake, only in ways that all citizens can reasonably be expected to endorse in the 
light of their common human reason. (1993, p. 139) 

One key word of this passage is “since”. <e civic duty to abide by reciprocity is here defended 

on the basis that political power is coercive. Another key word is “exercised”. What reciprocity 

expresses is the idea that the exercise of political power should meet the principle of the neutral-

ity of the state. As I have argued above, however, one cannot infer, from the neutrality of the 
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state, that reciprocity is a valid constraint on individual contributions to deliberation. Propo-

nents of the liberal model, represented here by Rawls, once again ignore the implication of 

their shi3 from output-constraint to input-constraint. What Rawls does show, if we accept lib-

eralism’s usual concern with unjustiCed coercion, is that citizens collectively have a civic duty 

to ensure that the collective exercise of coercive power be acceptable to all. He does not, how-

ever, successfully show the signiCcantly di@erent thesis that each citizen has a civic duty, when 

entering a deliberative forum, to produce only those reasons that meet the criterion of reci-

procity. 

Likewise, Gutmann and <ompson’s argument that a theory of deliberative democracy 

should recognize and express “the moral signiCcance of the political fact that the decisions of 

government bind people other than the decision-makers themselves” (2004, p. 22) only re-

aBrms the familiar principle of neutrality, and fails to justify constraining inputs with the spe-

ciCc requirement of reciprocity. <ere is no lapse of civic duty when I merely propose to my 

compatriots that we should do something coercive for whatever reason, for I am not “exercis-

ing” any coercive political power when I do so. We as a polity fail in our civic duty only when 

we decide collectively, at the end of the day, to pursue a coercive course of action that some of 

us reasonably reject. <is distinction is especially important, as I have argued above, when pro-

posals are likely to undergo signiCcant criticism and modiCcation during deliberation. 

Another idea that liberal political theories are frequently said to express is the idea of re-

spect for citizens. In an earlier work, Rawls suggests that “[a] sense of their own worth is neces-

sary if [citizens] are to pursue their conception of the good with zest and to delight in its ful-

Cllment”, and therefore, “a desirable feature of a conception of justice is that it should publicly 

express men’s respect for one another” (1971, p. 178). Pursuing this line of argument, Gut-
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mann and <ompson write that “the act of justifying laws and public policies to the people who 

are bound by them” manifests “mutual respect toward their fellow citizens” (2004, p. 22). It is 

not clear, however, what the shi3 of focus from non-coerciveness to respectfulness adds to the 

debate. Gutmann and <ompson’s example of public oBcials who refuse to justify their poli-

cies despite repeated demands from citizens (2004, p. 45) is a relatively uncontroversial case of 

disrespect; but the intuitiveness of this example at least partly derives from the fact that policies 

made by public oBcials o3en a@ect people’s livelihoods in a coercive manner. Once we draw a 

clear distinction between coercive policies themselves on the one hand, and proposals for such 

policies on the other, it becomes diBcult to maintain that reciprocity of the la�er is necessary 

for democracy, or a theory of democracy, to express proper respect for citizens. Why should it 

be considered disrespectful merely to propose a course of action which in all likelihood will not 

escape unscathed from other citizens’ critical scrutiny? <e expressive function of deliberative 

democracy is only as valuable as the expressed value is, but we have yet to see much value in 

requiring reciprocity of each and every input to public deliberation. 

 

3.5 Reciprocity and Exclusion 

It may be objected that even if reciprocity as an input-constraint is not necessary, strictly speak-

ing, for desirable outcomes to be produced, keeping it as part of a theory of democracy and en-

couraging citizens to abide by it cannot hurt, either. If anything, insisting on reciprocity might 

increase the probability that just, neutral, and respectful decisions will be made. In that case, 

why should we give it up? A3er all, ceteris paribus, we should adopt models of democracy that 

allow be�er decisions to be made. 

In this section, however, I will argue that ceteris is not paribus when it comes to the lib-
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eral model’s requirement of reciprocity. Reciprocity has an exclusionary e@ect, which is both 

unfair to and disrespectful of socially and economically disadvantaged citizens. To see why, we 

should examine the debate between proponents of the liberal model, on the one hand, and 

Sanders (1997) and Iris Marion Young (1996, 1999), on the other, concerning the signiCcance 

of non-argumentative inputs to deliberative democracy. 

Since reciprocity is a requirement to produce reasons that every reasonable citizen can 

accept, it is ipso facto a requirement to produce reasons: namely, considerations for or against 

one or another proposal. Joshua Cohen, for example, insists that acceptable inputs must o@er 

“compelling” justiCcation for a proposal (1996, p. 100). Such characterizations imply that the 

liberal model takes argument to be the type specimen for acceptable reasons. 

Lynn Sanders (1997), however, argues that this model of deliberation discriminates 

against women and minorities. As introduced in §3.4, Sanders observes that there are signiC-

cant gender di@erences between styles of discourse: men – in particular, highly educated white 

men – tend to prefer a confrontational style that quickly leads the majority opinion to prevail, 

whereas women generally prefer to explore, tentatively, a number of di@erent possibilities. 

Promoting deliberative democracy, according to Sanders, is therefore “not just a ma�er of 

teaching everyone to argue” (p. 367). To prop up arguments-for-or-against-a-proposal as ideal 

inputs to deliberation, she argues, is a “is a request for a certain kind of talk: rational, contained, 

and oriented to a shared problem” (p. 370). Such a conception of deliberative democracy, ar-

gues Sanders, is prone to have an exclusionary e@ect, as it makes it disproportionately easier for 

those who prefer an argumentative style of discussion to dictate the course of deliberation. 

Iris Marion Young (1996) extends Sanders’s argument and suggests that greeting, 

rhetoric, and storytelling/narrative/testimony, in addition to argument, should be considered 
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valid inputs to deliberative processes (p. 129). Although Young agrees with all other delibera-

tive democrats that it is be�er for decisions to be made on the basis of thoroughly discussed 

reasons rather than on the mere balance of power – she calls deliberative democracy a “concep-

tion of reason over power in politics” – she takes a broader view of what counts as an appropri-

ate way to participate in public discourse. Young concurs with Sanders that a preoccupation 

with argument represents “male speaking styles” or more speciCcally the habits of “be�er-

educated white middle-class people”, whereas many women and even some men, particularly 

among socioeconomically disadvantaged groups, prefer to “give information and ask ques-

tions” in a style that is more “tentative, exploratory, or conciliatory” (p. 123). Moreover, a nar-

row conception of deliberation that places “formal and general” or “dispassionate and disem-

bodied” (p. 124) speech above others, according to Young, “tends to silence or devalue some 

people or groups” in subtle and informal ways (p. 120). 

Not only does Young believe that the liberal model has an exclusionary e@ect on peo-

ple who prefer alternative styles of discussion (or who are unable to talk in any other fashion 

due to lack of a middle-class education), but she also argues that the liberal model misses out 

on signiCcant advantages that could be had by admi�ing non-argumentative modes of com-

munication. Greeting, according to Young, can be used to establish trust and respect among 

deliberators, se�ing the stage for reconciliation even between disputants who are otherwise 

sharply opposed (pp. 129-130), even though such symbolic gestures might not seem to con-

tribute directly to deliberation as argument does. Rhetoric helps deCne the agenda by “invoking 

or creating speciCc meanings, connotations, and symbols”, which can also serve a conciliatory 

role (p. 130). Storytelling or narrative or testimony “reveals the particular experiences of those 

in social locations, experiences that cannot be shared by those situated di@erently but that they 
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must understand in order to do justice to the others” (p. 131). Taken together, non-

argumentative communication in Young’s model both motivates and enables citizens to un-

derstand one another even where it might seem impossible for them to share one another’s 

particularly situated ways of life (2000, p. 107, 109). Young similarly defends activists’ frequent 

use of “emotional appeal, slogans, irony, and disruptive tactics” by arguing that such modes of 

communication help citizens “think seriously about what until then they may have found nor-

mal and acceptable” (2001, p. 675). 

Young’s argument suggests that by making use of greeting, rhetoric, storytelling, and 

various activist strategies, in addition to arguments-for-or-against-a-proposal, societies may be 

able to prevent or resolve many of the problems that arise from people’s incompatible moral 

and religious commitments – precisely the kind of problems that liberal egalitarians such as 

Rawls, Cohen, and Gutmann and <ompson seek to bypass by excluding from the public fo-

rum partisan viewpoints without neutral justiCcations. Instead of the exclusionary principle of 

reciprocity, Young proposes broader inclusion as a way to approach the issue of diversity.19 

Similarly, James Bohman (2003) indicates that deliberative democracy must provide room for 

challenges to its own conventions – a “re7exive critique” of deliberation – which he believes ex 

ante constraints, such as Gutmann and <ompson’s reciprocity, are poorly equipped to ad-

dress. In order to maintain meaningful communication among citizens of a world that is divid-

ed by “deep” di@erences of religion and culture, Bohman argues, input-constraints must be 

                                                             
19 Young (1999), in fact, does not argue that we should eliminate Gutmann and <ompson’s notion of reciprocity; 

instead, she suggests that reciprocity should be reinterpreted to suit her more inclusive approach. Since, however, 

Young’s theory of democracy does not even require inputs to deliberation to be reasons, let alone reasons that all can 

accept, Young’s reinterpretation actually amounts to rejecting reciprocity as envisioned by Gutmann and <ompson 

and installing in its place a signiCcantly di@erent principle, only with the same name. 
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dramatically weakened. Daniel Weinstock (2001) echoes Bohman’s argument, insisting that a 

strong norm of reciprocity discourages bridge-building between groups by making citizens 

“deny themselves the more demanding, but potentially richer, achievement of democratic 

community that mutual intelligibility makes possible” (p. 86).  

Advocates of the liberal model respond to these lines of criticism in a few di@erent 

ways. <e Crst is to insist that the liberal model does not prevent people from engaging in pas-

sionate appeals, rhetoric, storytelling, or activism by any means. Indeed, they acknowledge that 

non-argumentative communication can serve signiCcant roles in provoking more deliberation. 

“Some issues cannot even reach the political agenda”, according to Gutmann and <ompson, 

“unless some citizens are willing to act with passion, making statements and declarations rather 

than developing arguments and responses … these activities o3en provoke more deliberation 

than would otherwise occur.” (2004, p. 51; cf. 1996, p. 90) SpeciCcally referring to the example 

of testimony, they admit that testimony is “an important Crst step in a process by which repre-

sentatives try to reach consensus on controversial issues”, since “deliberative process o3en 

cannot even begin without the presentation of testimony” (1996, p. 136). Gutmann and 

<ompson even agree with Young that “testimony expands the horizons of both representa-

tives and citizens” (1996, p. 137) – an important function that could help people overcome 

their di@erences, as Bohman and Weinstock emphasize. Similarly, Joshua Cohen points out 

that non-argumentative communication “may well bear on the formation of the interests, aims, 

and ideals that citizens bring to public deliberation” (1989, p. 30). <is response, on the sur-

face, seems to collapse the di@erence between the liberal model and its criticisms. 

However, this response hides an important caveat. Although Gutmann and <ompson 

acknowledge that activities other than argument can help “provoke more deliberation”, their 
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gesture of acknowledgement does not go so far as to make such activities valid inputs to the 

deliberative process as envisioned by the liberal model. On Gutmann and <ompson’s ac-

count, passionate appeals, testimony, and various conciliatory gestures are not part of delibera-

tion but mere tools and strategies orthogonal to deliberation. Such an account relegates non-

argumentative communication to a “supporting role” outside of the forum proper, along with 

any citizen who a�empts such communication. Testimonies to emotion and compassion are 

now placed in the same category as catering, cleaning, secretarial work, and various other forms 

of “care for bodies” which Young observes are o3en seen as female activities (Young 1996, p. 

129), while argument – and only argument – enjoys the privilege of being an acceptable input 

to formal deliberation. Moreover, Gutmann and <ompson’s rationale for drawing such a 

strong distinction between argument and testimony is that the la�er “alone does not move a 

political process forward” (1996, p. 137). Given their admission that testimony is o3en neces-

sary for argumentation to take place, however, this argument loses its force. Argument alone 

cannot move deliberation forward, either. 

Gutmann and <ompson’s second response maintains that non-argumentative com-

munication is not a Crst-class member of deliberation, but denies that this aspect of their theo-

ry has a discriminatory e@ect. “Critics tend to overlook”, they insist, “the fact that disadvan-

taged groups usually manage to Cnd representatives from within their own ranks who are as 

e@ective at articulating their interests and ideals as the representatives put forward by estab-

lished groups.” (2004, p. 50) As an example, they mention Martin Luther King, Jr., who they 

argue was able to translate the visceral experiences of African Americans into the language of 

justice and human rights that the mainstream society could not reasonably reject. If somebody 

is usually available to translate testimony and passionate appeals into acceptable arguments 
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and present them in a deliberative forum, according to Gutmann and <ompson, we cannot 

say that the liberal model’s insistence on arguments-for-or-against-a-proposal discriminates 

against those who o@er testimony and passionate appeals. 

<is response is also unsatisfactory. First of all, part of the reason why Martin Luther 

King, Jr. was so e@ective was that he did not rely exclusively on arguments. Many of his argu-

ments were presented as stories, exhortations, explorations of ideals, and most importantly, the 

physical action of protesting. It is dubious that a reclusive author who only concerned himself 

with translating African Americans’ experiences into a neutral language, for example, would 

have been received in the same way that King was. Also, disadvantaged minorities should not 

have to Cnd their own version of King (or even a much less articulate representative) in order 

to be taken seriously in a deliberative democracy. <e requirement that everyone present their 

cases in the form of arguments-for-or-against-a-proposal places additional burdens on those 

who are, for various socioeconomic reasons, not able to present their cases in such a form. <e 

burdens become particularly heavy if the arguments need to meet the additional condition of 

being acceptable to all reasonable citizens, as reciprocity requires. 

In addition, there is no guarantee that translations into arguments-for-or-against-a-

proposal will adequately convey, let alone elicit the intended responses to, the message that a 

disadvantaged minority wants to get across. As Sanders observes: 

Prejudice and privilege do not emerge in deliberative se�ings as bad reasons, and they 
are not countered by good arguments. <ey are too sneaky, invisible, and pernicious 
for that reasoning process. So worrying about specifying what counts as a good argu-
ment, or trying to enhance reason-giving via the formulation of be�er rules and proce-
dures or by providing the time, money, and education necessary to become a responsi-
ble democratic citizen, does not engage some of the most serious challenges to the 
possibility of achieving democratic deliberation … Sometimes, giving reasons isn’t an-
ything like the right project and suggesting that the disregarded argue against prejudice 
or discrimination is o@ensive in and of itself. (1997, pp. 353-354) 
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Sanders’s Cnal point leads us to a further observation about the exclusionary e@ect of reciproci-

ty. Here, Sanders e@ectively turns the table on the liberal argument about the expressive func-

tion of political theories (see §3.4). <e liberal model tells those who o@er testimony and pas-

sionate appeals that they are not welcome, and that they should return with proper arguments-

for-or-against-a-proposal, because otherwise their contributions might not bring deliberation 

any closer to a decision. But it also welcomes those who o@er arguments-for-or-against-a-

proposal, despite the fact that such arguments alone are no more capable of bringing forth a 

decision than passionate appeals might be. Meanwhile, the citizens whose contributions are 

being relegated to somewhere outside of the deliberative forum are o3en already socioeco-

nomically disadvantaged, like African Americans at the time of Martin Luther King, Jr. <is 

should give us pause: does the liberal model express any respect for these citizens? 

Finally, proponents of the liberal model o3en outright reject the possibility, raised by 

Young, Bohman, and Weinstock, that admi�ing a wider variety of contributions to deliberation 

might help build bridges across deep di@erences and result in a be�er resolution than what 

might follow from bracketing all such di@erences. <e rejection of this claim 7ows from liberal-

ism’s usual assumption that non-reciprocal reasons, such as arguments based on an interpreta-

tion of a religious text, are simply not available for comprehension and/or evaluation by other 

citizens. It would be futile, on this view, to a�empt to deliberate about such reasons; no good 

whatsoever could possibly result from doing so. Gutmann and <ompson express this view as 

part of their justiCcation for excluding non-reciprocal reasons: 

a deliberative perspective does not address people who reject the aim of Cnding fair 
terms of social cooperation; it cannot reach those who refuse to press their public 
claims in terms accessible to their fellow citizens. No moral perspective in politics can 
reach such people, except one that replicates their own comprehensive set of beliefs. 
And since that perspective would entail rejecting entirely the comprehensive beliefs of 
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their rivals, it would not help reduce, let alone resolve, moral disagreements. (1996, p. 
55) 

Elsewhere, they also write that the task of moral justiCcation “does not even get started if those 

to whom it is addressed cannot understand its essential content” (2004, p. 4). <erefore, ap-

peals to divine authority, or to any other situated point of view that others cannot be reasona-

bly expected to share, have no place in deliberative democracy. To o@er such reasons, accord-

ing to Gutmann and <ompson, is to refuse to deliberate; and to refuse to deliberate is to 

“abandon not only deliberative democracy, but also any form of democracy that would claim 

that its laws are justiCed to the citizens who are bound by them.” (p. 114). <is echoes Rawls’s 

insistence that non-reciprocal reason-givers “are a threat to democratic institutions, since it is 

impossible for them to abide by a constitutional regime except as a modus vivendi” (1997, p. 

806). According to Rawls, the various religious and philosophical doctrines that he seeks to 

exclude from public discourse are not only in disagreement with one another but also “incom-

mensurable and irreconcilable” (2001, p. 84), making it an exercise in futility to try to reconcile 

them. 

<ere is, however, li�le evidence to support such a pessimistic view of deliberation 

across deep di@erences. To begin with, even if we grant Rawls’s observation that there is no 

“political practicable way to eliminate” deep di@erences “except by the oppressive use of state 

power to establish a particular comprehensive doctrine” (p. 84), it is not clear how this is rele-

vant to input-constraints to deliberation. <ose who reject reciprocity as an input-constraint 

are not of the opinion that one or another, or even all, comprehensive religious or philosophi-

cal doctrines should be “established” coercively. As I argued in §3.4, there is a signiCcant di@er-

ence between output-constraints and input-constraints, and justiCcation of the former does 
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not suBce as justiCcation of the la�er. <e famous First Amendment to the Constitution of the 

United States says “Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion”, not 

“Congress shall debate no law respecting an establishment of religion”. 

Moreover, as many STS researchers can readily a�est, incommensurability does not 

imply that all hope of cooperation among incommensurable views is lost. <e majority of STS 

researchers accept one or another variation of Kuhn’s (1970) assertion that competing scien-

tiCc theories are mutually incommensurable; yet they cannot deny that communication and 

operation across scientiCc theories and even across major disciplinary divisions take place eve-

rywhere. Collins, Evans, and Gorman (2007) observe that a “trading zone” develops when sci-

entists from di@erent backgrounds a�empt to work together. However, there is li�le need for 

every participant of a trading zone to share one another’s assumptions or learn to speak the 

same technical language. Heterogeneous groups with incommensurable views can work to-

gether productively, according to the authors, by utilizing one of two intermediaries: boundary 

objects and interactional experts. <e former refers to objects, either abstract or concrete, that 

have “di@erent meanings in di@erent social worlds but their structure is common enough to 

more than one world to make them recognizable, as a means of translation” (Star & Griesemer 

1989, p. 393). For example, when zoologists and amateur collectors worked together to pro-

duce a catalogue of specimens for the Museum of Vertebrate Zoology at Berkeley, the ama-

teurs organized their data around roads, campsites, and trails, whereas professional zoologists 

used maps Clled with abstract pa�erns representing the highly technical concept of “life zones”. 

Despite the wildly di@erent methods of classiCcation, the physical state of California served as a 

boundary object, allowing data from both groups to be reconciled (p. 411). Meanwhile, inter-

actional experts, as described in §2.4, facilitate collaboration by learning to think and speak like 
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members of another scientiCc discipline. According to Collins (2011), every scientiCc project 

that is not strictly homogeneous relies heavily on interactional experts to “build a bridge” be-

tween each specialization represented by its members. In the absence of interactional experts, 

scientists may need to bracket the details of their incommensurable points of view when com-

municating with those from outside of their specialization, speaking only in general terms that 

any scientist can understand. Interactional expertise helps them avoid such ineBciency, by di-

rectly connecting di@erent groups of scientists (pp. 287-288). 

What Collins and Evans fail to recognize, as I argued in §2.9 and §2.10, is that the same 

kind of facilitated communication they Cnd in scientiCc projects might also be possible be-

tween scientists and laypeople, laypeople and activists, activists and scientists, and any other 

combination of individuals and groups who bring heterogeneous, mutually incommensurable 

worldviews to the table. What Gutmann, <ompson, and other proponents of the liberal mod-

el of deliberative democracy fail to recognize is that bridge-building among incommensurable 

viewpoints can and does take place in everyday political discourse, and that this process of 

bridge-building would be adversely a@ected by an ideal of deliberative democracy that discour-

aged expressions of such viewpoints. As a result, the liberal model not only expresses disrespect 

for those whose viewpoints and modes of communication are relegated to a supporting role 

outside of the forum, but also leaves on the table substantial beneCts that bridge-building exer-

cises might bring to diverse societies. 

 

3.6 The Scope of Deliberative Democracy 

At this juncture, an objection may be raised that “outside of the deliberative forum” is not as 

bad a place as the foregoing arguments suggest it is. Rawls and his fellow liberals will be quick 
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to suggest, for example, that all of their theories only apply to the coercive apparatus of the 

state; people are not constrained by reciprocity or any other principle of deliberative democra-

cy when they live their daily lives in the civil society or “background culture”. Rawls, for exam-

ple, suggests that the duty of civility cannot be a legal duty but only a moral ideal that citizens 

should aspire to, because to require it by law would be incompatible with freedom of speech 

(1999, p. 56). 

Rawls’s own theory might indeed emerge unscathed from my criticisms so far, for he 

has a relatively narrow view of the scope of deliberative democracy. In some of his writings, 

Rawls insists that the requirement to produce reasons that nobody can reasonably reject 

“[does] not apply to all political questions but only to those involving what we may call ‘consti-

tutional essentials’ and questions of basic justice” (1993, p. 214). <e ideal seat of deliberative 

democracy, for Rawls, is the Supreme Court and other high-level institutions of the state; eve-

ryday decision-making in private organizations, the workplace, and even the lower levels of the 

government is outside of the requirement of reciprocity according to this view. 

Other advocates of the liberal model, however, are not so conservative about the scope 

of deliberative democracy. Gutmann and <ompson, for example, propose that deliberation 

should take place Crst and foremost in what they call “middle democracy”: the messy landscape 

of everyday decision-making at all levels of government, from the global to the municipal. Ac-

cording to them: 

Middle democracy is also the land of interest groups, civic associations, and schools, in 
which adults and children develop political understandings … It is a land that demo-
crats can scarcely a@ord to bypass. A democratic theory that is to remain faithful to its 
moral premises and aspirations for justice must take seriously the need for moral argu-
ment within these processes and appreciate the moral potential of such deliberation. 
(1996, p. 40) 
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Gutmann and <ompson are particularly dissatisCed with Rawls’s focus on the Supreme Court 

and similar high-level institutions. “It is a hollow hope”, they argue, “that any one particular 

institution, even the Supreme Court, could be relied on to reach the right conclusion, and to 

convert that conclusion into e@ective political action, were it to do all our deliberating for us” 

(1996, p. 44). To take such a narrow view of the scope of deliberative democracy, according to 

Gutmann and <ompson, would “leave most of politics unprincipled” (p. 46) – that is, uncon-

strained by reciprocity. By contrast, Gutmann and <ompson’s wider view of the scope of de-

liberative democracy seeks to impose reciprocity on inputs to every mundane decision-making 

process. 

Sometimes, Gutmann and <ompson suggest that it would be good for reciprocity to 

apply even to some elements of civil society. <eir rationale for this further expansion of the 

scope of deliberative democracy is twofold: Crstly, civil society “provides rehearsal space for 

political deliberation” (2004, p. 35); and secondly, the success of deliberative democracy in the 

state “depend[s] on the support of the whole range of intermediary institutions” (1996, p. 

359). Although Gutmann and <ompson fall short of mandating reciprocity in all civil-society 

organizations, they make their opinions clearly known that “the practice of deliberation should 

not be conCned to the institutions of government” (p. 359). In addition, they refuse to vary 

their approach according to the type of institution concerned, stating that “deliberative democ-

racy does not divide institutions into those in which deliberation is important and those in 

which it is not” (p. 358). Not only do they leave no room for “unprincipled” discourse, but 

they also scarcely leave any room for “semi-principled” or mixed discourses. 

Even Rawls, in some of his writings, seems to lend support to a wider scope for deliber-

ative democracy. For example, he suggests at one point that reciprocity is required of citizens 
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“when they engage in political advocacy in the public forum, and thus for members of political 

parties and for candidates in their campaigns and for other groups who support them” (1993, 

p. 215). <is addendum represents a massive extension of the scope of the requirement of rec-

iprocity. Whoever publicly supports one political candidate, party, or policy over another – 

does a message on Twi�er count as public support? – is now expected to produce reasons that 

nobody can reasonably reject. Rawls lends further support to his “scope creep”20 when he 

writes elsewhere that “ideally, citizens are to think of themselves as if they were legislators and 

ask themselves what statutes, supported by what reasons satisfying the criterion of reciprocity, 

they would think it most reasonable to enact” (1999, p. 56). 

Extending deliberative democracy to civil society is a problem for those who wish to 

maintain a strict distinction between decision-making processes to which reciprocity applies, 

on the one hand, and activities to which reciprocity does not apply, on the other. In defense of 

the liberal model, for example, Andrew Lister (2008) argues that non-reciprocal reasons and 

non-argumentative communication may be freely exchanged during the course of “discussion 

that takes place in public, as part of the ‘background culture’ to use Rawls’s term, but not in a 

decision-making process” (p. 282) <is could make sense when the scope of the theory is clear-

ly limited to essential functions of the state. However, if we take the more extensive view of the 

scope of deliberative democracy that Gutmann and <ompson, as well as Rawls (on some in-

terpretations), advocate, it becomes extremely diBcult to draw the line between background 

                                                             
20 “Scope creep” is a phrase used in business, particularly in information technology, to describe the phenomenon in 

which what began as a small and easily manageable project turns into a behemoth over time, o3en without anybody 

noticing, as a result of a series of seemingly minor additions. What was meant to be a simple website to provide textual 

information on a product, for example, might end up a much more complicated website with videos and interactive 

features, greatly exceeding the original budget. 
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culture and decision-making process anymore. <e further we move away from high-level state 

institutions, the more formal decision-making becomes intermingled with citizens’ everyday 

life. Gutmann and <ompson’s “middle democracy” extends far into what liberalism has tradi-

tionally considered “background culture”. Placing constraints on deliberation in this ambigu-

ous space runs the risk of excluding disadvantaged minorities even from discourses in civil so-

ciety. Should indigenous groups be barred from appealing to their traditional religious views, 

for example, when a municipal government solicits designs for streetlamp decorations? Should 

they hunt down specialists to translate their ideas into arguments-for-or-against-a-proposal 

before writing to the city council? Gutmann and <ompson’s mention of the Tacoma “neon 

war” (1996, pp. 140-142) suggests that municipal art projects do fall squarely within the scope 

of their theory.21 But if so, nobody could so much as click “Like” on a local newspaper article 

without having to check if she is violating the principle of reciprocity. Neutrality as an output-

constraint might be a reasonable goal even in municipal a@airs, but an input-constraint in such 

se�ings quickly begins to look like censorship. 

Moreover, many of the characteristics of decisions made at high-level state institutions 

begin to disappear in lower-level governments and civil society associations. <ere is nothing 

life-threateningly coercive about the color of a new sculpture at the new football stadium or the 

local garbage collection schedule. Even the staunchest liberal would be hard-pressed to main-

tain the argument about coercion having to be justiCable in a way that nobody can reasonably 

reject when talking about civil society associations that anyone is free to join or leave. Con-

                                                             
21 In the mid-1980s, the city of Tacoma, Washington commissioned a large neon sculpture to be erected at the new 

sports and convention facility. Fierce controversy ensued between citizens who considered the neon sculpture an 

abomination and city councilors who defended the commission. 
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straints that apply to Rawls’s “basic structure” might not make the most appropriate guidelines 

for everyday decision-making in environments where state and civil society are harder to dis-

tinguish and where diversity is much greater than in bureaucratic centers (Bohman 2003, p. 

762). It seems, therefore, that proponents of the liberal model must choose between weaken-

ing their input-constraint of reciprocity and leaving “middle democracy” outside of the scope 

of their theory – a choice that Gutmann and <ompson appear unwilling to make. 

 

3.7 Catch-22 

In §2.10, I argued that Collins and Evans’s theory of technical decision-making runs into a 

Catch-22 situation22 because the organizer of a decision-making process cannot reliably identi-

fy experts, and thus follow Collins and Evans’s input-constraint, without Crst admi�ing every 

interested party and allowing them to demonstrate their expertise (or lack thereof) over the 

course of the decision-making process, thereby violating the same input-constraint. In this sec-

tion, I argue that the liberal model of deliberative democracy su@ers the same problem. 

Jürgen Habermas (2006) states that “only secular reasons count beyond the institu-

tional threshold that divides the informal public sphere from parliaments, courts, ministries, 

and administrations” (p. 9), endorsing what resembles the liberal model, though with its scope 

limited to high-level state institutions. Habermas also argues for what resembles Rawls’s provi-

so, albeit in a weaker form, by rejecting the view that religious arguments may be openly debat-

                                                             
22 <e phrase “Catch-22”, derived from Joseph Heller’s (1961) eponymous novel, describes a paradoxical situation in 

which an individual must comply with rules that contradict one another. For example, the hero of Heller’s novel is 

required to carry out all orders of his commanding oBcer, including those that contradict the orders of the oBcer’s 

superiors. But he is also required to carry out all orders of such superiors, resulting in a situation in which he would be 

guilty of insubordination no ma�er what he does. 
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ed in legislatures (p. 11). Nevertheless, he emphasizes that the process of Cnding neutral rea-

sons must be a “cooperative task”, in which secular citizens have an obligation to help their re-

ligious compatriots express their views in secular terms (p. 11). Elsewhere, Habermas suggests 

that similar cooperation is required in order for deliberators to identify which reasons indeed 

satisfy the requirement of reciprocity: “precisely those principles are valid which meet with un-

coerced intersubjective recognition under conditions of rational discourse” (1995, p. 127). <e 

implication is that actual deliberation is required in order for citizens of actual democracies to 

distinguish acceptable inputs from unacceptable ones.  

Brandon Morgan-Olsen (2010, 2011) builds upon Habermas’s suggestion, observing 

that biases o3en prevent individuals and relatively homogeneous groups from correctly distin-

guishing neutral reasons from non-neutral ones. Religious citizens are o3en unaware that many 

of their assumptions are not shared by others; non-religious citizens, likewise, frequently disre-

gard the fact that arguments articulated in religious language may contain insights that are val-

uable to all. Moreover, people have a tendency to regard as neutral any opinion with which 

they are familiar, and as controversial those with which they are unfamiliar. Morgan-Olsen 

therefore argues that whether or not a reason is acceptable by liberal standards is not a ques-

tion that can be se�led by simple reference to a checklist such as “Does it appeal to religion?” 

but only through a public process during which participants with diverse points of view try to 

remedy one another’s biases and identify the neutral content (if any) of one another’s contri-

butions. 

What Habermas and Morgan-Olsen show us is that deliberation is required in order for 

societies to discern which inputs satisfy the liberal requirement of reciprocity. <is “pre-

deliberation”, in order not to violate the liberal model’s input-constraint, would have to take 
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place before “proper” deliberations begin, outside of the forum, in the same space where, ac-

cording to the liberal model, rhetoric, storytelling, and many forms of activism belong. Howev-

er, as we saw in §3.6, most proponents of the liberal model of deliberative democracy insist on 

extending the scope of their theories to cover all government a@airs and even parts of civil soci-

ety. On this view, there is li�le room for the sorting of reasons to take place, and deCnitely no 

room for a deliberative exercise that is large and thorough enough to remedy even subtle bias-

es. (Gutmann and <ompson, for example, are likely to include such a large and thorough de-

liberative exercise in the scope of their theory.) As a result, it is likely that identiCcation of ac-

ceptable inputs will have to take place during the main course of “proper” deliberations. In 

other words, the only way to identify acceptable reasons is to engage in the deliberative process 

to which such reasons are inputs. <e input-constraint must be violated in order for it to be 

upheld. 

If so, why insist on a general input-constraint at all? Why insist that citizens everywhere 

refrain from producing non-neutral reasons in the Crst place, as Cohen (1989, p. 22) does? 

Why exclude citizens from the forum for appealing to situated viewpoints, as Gutmann and 

<ompson (1996, pp. 56-57) do, when the forum is the only place where their views can be 

compared and contrasted with other views? Indeed, it might not be far-fetched to say that the 

whole point of public deliberation is to help citizens discern the extent to which others share or 

dispute their views. As mentioned earlier, deliberative democracy, unlike aggregative democra-

cy, is meant to have a transformative e@ect on citizens’ preferences. Nobody insists that a sort-

ing machine be fed with only those objects that have already been fully sorted, because it is the 

machine’s job to sort them; similarly, no school can require that all new pupils already know 

the content of its curriculum, because it is the school’s job to teach it to them. Yet, Gutmann 
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and <ompson argue that discourses in civil society should abide by the input-constraint of 

reciprocity, on the grounds that such discourses serve as rehearsals for formal deliberative ex-

ercises. (2004, p. 35). If deliberation is the means by which citizens learn how to o@er reasons 

that others can accept, it is not merely unnecessary or unproductive to insist on a strict input-

constraint. It is a contradiction. 

 

3.8 An Impoverished Conception of Deliberative Democracy 

I have argued that the liberal model of deliberative democracy lacks justiCcation for its central 

tenet: the use of reciprocity as an input-constraint. Reciprocity cannot be justiCed on the basis 

that decisions of the state are coercive, because there is only a tenuous link between any partic-

ular input to a deliberative process and the ultimate outcome of that process. Reciprocity can-

not be justiCed on the basis of its expressive function, because violations of reciprocity do not 

ipso facto express any profound contempt for other citizens’ rights.23 In fact, the liberal model 

might be said to express an unjustiCable disregard for the modes of communication and groups 

of people it excludes. <e fact that most proponents of the liberal model give their theories a 

very broad scope, encompassing the state as well as much of civil society, makes reciprocity’s 

exclusionary e@ect even more objectionable. Finally, since the input-constraint of reciprocity 

cannot be satisCed except by engaging in an actual deliberative process that begins with mixed 

                                                             
23 Inputs to deliberation can sometimes express disrespect. For example, even a solid argument can be disrespectful if it 

is o@ered in a contemptuous manner or in a wording that is patently insensitive to other citizens’ feelings. However, 

these characteristics do not necessarily go hand in hand with violations of reciprocity, and whether or not a remark is 

disrespectful depends in many ways on the context. When Jay-Z sings about “niggas”, he expresses solidarity with other 

African-Americans; but when Congressman Lamborn calls President Obama a “tar baby”, his action is an a@ront not 

only to Obama but to millions of African-Americans that Lamborn is supposed to represent. <e context-sensitivity of 

disrespect is just one of many reasons why theories of democracy, as I will suggest later in this section and in later chap-

ters, should be a�entive to actual processes of deliberation. 
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inputs, enforcing it would defeat its own purpose. 

Reciprocity is not the liberal model’s only input-constraint, though it receives by far the 

most a�ention. All three of Gutmann and <ompson’s principles are designed to govern inputs 

to the deliberative process: reciprocity governs what reasons we should give; publicity governs 

who we should give it to; and accountability governs when we should give further reasons. 

Gutmann and <ompson take pride in the fact that their theory “does not create a division be-

tween reasons that are appropriate in theory and those that are appropriate in practice” (1996, 

p. 358), implying that inputs are acceptable in actual discourse if and only if they would be ac-

ceptable as justiCcation for coercive laws. As I argued in §3.4, this is an untenable proposition – 

except in the highly unlikely case when a process of deliberation makes use of nothing but syl-

logisms. <us the liberal model only manages to provide us with a set of criteria for inputs, 

topped with a hastily scribbled note that these inputs had be�er lead to a good decision. For all 

of its preoccupation with giving reasons, the liberal model is remarkably quiet about what peo-

ple should do with all those reasons – as if reasons would sort themselves out without any need 

for human intervention! 

<e process of deliberation, where all the action takes place, is treated rather as a “black 

box” that takes reasons as inputs and produces decisions as outputs.24 Nowhere is this clearer 

than in Rawls’s “garbage in, garbage out” argument; he sees democratic deliberation as a black 

box that takes reasons of a certain quality and produces decisions of roughly the same quality. 

                                                             
24 STS scholar Bruno Latour (1987) uses the term “black box” to refer to a sociopolitical process or technical device, 

the inner workings of which the analyst chooses to ignore. When an object is “black boxed”, the analyst is only con-

cerned with its inputs and outputs, much like how a behaviorist treats the human mind or how a casual computer user 

treats his hard drive. <e term originates in cybernetics and related Celds in computing, but Latour uses it to describe 

how popular accounts of science neglect the complex inner workings of scientiCc communities and their interaction 

with the society at large. 
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Despite the professed belief in the transformation of preferences through deliberation, no pro-

ponent of the liberal model gives any more than a passing glance to the question of how such 

transformations might take place, what they might look like, what factors besides the quality of 

inputs might a@ect the quality of eventual decisions, or how such factors might be managed to 

produce the best possible result. Yet surely the process is where most of the factors that a@ect 

the quality of decisions operate. Deliberation about public a@airs today takes place in national 

assemblies, universities, newspapers and magazines, television shows, streets, cafeterias, blogs, 

and the “Twi�erverse”. Each of these forums has di@erent participants and di@erent roles in 

the overall discourse, and is therefore subject to unique social, economic, and psychological 

in7uences. As was suggested in §3.4, factors as diverse as the style of discourse, the timing of 

votes, physical proximity to other deliberators, and whether competing arguments are deliv-

ered in a wri�en or spoken form can make signiCcant di@erences in the outcome of deliberative 

processes. One cannot even begin to ponder whether this or that general constraint on inputs 

will have any particular impact on the outcome unless one makes at least some e@ort to under-

stand these factors. <is is the task at which the liberal model fails. 

 

3.9 Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter, I have argued that the liberal model of deliberative democracy fails to justify its 

input-constraint of reciprocity. <e arguments that the liberal model uses to bridge input-

constraints (reciprocity) with output-constraints (neutrality) are not persuasive; the liberal 

model cannot explain why input-constraints are either necessary or suBcient in order for actu-

al deliberative processes to produce neutral decisions, because it fails to account for the social 

factors that profoundly in7uence the shape of public discourses; and the rigidness of its input-
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constraints exclude minority viewpoints and alternative modes of communication, such as di-

rect action and the use of rhetoric, that are indispensable for the operation of a healthy and vi-

brant democracy. 

<ese shortcomings have implications beyond the justiCcation of the speciCc input-

constraint that I have focused on in my discussions. By taking a naïve view of the relationship 

between reasons and decisions, and to show no concern at all for the processes that mediate 

input and output, seems to me an impoverished conception of deliberative democracy. In the 

next chapter, I explore in greater detail the implications of this impoverished conception. 
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CHAPTER 4 

THE GATEKEEPING PARADIGM:  

GENERAL CRITICISMS 

 

4.1 Overview 

In the foregoing chapters, I o@ered criticisms of Collins and Evans’s model of technical deci-

sion-making and the liberal model of deliberative democracy, respectively. In this chapter, I 

continue to explore several parallels that exist between the two theories, and introduce the 

term “the gatekeeping paradigm” to describe their common assumptions and approaches. I will 

argue that gatekeeping theories leave some of modern societies’ most important issues outside 

of the range of discussable topics, reaBrming the suspicion that I expressed in §3.8 that they 

represent an impoverished conception of democracy. Finally, I will consider potential objec-

tions to my argument so far, and contend that they only highlight the need for an alternative 

approach to democratic theory rather than vindicating one or another instance of the gate-

keeping paradigm. 

 

4.2 The Gatekeeping Paradigm and the Gatekeeper’s Paradox 

<e gatekeeping paradigm, like all paradigms, is not a single theory but a trend that many theo-

ries follow.25 <eories that follow the gatekeeping paradigm emphasize general input-

                                                             
25 <omas Kuhn (1970) uses the word “paradigm” to refer to a set of practices that deCne the scope, goals, questions, 

research methods, etc. of a scientiCc discipline at any given time. A paradigm also dictates how various observations 

and experimental results are to be interpreted, including what counts as valid data in the Crst place; thus it restricts 

what the scientiCc discipline at that time regards to be possible. For example, according to Shapin and Scha@er (1985), 

<omas Hobbes worked within a scientiCc, philosophical, and political paradigm that denied the possibility of a vacu-

um, and this a@ected his interpretation of how Boyle’s air pump operated. <e concept of a paradigm has since been 
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constraints while not paying enough a�ention to the complexities of public discourse in the 

real world. In the foregoing chapters, I outlined two examples of the gatekeeping paradigm: in 

STS, the model of expert vs. public participation in technical decision-making processes pro-

posed by Collins and Evans; and in political philosophy, the liberal model of deliberative de-

mocracy supported by Rawls, Cohen, and Gutmann and <ompson. Both are preoccupied 

with prescribing who, or what kind of reasons, may legitimately enter a decision-making pro-

cess. Both a�empt, in other words, to be the “gatekeepers” of public discourse. 

I have also argued that each of the two theories faces several diBculties, and that most 

of these diBculties have close parallels in the other. Both are unable to explain why their input-

constraints – expertise and impartiality in Collins and Evans’s two phases, respectively, and 

reciprocity in the liberal model – are necessary in order for democratic societies to reach the 

kinds of decisions they prefer: Collins and Evans fail to produce any actual case in which too 

much participation by laypeople can be shown to have been primarily responsible for technical 

and political blunders, and the liberal model fails to take into account the impact of various in-

stitutional, sociological, and psychological factors that complicate the link between inputs (re-

ciprocal arguments-for-or-against-a-proposal) and outputs (decisions). Both exclude poten-

tially valuable inputs from decision-making processes: Collins and Evans neglects the role of 

activists as intermediaries between experts and laypeople, and the liberal model underestimates 

the possibility and beneCts of bridge-building that a more inclusive discourse could bring 

about. Finally, both run into a Catch-22 situation because, in practice, the content of the input-

constraints they prescribe can only be determined while the decision-making processes to 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
widely adopted outside of the history, philosophy, and sociology of science, where it is o3en given a broader range of 

meanings. 
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which they apply are taking place. 

All of these diBculties arise because the gatekeeping paradigm, of which both theories 

are examples, regards public discourse as a monolithic black box. <e gatekeeping paradigm is 

only interested in inputs (reasons, participants) and outputs (decision). <eories that follow 

this paradigm do not concern themselves greatly with the characteristics of the actual processes 

that transform inputs into outputs, e@ectively “black boxing” them. Since the criteria for desir-

able outputs are independently speciCed (for example, by reference to a liberal theory of justice 

or a vaguely articulated ideal of scientiCc progress), the primary task that gatekeeping theories 

set for themselves is to Clter and tweak the inputs in such a way as to maximize the probability 

that such outputs will occur. 

In addition, public discourse is seen as a single undi@erentiated process, at least as far as 

any given issue is concerned.26 <e possibility that multiple overlapping and competing dis-

courses on the same issue might take place simultaneously, each with its own inputs and out-

puts, and not necessarily consistent with one another – in short, the possibility that there may 

be more than one box to contend with, whether black or not – is not considered. <is leads 

gatekeeping theories to formulate their input-constraints with a generic, idealized decision-

making process in mind, exacerbating their neglect of the complexities of actual discursive pro-

cesses. In the liberal model, the generic process seems to have been modeled a3er Rawls’s 

(1971, 1993) ideal of deliberations about constitutional essentials and the basic structure of 

                                                             
26 How to deCne boundaries between issues is also a diBcult question, but I will not pursue it in this chapter. If any-

thing, the fact that issues o3en overlap makes the gatekeeping paradigm even more problematic, because di@erent 

styles of deliberation might be appropriate in debates on di@erent kinds of issues, and these di@erences may not always 

be reconcilable when issues overlap. 
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society: neutral, dispassionate, and with great consequences for the basic rights and duties of 

all citizens. <e possibility that deliberations in the national legislature might need di@erent 

input-constraints from those in municipal councils, school boards, civic associations, the me-

dia, and Internet forums, for example, is not considered; and the e@ect of di@erent institutional, 

socioeconomic, and psychological factors that may a@ect these di@erent se�ings in di@erent 

ways are also ignored. Gutmann and <ompson even argue that broad applicability to every 

institution is a strength of their theory (1996, p. 358), when in fact its in7exibility could very 

well be a weakness. 

So, not only do theories that follow the gatekeeping paradigm regard deliberation as a 

black box, but they also treat every instance of deliberation as the same black box, and take up-

on themselves the impossible task of identifying input-constraints that work across the board. 

It is not surprising that such a�empts result in unnecessarily strict input-constraints that ex-

clude contributions that could be highly valuable in some circumstances, such as rhetoric and 

testimony that help build bridges, on the grounds that they may have deleterious e@ects in oth-

er circumstances. A�empting to identify which combinations of deliberators, inputs, and de-

liberative styles tend to produce what types of outcomes under what circumstances, as Sun-

stein (2005) does, requires theories of democracy to open the black boxes of public discourse 

and integrate context-speciCc empirical Cndings into their models. <e gatekeeping paradigm, 

however, advises its followers that this is not necessary. 

As I argued in §3.7, such disregard for actual processes of deliberation, along with an 

emphasis on general input-constraints, makes it diBcult for the liberal model to reconcile itself 

with the fact that deliberation itself is required to identify inputs that satisfy any input-

constraint. Since reciprocity applies indiscriminately to every part of every deliberation, it also 
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applies to the deliberation that helps identify which reasons are reciprocal, leading to the 

aforementioned Catch-22. Collins and Evans’s theory, as I argued in §2.10, is likewise oblivi-

ous to the fact that in most actual decision-making se�ings, experience-based experts cannot 

be reliably identiCed until deliberations have already run their course. I shall refer to this prob-

lem as the gatekeeper’s paradox. 

<e problems with these two theories that I identiCed in Chapters 2 and 3 are therefore 

not isolated weaknesses or mere oversight. <ey are consequences of the 7awed assumptions 

that Collins and Evans share with proponents of the liberal model of democracy. Unless the 

conception of public deliberation as a monolithic black box is abandoned, neither theory will 

be able to avoid the gatekeeper’s paradox. 

 

4.3 The Foreclosing of Debate 

A further problem that is characteristic of gatekeeping paradigm is what I shall call the foreclos-

ing of debate. <is refers to the fact that the formulation of input-constraints, such as expertise 

and reciprocity, already incorporates substantive answers to some of the most important ques-

tions that today’s democratic publics must grapple with. Citizens are therefore deprived of an 

opportunity to discuss such questions by deliberative means. Although the foreclosing of de-

bate is a corollary of some of the problems I have already discussed, such as the exclusionary 

e@ect of the liberal model, it is distinct from the problem of exclusion, and I believe that it mer-

its a thorough analysis in its own right. 

 

4.3.1  �e Structural Exclusion of Deep Contestation 

Gutmann and <ompson insist that their theory of deliberative democracy can help societies 
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overcome moral disagreements about ma�ers of public policy (1996, p. 346). However, the 

primary means by which they seek to achieve consensus even in the face of deep disagreements 

is to posit an input-constraint of reciprocity, which tells citizens to leave most of their partisan 

viewpoints at the gate. But if such viewpoints are to be le3 at the gate as if they were nail clip-

pers accidentally packed with carry-on baggage, it is not entirely true to say that, in the liberal 

model of deliberative democracy, citizens “put their moral beliefs to the test of public delibera-

tion” (p. 93). Rather, only those moral beliefs that all other citizens can reasonably accept are 

permi�ed to be put to the “test of public deliberation”. <e remainder is placed in a li�le bin 

near the security line-up at the airport, never to be seen again. 

Given how much of a society’s deepest moral chasms could be swept under the rug this 

way, it would be naïve of us to assume that the actual process of deliberation, rather than the 

input-constraint of reciprocity, is here doing most of the consensus-building work. As Wein-

stock puts it, “it is not deliberation among citizens, but rather the theorists’ external imposition 

of norms of public reason, that is doing the work in closing the gap between citizens’ diverse 

moral conceptions” (2001, p. 85). If deliberation becomes more tractable under the liberal 

model, it is only because there is much less to deliberate about. <is should not surprise us, 

given the gatekeeping paradigm’s tendency to regard processes of deliberation as a black box. A 

theorist cannot rely on an unknown mechanism to achieve his objectives; he must rely on 

mechanisms that are under his control. But the only thing that the liberal model claims to con-

trol is its suite of input-constraints. <e input-constraint of reciprocity, not actual processes of 

deliberation, is thus burdened with the task of overcoming moral disagreements. 

It is, to be fair, not necessarily wrong for a theory of democracy to incorporate substan-

tive moral principles. Liberals have never claimed that their ideal of neutrality is itself neutral. 
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Rather, neutrality is a consequence of substantive moral principles, such as respect for persons 

(Larmore 1987) and the ideal of free and equal citizenship (Rawls 1993), that liberals believe 

they have independent reasons to uphold. For the purpose of this dissertation, I question nei-

ther the value of such principles nor the claim that they justify the neutrality of the state as an 

output-constraint. What I believe to be problematic, however, is the incorporation of certain 

substantive moral principles into the input-constraints of a theory of democracy. <is is prob-

lematic because exclusion at the input stage is o3en much more pernicious to minority view-

points than exclusion at the output stage might be. If one’s proposal is denied by an output-

constraint, one still has an opportunity to let one’s concerns known to others and to seek to 

have them addressed some other way; but if it is excluded by an input-constraint, one never 

even gets a chance to let out a squeak. 

<e fact that the liberal model takes it upon itself to foreclose debates that should be 

le3 open is particularly worrisome when it comes to its potential to legitimize and perpetuate 

existing socioeconomic and epistemic inequalities. In §3.5, I outlined Sanders’s (1997) and 

Young’s (1996, 1999) argument that more diverse modes of communication should be al-

lowed in the course of public deliberation. My argument in that section was couched mostly in 

terms of the bridge-building potential of such communication; however, I also brie7y men-

tioned how the exclusionary e@ect of reciprocity might be particularly damaging to certain in-

dividuals and groups who are already disadvantaged. <e la�er is indeed a more serious con-

cern for those who approach democratic theory from the perspective of critical theory, such as 

Young, James Bohman, and John Dryzek (see Chapter 6). Bohman warns of “structural exclu-

sion”, where those who lack the capacity to engage in the kind of formal, argument-oriented 

deliberation favored by a model of democracy are, for that reason, prevented from participat-
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ing in democratic decision-making processes and, as a result, remain unable to learn how to 

participate. <is is a vicious cycle, legitimized and perpetuated by theories of democracy with 

exclusionary input-constraints. In a world with huge socioeconomic and epistemic inequalities, 

Bohman argues, such a model of democracy is “part of the problem, not part of the solution” 

(2007, p. 271). Yet it is not clear how, apart from waiting for another Martin Luther King, Jr. to 

make the disadvantaged group’s plight known to the world in terms that nobody can reasona-

bly reject, the liberal model of deliberative democracy would realistically Cx itself to become 

part of the solution. Should the disadvantaged group engage in activism, make emotional ap-

peals to the public, or a�empt to testify in the form of, say, rap music, as Sanders (1997, p. 371) 

suggests? <is question, unfortunately, has already been answered by the liberal model: the 

group will not be taken seriously unless they produce arguments-for-or-against-a-proposal. 

Furthermore, it is not merely arguments they should produce, but arguments support-

ed by reasons that nobody can reasonably reject. But the set of reasons that nobody can rea-

sonably reject, as discussed in §3.7, are in reality determined by citizens who actively partici-

pate in current decision-making processes. Rawls argues that acceptable inputs should “appeal 

only to presently accepted general beliefs and forms of reasoning found in common sense” 

(1993, p. 224; emphasis added). So, both theoretically and practically, reciprocity is likely to 

reinforce the existing consensus around dominant cultural norms, and sti7e a�empts to ques-

tion such norms. <is is a problem not only because minority viewpoints are excluded, but also 

and more importantly because the terms of their exclusion are not open to challenge from out-

side of the forum. In the liberal model of deliberative democracy, the content of reciprocity can 

only be challenged from within the community of viewpoints that currently enjoy the privilege 

of inclusion. <is, not exclusion per se, is what perpetuates structural injustice. 
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In political philosophy, most literature on this topic focuses on the exclusion of reli-

gious objections to secular principles, as highlighted by cases like Mozert v. Hawkins.27 Howev-

er, we can see the severity of this problem even more clearly by revisiting some of STS’s classic 

cases. Wynne’s (1996) sheep farmers claimed that the local SellaCeld nuclear facility, rather 

than fallout from Chernobyl, was primarily responsible for the persistent radioactive contami-

nation of their hillside farms, on the basis that, among other things, 

<is area is a kind of crescent shape. If you’re up on the tops [of the fells] on a winter’s 
day you see the tops of the cooling towers, the steam rises up and hits the fells just be-
low the tops. It might be sheer coincidence, but where the [radiation] hot spots are is 
just where that cloud of steam hits – anyone can see it if they look. (Anonymous 
farmer, quoted in Wynne 1996, p. 31) 

Casual observations like this, of course, are far from what modern scientists would consider 

compelling evidence. As Gutmann and <ompson require that empirical claims “be consistent 

with relatively reliable methods of inquiry” and “not con7ict with claims that have been con-

Crmed by the most reliable of available methods” (1996, p. 56; cf. Rawls 1993, p. 224), it is 

likely that the principle of reciprocity would exclude the farmers’ argument. As Wynne (2003, 

p. 408) observes, the farmers were not only excluded from the making of important decisions 

about their livelihood but also powerless to challenge the government’s views on what counted 

as good evidence. 

Similarly, Epstein’s (1995) AIDS activists requested that the accuracy of clinical trials 

be sacriCced for the sake of immediate beneCts to dying patients – an idea that was, at the time, 

completely foreign to dominant methods of pharmaceutical research. Such a request, too, is 

                                                             
27 In Mozert v. Hawkins County Board of Education, a group of fundamentalist Christian parents asked that their chil-

dren be exempt from a curriculum that included readings exposing students to competing religious and philosophical 

views. <e Sixth Circuit ruled against the parents (Gutmann and <ompson 1996, pp. 63-69). 
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likely to be excluded if reciprocity implies adherence to prevailing norms of scientiCc research. 

In addition, if we accept Kuhn’s story about paradigm shi3s and Max Planck’s maxim that sci-

ence advances one funeral at a time,28 every signiCcant change in science will be inconsistent in 

one way or another with currently dominant methods of inquiry. Reciprocity, which appeals to 

“presently accepted” beliefs and forms of reasoning, forecloses debates about the acceptability 

of novel beliefs and forms of reasoning. Such beliefs and forms of reasoning are unacceptable 

by default, except where speciCcally permi�ed on the basis of presently accepted beliefs and 

forms of reasoning. <erefore, in order to be admi�ed to the forum, alternative viewpoints 

must Crst be accepted by the very institutions and norms they seek to challenge. <ey can nev-

er be admi�ed on their own terms, because the terms of admission are not up for debate. 

Young argues that the purpose of activism is to counteract the dominating e@ect of cur-

rent norms and practices. “One of the activist’s goals”, she argues, “is to make us wonder about 

what we are doing, to rupture a stream of thought, rather than to weave an argument” (2001, p. 

687). As such, according to Young, activism cannot be conCned within a deliberative forum 

that is governed by prevailing norms.29 Likewise, Bohman argues that the framework of delib-

                                                             
28 <is maxim illustrates the stubborn refusal of those who are invested in a currently dominant paradigm to embrace 

Cndings that contradict it. Kuhn quotes Planck as “a new scientiCc truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents 

and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is 

familiar with it” (Kuhn 1970, p. 151). 

29 Robert Talisse (2005) criticizes Young’s argument as an a�empt to bypass deliberation and impose a speciCc ideol-

ogy upon the public, accusing activists who engage in “‘bringing a�ention’ to injustice” of “implicitly hold[ing] that 

there could be no reasoned objection to his views concerning justice” (p. 428). But this cannot be further from the 

truth. <ose who challenge existing norms and practices of deliberation do so not necessarily because they believe 

their own views to be bulletproof, but because they are not convinced by the dominant view’s self-perception as being 

bulletproof. To advance reasons and arguments that contradict some of society’s most unquestioned assumptions is 

not an a�empt to bypass or sabotage deliberation; rather, it is an invitation to deliberate about those very assumptions, 

which the liberal model places outside the range of permissible topics. <at this is so is clear from the STS cases out-

lined above, though in cases involving religious fundamentalism (with which contemporary political philosophy is 

more familiar), some credit may be due to Talisse’s accusation of dogmatism. 
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erative democracy itself, including its input-constraints, must be “made part of the democrati-

cally open agenda” (2007, p. 273). Rawls a�empts to defuse criticisms like this by insisting that 

his political liberalism “does not try to Cx public reason once and for all in the form of one po-

litical conception of justice”, and that therefore “new variations may be proposed from time to 

time and older ones may cease to be represented” (1997, pp. 774-775). However, the 7exibility 

that Rawls gives to his theory does not answer Young’s and Bohman’s real concern, which is 

that in reality, a theory of democracy that allows the content of its general input-constraints to 

be determined by prevailing norms and practices, and one which applies such input-constraints 

to a very wide range of discussions in both the state and civil society, will sti7e the expression of 

novel beliefs and forms of reason. Reciprocity is pernicious precisely because of the combina-

tion of its wide-reaching applicability and its responsiveness to prevailing norms and practices. 

Rather than protecting disadvantaged minorities from the tyranny of the majority, its use as an 

input-constraint in a model of democracy has the e@ect of bolstering the majority’s monopoly 

over public discourse. 

 

4.3.2  Experts and the Framing of Scienti�c Issues 

Collins and Evans’s model of technical decision-making, though somewhat be�er informed 

than the liberal model is about recent developments in STS, also commits the error of placing 

at least one critical issue outside of the range of permissible topics for deliberation. <e issue in 

question is one of 9aming, or in Wynne’s (2003) words, the “public meaning” of political con-

troversies involving science and technology. Wynne argues that the perceived crisis of trust in 

science (§2.8), which Collins and Evans a�empt to overcome by admi�ing uncredentialed 

“experience-based” experts into the technical phase of their decision-making process, is not so 
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much due to the exclusion of certain individuals as it is “about the institutional neglect of issues 

of public meaning, and the presumptive imposition of such meanings (and identities) on those 

publics and the public domain” (p. 402). In other words, not only are most public issues in-

volving science and technology framed from the point of view of the dominant scientiCc cul-

ture, but the structure of discussions surrounding such issues also exclude other framings from 

the outset. As a result, argues Wynne, framings based on minority viewpoints are never even 

considered seriously. 

For example, when British authorities proposed to construct the <ermal Oxide Nu-

clear Fuels Reprocessing Plant (THORP) in 1977, a public inquiry was held to assess the safe-

ty of the proposed facility. Critics of the plan argued that “it was meaningless to assess the risks 

and implications of this one plant alone”, since the plutonium produced at THORP could be 

weaponized and transported around the world. <e critics thus found it imperative to ask 

“questions about terrorist hijacking and use of such plutonium, and about the security culture 

that would inevitably a�end these developments”. Such concerns, however, were dismissed as 

“emotive and irrational … speculative and ill-deCned” (p. 406). Similarly, from the point of 

view of many environmentalists, the 1995 Brent Spar controversy (§2.9) was not so much 

about the amount of pollutants on board that particular oil platform as it was about the overall 

practice of dumping in the ocean; according to Wynne, the Brent Spar was only “the Crst of 

400 or more such platforms that would all soon be decommissioned from the North Sea”.30 

                                                             
30 Fi3een years a3er the Brent Spar controversy, BBC (2010) reports that over 260 oil platforms in the North Sea re-

main to be dismantled. <e dismantlement is expected to become a major business opportunity and a boost to local 

economies, as the amount of contracts to be awarded approaches $1 billion per year over the next three decades. <e 

current exclusive use of dismantlement rather than scu�ling as the method of decommission seems to add credence to 

Greenpeace’s claim that the Brent Spar set a precedent for the hundreds of other aging oil platforms in the North Sea. 
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Again, the broader framing of the issue was dismissed by decision-making bodies as being “ir-

relevant, too nebulous and imprecise” (p. 407). In both cases, it was not only activists qua 

knowledgeable individuals who were excluded. Whole perspectives were ruled out as being 

irrelevant; and the decision of relevance was made on the basis of some scientists’ narrow con-

ception of what it meant to assess the environmental risk of a project. Collins and Evans’s 

a�empt to bring together all the experts they can Cnd, Wynne contends, does li�le to remedy 

this systematic exclusion of viewpoints that do not accord with dominant scientiCc paradigms, 

and in fact exacerbates the problem by granting privileges to experts whose framings already 

dominate public discourses. 

In response to Wynne’s suggestion that every citizen should be able to participate in 

every discussion in order to counteract hegemonies of framing (p. 411), Collins and Evans 

maintain that such broad participation is permissible only when debating non-technical aspects 

of an issue (2003, p. 439). However, by the time Evans and Plows (2007) incorporate this po-

sition into their detailed distinction between the technical and political phases of decision-

making, the political phase – the domain of non-experts – is assigned the task of framing ques-

tions for experts to answer (p. 835). According to Evans and Plows, participants of the political 

phase can keep the technical phase on leash by developing “policies and regulatory frameworks 

within which technical debates are permi�ed to take place and through which they are held 

accountable” (p. 833). By empowering non-expert citizens, they argue, science can be made 

“more accountable and responsive to the wider society” (p. 834). 

At Crst glance, Evans and Plows’s account of the political phase’s role appears to be a 

satisfactory response to Wynne’s criticisms. In principle, scientists are no longer permi�ed to 

dominate the way in which issues are framed; indeed, depending on how we interpret the au-
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thors’ desideratum of insulating science from extrinsic politics – Evans and Plows insist that 

only non-experts can “authentically represent the lay perspective” (p. 829) – scientists might 

not even be permi�ed to participate in the framing of issues. But Crst impressions can be mis-

leading. <ere are two reasons why scientists, or the slightly broader category of experience-

based experts, are likely to retain a virtual monopoly over the framing of political questions in-

volving science and technology even under Collins, Evans, and Plows’s two-phase decision-

making scheme. 

<e Crst reason is a corollary of my previous criticism of the exclusion of activists from 

the political phase. As noted in §2.6, Evans and Plows a�empt to purge the political phase of 

activism by arguing that, Crst, many activists possess expert knowledge (pp. 836-837), and se-

cond, that “only those who stand outside the commi�ed knowledge cultures of both the scien-

tiCc and activist communities” (p. 845) are “disinterested” enough to be the proper partici-

pants of the political phase. <is argument distinguishes between two kinds of activists: those 

who possess adequate expertise in a relevant Celd, who belong in the technical phase, and those 

who do not, who belong in neither phase. However, as I argued in §2.10, and as Wynne’s ex-

amples above suggest, one of the major roles that activists play in political controversies is to 

imagine, develop, and popularize alternatives to established institutions’ framing of issues. It 

takes much time, energy, devotion, and most importantly, prolonged active engagement with 

an issue for a person to learn enough about a complex technical ma�er to form a consistent and 

comprehensive framing of it. It is unlikely that an ordinary citizen who is invited to participate 

in a three-day consensus conference will be able to do this as well as an activist with decades of 

experience can. A3er all, one of the more persuasive points that Collins and Evans (2002) 

make is that even a person with many years of formal training in science usually cannot talk 
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about an issue outside of his specialization in anything but general terms. How much worse 

would laypeople fare? Moreover, one suspects that a “disinterested” citizen in today’s political 

climate is likely to be so only because she is rather uninterested in the topic at hand – making it 

even less likely that she will be keen to explore unconventional framings of unfamiliar issues 

without prompting. Evans and Plows credit activists with “substantial interactional expertise” 

(p. 837) in their Celds of interest, but fails to recognize that such experience-based expertise 

may be necessary in order for people to develop alternative framings. 

<e second reason, which follows from the Crst, is that the political phase, without ac-

tivists (interactional experts) to help it develop framings of the issues it is tasked to consider, is 

likely to be at the mercy of the technical phase to supply the former with framings. According 

to Evans and Plows’s description of the relationship between the two phases, the political 

phase is empowered to hold the technical phase accountable by dictating the framing of issues 

and developing regulatory frameworks for the conduct of science. <e task of the technical 

phase is limited to providing answers to questions that the political phase asks and frames (Fig. 

1).  However, as argued above, the political phase – composed exclusively of disinterested non-

Technical Phase: Deals with questions of 

fact, uses expert knowledge and skill, in-

cludes scientists and other experts. 

Political Phase: Deals with questions of 

preference, uses meta-expertise to discrimi-

nate, includes non-expert citizens. 

Output: Frames questions, priorities 

and standards against which experts 

should be held to account. 

Output: Provides resources for wider 

debate, including guidance on what 

is/is not known, contested or possible. 

Fig. 1 Relationship between the technical and political phases, according to Evans and Plows (2007, p. 835) 
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experts – may not be capable of producing credible framings of issues on their own. As a result, 

the questions that the political phase asks of the technical phase are likely to be vague and gen-

eral, such as “Are genetically modiCed crops good for the economy?” or “Is this nuclear power 

plant safe?” Such questions allow the technical phase considerable latitude in interpreting – 

and while doing so, framing – the issues at hand. A panel of experts that does its best to provide 

good answers to such question might respond, for example, that “In our Nebraska tests, genet-

ically modiCed product X yielded 20% more grains per hectare in the Crst three years along 

with a 10% reduction in cost.” or that “<e nuclear reactor that we are going to build incorpo-

rates the latest safety features to eliminate the possibility of a Fukushima-like disaster.” But an-

swers like these are framed in many ways that the lay public might not have expected. <e Crst 

hypothetical answer, for instance, assumes that product X is representative of genetically mod-

iCed crops in general, that test results from Nebraska are indicative of a product’s suitability in 

the country or region in which the debate is taking place, that results from the Crst three years 

are suBcient to establish the merits of a product, and perhaps most problematically, that no 

other factors are relevant in evaluating the economic performance of genetically modiCed 

crops. <ere need not be any malicious intentions behind such framings; narrow-minded fram-

ings are o3en a mere symptom of well-intentioned but narrow approaches to complex topics. 

<is kind of re-framing is precisely what happened in the nuclear fuel 7ask crash test 

that Collins and Evans (2002) mention, as described in §2.9 and §2.10. <e public asked an 

open-ended question, “Is it safe?” and the government responded with a publicity stunt to es-

tablish the 7ask’s crashworthiness under a speciCc set of circumstances. <e government took 

the public’s incompletely formulated framing of the issue, and developed it into a speciCc fram-

ing, namely, one that reduced questions about the safety of transporting radioactive material 
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through populated areas to the physical integrity of a container under a contrived accident sce-

nario. As Collins (1988) describes, it was activists, not disinterested laypeople, who in the end 

helped discredit the government’s speciCc framing of the issue, by pointing out several ways in 

which the container could be subjected to much greater forces in an actual train crash – in oth-

er words, by o@ering examples of alternative framings. Disinterested non-experts might have 

felt that something was wrong with the answer they were given – a3er all, Collins, Evans, and 

Plows allow them the skill of discrimination – and perhaps this would have motivated them to 

demand a di@erent answer. However, without help from those who were knowledgeable in the 

physics involved, they are unlikely to have been able to articulate an alternative framing that is 

precise enough to prevent the technical phase from taking liberties with its interpretation of 

their questions. As a result, in Evans and Plows’s two-phase model, the technical phase is free 

to impose any framing of its choice on the entire decision-making process (Fig. 2).31 

                                                             
31 <e same applies to the “regulatory frameworks” (Evans and Plows 2007, p. 833) that laypeople are supposed to 

develop. Given that most of the details of such frameworks will have to be Clled in by experts, the political phase sur-

renders to the technical phase its only means of keeping the la�er accountable. 

Technical Phase: Develops, re+nes, and 

answers PP’s questions in light of TP’s own 

framings and preferences. 

Political Phase: Attempts to discriminate, 

but lacks epistemic resources to scrutinize 

TP’s framings or suggest alternatives. 

Output: Asks vague, general questions 

in terms of incompletely formulated 

framings. 

Output: Dispenses speci+c answers 

that are framed in di0erent ways from 

what PP might expect. 

Fig. 2 Relationship between the technical and political phases, as is likely to happen in actual settings 
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Furthermore, since laypeople are not permi�ed in this model to challenge experts in 

technical ma�ers, and since much of the framing takes place under the guise of technical ad-

vice, debates about framing are e@ectively taken o@ the agenda. Such debates are completely 

foreclosed from the point of view of the public. Just as the liberal model of deliberative democ-

racy imposes upon all current and potential participants a norm of discourse derived from pre-

vailing beliefs and practices, Collins, Evans, and Plows’s model of decision-making imposes 

upon the public a standard of evidence derived from prevailing expert opinion.  

 

4.3.3  Inputs and Outputs 

I have argued that both the liberal model of democracy and Collins and Evans’s model of tech-

nical decision-making keep outside of the range of available topics some of the most important 

issues that contemporary societies face, leaving them to be determined by a combination of the 

theorist’s stipulation and currently dominant norms and practices. In both cases, the e@ect is to 

sti7e challenges to these predetermined answers. 

“<ere will always be”, Will Kymlicka writes, “an imbalance in the interaction between 

culturally dominant and subordinate groups.” (1989b, p. 901) <is cannot be avoided; howev-

er, Kymlicka and other liberals have argued that a judicious use of neutrality as an output-

constraint can help minimize this imbalance. <e gatekeeping paradigm, on the other hand, by 

insisting on broad input-constraints, reinforces and thus exacerbates imbalances between indi-

viduals and groups with di@erent perspectives on diBcult political issues. Kymlicka believes 

that if the state lacks neutrality, the majority will decide everything, forcing any minority that 

seeks to bring about change to “immediately aim at persuading the majority, and so … de-

scribe their practices in such a way as to be most palatable to the majority, even if that misde-
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scribes the real meaning and value of the practice, which o3en arose precisely in opposition to 

dominant practices” (p. 901). Whether or not such consequences might in fact follow from a 

missing output-constraint is beyond the scope of this dissertation; however, it is curious that 

the presence of an input-constraint that is modeled a3er the same output-constraint Kymlicka 

describes might have the same e@ect as the la�er’s absence. Inputs and outputs, indeed, are two 

very di@erent ma�ers. 

<e foreclosing of debate is a consequence of relying on rigid general input-constraints, 

which in turn is a consequence of viewing public discourse as a monolithic black box, as I ar-

gued in §4.2. But it also reveals a deeper problem with the gatekeeping paradigm: namely, that 

it cannot seem to keep its output-constraints apart from its input-constraints. Not only do the 

input-constraints of theories that follow it – expertise and disinterestedness, respectively, in the 

two phases of Collins and Evans’s model, and reciprocity in the liberal model – directly mirror 

the output-constraints that the proponents of such theories have in mind – politics-free deci-

sion-making in technical issues for Collins and Evans, and the neutrality of the state for liberals 

– but the way in which such input-constraints are expected to operate in real discursive se�ings 

also systematically discriminates against individuals and viewpoints that challenge the validity 

of the very same output-constraints. Democracy, as envisioned by the gatekeeping paradigm, is 

a mechanism every aspect of which is optimized for the production of decisions that meet the 

theorists’ preferred output-constraints. <is is an impoverished conception of what it means 

for human beings to engage in a public, democratic discourse. 

Although Evans and Plows (2007) appear to give a nod to the “authentic representa-

tion” of lay perspectives (p. 829), the shallowness of their commitment to such perspectives is 

revealed when they state that “if lay people are important, then it must be because of their lack 
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of engagement and not their specialist knowledge … the purpose of citizen juries is … to ena-

ble lay citizens to develop some appreciation of the technical, ethical and other issues involved 

in order to apply their meta-expertise and do discrimination” (p. 845). On this view, the partic-

ipation of ordinary citizens and the expression of their perspectives in technical decision-

making processes have no intrinsic value; disinterested non-experts are invited to participate 

only because their dispositions are useful in making the kinds of decisions that Collins, Evans, 

and Plows wish to see. Similarly, Gutmann and <ompson (2004) appeal to a conception of 

citizens “not merely as objects of legislation … but as autonomous agents who take part in the 

governance of their own society” (p. 3) and emphasize the need to make their model of de-

mocracy “fully inclusive” (p. 9); but the de facto exclusionary e@ect of their theory should give 

us pause as we try to Cgure out how much of the liberal model is actually designed to be re-

sponsive to such concerns. <e fact that the liberal model of democracy does not leave much 

room, even in civil society, for challenges to liberal norms gives the impression that it is neither 

“vote-centric” nor “talk-centric” but almost exclusively “decision-centric”. 

As <omas Christiano points out, democracy is more than a mere means to making 

good decisions (1996, p. 56). If the quality of decisions – on one or another deCnition of “qual-

ity” – were the only thing that ma�ered, one could hand-pick only those participants who 

would make high-quality decisions. But such a system would no longer be recognizable as an 

integral part of a democratic society; at best, one might Cnd a much smaller democracy among 

the chosen participants. Instances of the gatekeeping paradigm, of which we have witnessed 

two so far, propose decision-making systems that are fundamentally similar to this hypothetical 

non-democracy, as Christine Sypnowich rightly suspects: 

Of course, the diBculty with invoking the will of the people is that the people do not 
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necessarily vote for justice. <us, political philosophers end up positing idealized de-
mocracies – deliberative, authentic, fully informed, etc. – and one suspects that the ul-
timate aim is to arrive at the theories of justice philosophers had already independently 
formulated. It is as if political ideals are o@ered up as somehow the deliverances of the 
people when the people are let in only on condition that they agree with the philoso-
phers. (2007, p. 765) 

 

4.4 Moral Guidelines or Coercive Application? 

In the remainder of this chapter, I will consider several potential objections to the arguments 

that I have o@ered so far. <e Crst, and perhaps in need of the most urgent a�ention, is the ob-

jection that I have greatly exaggerated the exclusionary e@ect of the theories that I have identi-

Ced as instances of the gatekeeping paradigm. A defender of Collins and Evans’s model of 

technical decision-making or of the liberal model, for example, might insist that either or both 

of those theories are only meant as moral guidelines – what people should aspire to do – rather 

than blueprints for institutional design. As I have stated as part of my own argument in §3.4, 

whether or not a rule is coercively enforced makes a great deal of di@erence in the liberal tradi-

tion of political philosophy. If the input-constraints set out by gatekeeping theories are not in-

tended to be enforced by any government or other organizers of public debates, but only to be 

kept in mind by individual participants, perhaps it is unfair to evaluate such input-constraints 

on the basis of what would happen if they were coercively applied. 

In particular, the objector might point out that the liberal model is meant to be appli-

cable not only in high-level government institutions but also in the workplace and many ele-

ments of civil society, where coercion typically is not an appropriate means of regulating any-

thing, including discourse. Although I argued in §3.6 that the expansion of the liberal model’s 

scope to civil society amounts to an a�empt to enforce government-like rules of discourse in 
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civil society, the objector might argue that it is in fact the other way around: that discourse in 

civil society has been the exemplar all along. 

<is interpretation, however, does not seem to be supported by the texts that deCne the 

liberal model. Gutmann and <ompson, for example, deCne deliberative democracy as a “form 

of government in which free and equal citizens (and their representatives), justify decisions … 

that are binding in the present on all citizens” (2004, p. 7), clearly indicating that it is decision-

making in government, not civil society, that should serve as the exemplar of deliberative de-

mocracy. As for Rawls, there is li�le need to remind the reader that his primary, though per-

haps not the only, concern is with “the discourse of judges in their decisions, and especially of 

the judges of a supreme court; the discourse of government oBcials, especially chief executives 

and legislators; and Cnally, the discourse of candidates for public oBce and their campaign 

managers” (1997, p. 767). If similar norms apply in both high-level government institutions 

and civil society, it is because discourse in the la�er is considered an extension of discourse in 

the former, not the other way around. Rawls urges citizens to abide by the principle of reci-

procity as they discuss political a@airs in everyday se�ings, because it is “hypocritical” to “talk 

before one another one way and vote another [way]” (1993, p. 215). Clearly, in the liberal 

model, it is the coercive nature of the decisions of the state that sets the norms of public dis-

course, not any recognizable characteristic of civil society. 

Moreover, even if deliberation in some or most parts of the society were to take place 

without strict adherence to reciprocity, the liberal model, as envisaged by the objector, would 

continue to insist that deliberators try to o@er reciprocal reasons as best they can. As long as 

reciprocity, as I argued above, reinforces the prevailing norms and practices of the culture with-

in which deliberation takes place, it is not clear that an absence of coercion would make a quali-
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tative di@erence in how minority viewpoints are treated. Deliberators would still discourage 

themselves and one another, even if not formally barred, from participating in ways that violate 

prevailing norms and practices. Indeed, none of the instances of structural exclusion stressed 

by Sanders (1997), Young (1996, 1999, 2000, 2001), and Bohman (2003) hinges on a coer-

cive application of input-constraints; the juries Sanders mentions were under no obligation to 

conduct their discussion in any particular manner. Because the exclusionary e@ect of reciproci-

ty in real deliberative se�ings is caused primarily by contingent cultural norms as well as socio-

economic and epistemic inequalities, how reciprocity is enforced is much less important than 

how it interacts with such facts of life. 

Likewise, Collins and Evans’s rigid segregation of experts from laypeople in their two-

phase decision-making model would be problematic even if the two phases were not formally 

delineated and enforced. A non-expert who merely thinks to himself, “I should be�er not chal-

lenge any technical details the experts talk about”, is no more able to construct a framing of an 

issue that sits before him than one who is barred, say, by the organizers of a consensus confer-

ence, from challenging expert testimonies. An expert who participates in the technical phase, 

meanwhile, cannot avoid imposing his own framing upon the political phase even if he tried his 

best not to do so, since, as an expert, he is expected to provide speciCc answers, yet it is not 

possible to meet a vague and general question with speciCc answers without using one or an-

other framing to narrow the meaning of the question. 

In addition, Collins and Evans’s theory places issues of framing outside of the range of 

discussable topics, not because it sets up any special scheme of exclusion that would fall apart 

in the absence of coercion, but rather because it does not make any e@ort to counteract existing 

tendencies for experts to dominate the framing of technical issues. Input-constraints that rein-
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force existing norms and practices might be particularly damaging when they are coercively 

applied, but their damaging e@ect does not altogether disappear in the absence of coercion. As 

long as citizens consider themselves to be obliged to abide by such input-constraints, and as 

long as a large number of like-minded citizens continue to exert peer pressure on those who 

beg to di@er – as happens nearly universally in human social interactions – the ill e@ects of Col-

lins and Evans’s input-constraints (or any other input-constraint that reinforces the status quo) 

will persist, whether in government or in civil society. 

It is important here to remember that exclusionary e@ects need not be a result of any 

deliberate action. In a society where everyone voluntarily complied with reciprocity, nobody 

might feel excluded, but their viewpoints would remain silenced. If the entire population of 

China voluntarily ceased to speak of things that the Chinese government does not want spoken 

of, the resulting state of a@airs might seem unproblematic from the point of view of a political 

philosophy that only looked at the presence of absence of coercion; but surely there would re-

main much to be condemned, morally, about the bizarre situation. 

<e problem with exclusion is not merely that citizens are gagged. <e exclusion of a 

viewpoint, even when voluntary, impoverishes the public sphere by removing the viewpoint in 

question from the repertoire of public discourses. Every time such an exclusion is repeated, the 

impoverishment is exacerbated. A theory that recommends a certain style of discourse not only 

in the state but also in many other areas of life should not only pay a�ention to the presence or 

absence of coercion at the hands of the state but also strive to contribute to a vibrant culture of 

public discourse. A corollary of what Young and Bohman show us is that noninterference is not 

enough, because there are existing structures of injustice that already heavily interfere with the 

diversity of public discourse. A be�er theory of democracy, then, should implement active 
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measures to counteract the in7uence of structural injustice, instead of satisfying itself with a 

passive absence of state-sponsored exclusion. Unlike the gatekeeping paradigm, the alternative 

that I explore in Chapters 5 and 6 makes an e@ort to fulCll this desideratum. 

 

4.5 Adjusting the Scope of Gatekeeping Theories 

What about the opposite possibility? A supporter of a gatekeeping theory might claim that he 

wants nothing whatsoever to do with civil society. He might resubmit for our consideration a 

modiCed version of the liberal model, for example, from which all mention of extending its 

scope beyond government institutions has been excised. Joshua Cohen’s liberal theory of de-

liberative democracy might be well suited for such a reinterpretation, since Cohen’s earlier 

works (1989, 1996) do not contain much reference to civil society. Even in more recent works, 

he appears skeptical of a�empts to highlight deliberation in civil society, expressing concern 

that the “informal public sphere … may be of limited political relevance” (2009, p. 344) and 

preferring to explore local government as a more productive avenue for participation and de-

liberation. <ose who take a more limited view of the scope of Rawls’s theory might concur, 

arguing, as <omas Scanlon (2003) does, that there is something special about “constitutional 

essentials and questions of basic justice” (p. 163). Even those who reject this narrow interpre-

tation of Rawls, such as Jonathan Quong (2004), generally do not extend the scope of reci-

procity much beyond government a@airs. Meanwhile, those who argue that Rawls errs in leav-

ing civil society out, as G. A. Cohen (2010) does, generally do not advocate anything that 

resembles the liberal model of deliberative democracy. On a modiCed liberal model of democ-

racy with a strictly limited scope, much of civil society would remain “unprincipled” (Gutmann 

and <ompson 1996, p. 46), and there would be abundant space for discussions to take place 
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without any regard for reciprocity. 

A similar restriction of scope may be appropriate in the case of Collins and Evans’s the-

ory, too. One of the things that we have overlooked in our discussion of their theory so far is 

that, in the penultimate section of their landmark essay, the authors begin to explore (but do 

not fully articulate) some criteria for varying input-constraints depending on the kind of sci-

ence at issue. According to Collins and Evans, four kinds of science can be distinguished: 

“normal science”, “Golem science”, “historical science”, and re7exive historical science” (2002, 

p. 267). Normal science is roughly what Kuhn (1970) refers to by the same name: science in 

which there are no major controversies. When this kind of science is at issue, there is li�le rea-

son not to defer to experts. Golem science is one in which a signiCcant amount of uncertainty 

remains, as can be seen in debates surrounding the elusive connection between mad-cow dis-

ease (BSE) and variant Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (p. 268). Collins and Evans argue that we 

cannot rely on experts alone to decide political issues involving Golem science, because experts 

“may not have been given questions that correspond with public concerns” – alluding to the 

problem of framing discussed in §4.3. Exactly how much lay participation is permi�ed in issues 

of Golem science, according to Collins and Evans, would depend on how close the science is to 

becoming normal science (p. 268). Historical science, on the other hand, is one in which ex-

perts cannot be expected to reach a consensus in the foreseeable future, due to the need for 

long-term observations. <e ecological impact of genetically modiCed organisms, for example, 

is an issue of historical science. Finally, re7ective historical science is historical science in which 

the outcome of future research depends heavily on human activity. Global warming is one ex-

ample of a re7exive historical science, since our reaction to climate change today will a@ect 

long-term climate pa�erns. Collins and Evans believe that more public participation is desira-
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ble in controversies involving historical and re7exive historical sciences, although it is not clear 

whether they would go so far as to tear down the rigid boundary between the technical and po-

litical phases even in such cases (p. 269).32 Given this diversity of sciences, it might not be un-

reasonable to reinterpret the rest of their theory as only being appropriate in a certain subset of 

cases and requiring substantial modiCcations in other cases. <eir input-constraints, for exam-

ple, might no longer be general, but tailored to the kind of science that is at issue in any given 

controversy. <is is analogous to the proposed revision to the liberal model suggested above, as 

both involve limiting the scope of a theory of democracy so that its input-constraints are be�er 

suited to the narrow subset of debates with which the theory is concerned. 

<ere are a number of problems with such adjustments of scope. First, the new theory’s 

input-constraints might be too rigid even for discourses that take place within the narrower 

scope, since we are likely to Cnd di@erent kinds of discourses even there. Collins (2011) him-

self suggests that within every scientiCc Celd, there are sub-Celds among which interactional 

experts are required to build bridges.33 <is implies that every scientiCc Celd contains a signiC-

cant amount of heterogeneity within it. As a result, even a Celd that as a whole qualiCes as nor-

mal science might contain numerous sub-Celds, sub-sub-Celds, etc. where the level of uncer-

tainty is much greater, or vice versa. To apply the same decision-making process for the entire 

Celd could therefore have an exclusionary e@ect on those who pursue a di@erent framing of a 

                                                             
32 Collins and Evans also discuss “public use technologies” such as transportation and computing, and “local interest 

technologies” such as waste disposal. In both cases, they are willing to permit more public participation, but only be-

cause users and local residents, respectively, are presumed to possess a signiCcant amount of expertise in certain as-

pects of PUTs and LITs. <ese categories can therefore be explained without stepping outside the core framework of 

Collins and Evans’s theory. 

33 Collins describes this model of science as a “fractal” (2011, pp. 285-287). <is term is misleading, since “fractal” im-

plies that each and every level has a similar structure, which may not be the case. 
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sub-issue that has di@erent characteristics. Similarly, even if the liberal model were only con-

cerned with government a@airs and le3 civil society entirely outside of its scope, input-

constraints to debates about the federal constitution might not be appropriate in debates about 

municipal garbage collection schedules and vice versa. 

Even the distinction between inside and outside, state and civil society, is never clear-

cut. Political controversies frequently originate in civil society, circulate in the media, gain en-

try to national legislatures, and then trigger more debates in civil society. A minister’s state-

ment might be quoted by an anonymous blogger, and the la�er’s comments might reappear in 

the arguments of a Member of Parliament many weeks later. Just as scientiCc issues frequently 

concern several di@erent disciplines ranging from normal to re7exive historical, political dis-

courses rarely respect boundaries between state and civil society or between the di@erent levels 

of the state. It is therefore not possible to ensure, by theory, that input-constraints only apply 

to a speciCc subset of institutions or topics. If a theory of democracy a�empts to impose rigid 

input-constraints on any subset of institutions or topics, the e@ect is likely to spill over into 

many other institutions and topics that intersect with one another. Whether by coercion or by 

informal cultural pressures, some or another minority viewpoint will continue to experience 

structural exclusion, both inside and outside of the stated scope of the theory. 

Furthermore, a gatekeeping theory with a limited scope is still a gatekeeping theory, in 

the sense that it regards whatever is inside its scope as a monolithic black box the output of 

which can only be controlled by Cltering its inputs. Such a theory continues to su@er several of 

the diBculties that I identiCed in earlier chapters, such as an inability to account for factors 

other than reasoned inputs that a@ect the outcome, and the self-contradictory implication of 

having to determine the content of its input-constraints by actually engaging in deliberation. 
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How would the Supreme Court, for instance, determine what evidence is appropriate for itself 

to consider, without giving both sides an opportunity to defend the admissibility of their evi-

dence, at which point it has already considered such evidence? It can make sense to say that the 

Court should not base its judgments on certain types of evidence, as this is a type of output-

constraint; but when a theory begins to impose a priori limits on what kinds of reasons may be 

o@ered in the Crst place, it usurps the Court’s role of determining the merits of each piece of 

evidence and reaching a decision through the process of its deliberations. 

Most importantly, a theory of democracy that limits its scope to certain institutions or 

topics must explain why such institutions or topics, and not others, are the proper subjects of 

its inquiry. Narrow interpretations of the scope of Rawls’s theory o3en a�empt to do just that 

by pointing out, for example, that the basic structure of society has a much greater impact on 

people’s lives than most other rules that govern politics.34 A narrow-scoped counterpart to Col-

lins and Evans’s theory, likewise, must explain to our satisfaction why certain types of Golem 

science, for example, might be its only proper subject. But then, it is no longer a general theory 

of democracy; it is an application of an as yet unknown but more general theory of democracy 

to speciCc discursive se�ings. If deliberation in federal institutions should follow di@erent 

norms from that in municipal institutions, and deliberation in the la�er should in turn follow 

di@erent norms from those in civil society, surely there must be a higher-level account that ex-

plains and justiCes such di@erences! 

                                                             
34 Rawls states that “the primary subject of justice is the basic structure of society” (1971, p. 7). He includes the consti-

tution and fundamental social and economic institutions as examples of the basic structure. <e basic structure should 

be treated di@erently from ordinary laws and social practices, Rawls argues, because “its e@ects are so profound and 

present from the start” (ibid); in other words, it has pervasive impacts on every person’s life from birth to death. Critics 

have argued that Rawls deCnes the basic structure too narrowly; see G. A. Cohen (2008), especially Chapter 3, for a 

recent argument for extending the scope of justice to everyday life. 
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Given what we have seen about the e@ects of implementing a gatekeeping theory of 

democracy with general input-constraints, this hypothetical higher-level theory of democracy, 

under which narrow-scoped gatekeeping theories might be subsumed, had be�er not be an 

instance of the gatekeeping paradigm. In order to account for the diversity that exists under its 

wings, it will have to open the black box of deliberation and concern itself with the process of 

public discourse, explaining which features of what factors justify treating this or that discursive 

se�ing di@erently. <is is exactly the kind of theory that I will introduce in the next two chap-

ters. As I will argue in Chapter 6, any context-speciCc input-constraints that narrow-scoped 

gatekeeping theories might wish to preserve can be easily subsumed under a non-gatekeeping 

theory of deliberative democracy with a broad scope. 

 

4.6 Provisionality 

Gutmann and <ompson’s theory of democracy cannot beneCt from the objection that I out-

lined in the section above, since it claims “middle democracy” – the broad landscape of every-

day decision-making in all branches of government, as well as parts of civil society – to be its 

proper subject. However, their theory has a peculiar feature, “provisionality”, that they might 

be able to use in their defense. In this section, I will examine this feature and explain why it 

cannot rescue Gutmann and <ompson’s gatekeeping theory of deliberative democracy. 

Gutmann and <ompson use the term “provisionality” to refer to three di@erent ideas. 

<e Crst is the unproblematic observation that every decision can be repealed at some point in 

the future (2004, p. 6). <e second is the requirement that citizens regard their own, as well as 

others’, views to be fallible; even when they vehemently oppose a proposal, they should 

“acknowledge the possibility that the rejected view may be shown to be correct in the future” 
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(p. 111). <is is a corollary of deliberative democracy’s emphasis on the revisability of prefer-

ences, a characteristic that distinguishes it from aggregative democracy. However, on another 

interpretation, the second form of provisionality is also closely related to the principle of reci-

procity, since it can be used to exclude those who hold particularly strong beliefs, such as reli-

gious fundamentalism or radical forms of activism. But the third and most interesting sense of 

reciprocity is that the principles that deCne a theory of democracy can themselves be revised 

over time. Gutmann and <ompson suggest that followers of their theory should be “open to 

the possibility that their substantive principles of democracy may need to be changed” (p. 57) 

as cultural backgrounds and other circumstances change – as long as such revisions result from 

careful deliberation. 

For example, although they acknowledge that some ideas and decisions can be placed 

outside of the range of discussable topics depending on “the degree of conCdence that people 

of any particular generation should reasonably have in its justiCcation” (p. 54), Gutmann and 

<ompson insist that “deliberative democracy itself has the capacity to question the back-

ground conditions, and to show why its own deliberative processes may therefore have pro-

duced unjust conditions” (p. 42). <e ameliorated conditions, in turn, would feed back into 

the interpretation of the liberal model’s core principles. In short, the idea is that the liberal 

model of deliberative democracy has the capacity to correct its own ill e@ects. On this view, the 

exclusionary e@ects that Sanders, Young, and Bohman complain about might only represent 

the teething pains of a new theory that has yet to adapt to its surroundings. If so, it might be 

argued, such considerations should not count against the long-term desirability of the theory as 

a whole. 

<e Crst two forms of provisionality (if the second form is seen as part of Gutmann and 
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<ompson’s objection to aggregative democracy) are admirable features for a theory of delib-

erative democracy to have. <e alternative that I will develop in Chapters 5 and 6 also features 

these forms of provisionality. However, the third form of provisionality, if used as a defense 

against the criticisms that I have made, is philosophically suspect because it a�empts to evade 

criticisms of the current theory by promising unspeciCed changes in the future. <e criticism 

raised by Sanders, Young, Bohman, and myself is that the current form of the theory is ill-

suited to the contemporary world, not that it – or some newer version of it – would be unsuita-

ble to the existing world or a newer version of the world. Moreover, in its current form, the use 

of reciprocity as an input-constraint reinforces and perpetuates structural exclusion by making 

it diBcult for individuals and groups to challenge prevailing beliefs and norms of reasoning. 

<ere is li�le reason to believe that a model of democracy whose core principles re7ect cur-

rently dominant norms and condones the exclusion of those who fundamentally object to it 

will revise itself in the direction of the very viewpoints that it has just excluded. It could very 

well move in the opposite direction, excluding even more viewpoints with each feedback loop 

as the set of viewpoints considered acceptable coalesce into a homogenous ideology. A3er all, 

as Sunstein (2005) notices, participants of a deliberative exercise who are not continuously 

exposed to strong criticisms of their views tend to become more homogeneous and extreme in 

their views, leading to a polarization between those inside and those outside. 

<us the promise of provisionality does li�le to shield Gutmann and <ompson’s theo-

ry from the charge of structural exclusion. Contrary to Gutmann and <ompson’s bold claim 

that “deliberative democracy opens all principles and practices to challenge on moral terms” 

(2004, p. 53), in reality, their theory only opens some principles and practices to challenge at 

any given time. As the shape of this opening tends to coincide with culturally dominant princi-
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ples and practices at that time, one may have to wait a very long time before it becomes turn to 

address issues of structural exclusion. 

Moreover, provisionality does not help solve the most serious problem with the gate-

keeping paradigm: Gutmann and <ompson’s theory still regards deliberation as a monolithic 

black box.35 <is, too, is unlikely to change in the foreseeable future, even if their entire theory 

were allowed to be provisional. Whatever new input-constraints (or interpretations thereof) it 

adopts in the future are therefore likely still to be general rules designed for the eBcient pro-

duction of decisions that satisfy liberal output-constraints, just as oblivious to the complexities 

of actual deliberation as the current form of Gutmann and <ompson’s theory is. Even when 

some of its implications are allowed to be provisional, a paradigm dies hard, as Planck and 

Kuhn observed. 

 

4.7 Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter, I have argued that most of the problems I identiCed earlier in Collins and Ev-

ans’s model of decision-making (Chapter 2) and in the liberal model of deliberative democracy 

(Chapter 3) can be a�ributed to the fact that both are instances of the gatekeeping paradigm. 

<e gatekeeping paradigm views public discourse as a monolithic black box, a process whose 

internal complexities are of no interest to a theory of democracy. <is, I have argued, is an im-

poverished way to look at public discourse in actual democracies. Moreover, since input-

constraints are the only means by which the gatekeeping paradigm can ensure that decisions 

                                                             
35 Although Gutmann and <ompson do mention “process” a number of times in their recent work (2004, Chapter 3), 

upon closer examination the reader will notice that they are in fact talking about procedure. <at chapter, a3er all, is 

meant as a criticism of Habermas’s pure proceduralism.  
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meet the theorist’s preferred independent criteria, it tends to carry a great deal of both theory 

and existing societal norms into the speciCcation of such input-constraints. Such burdening of 

input-constraints with what should be the task of the overall process of deliberation leads to 

the structural exclusion of viewpoints that challenge such norms. 

Although I do not deny that input-constraints may be acceptable in speciCc discursive 

se�ings with clearly deCned boundaries, the justiCcation for using such input-constraints in 

such se�ings will have to come from a non-gatekeeping theory of democracy that is sensitive to 

the contexts that characterize public discourses in actual democracies. <is is the type of theory 

that I propose and develop in the next two chapters. <e alternative recognizes, and seeks ac-

tively to counteract, the structural injustices that blight our current democratic landscape, ra-

ther than ignoring or reinforcing them. 
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CHAPTER 5 

THE PLACE OF SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION 

IN SCIENCE GOVERNANCE 

 

5.1 Overview 

In the foregoing chapters, I have argued against the gatekeeping paradigm in general, as well as 

against its speciCc manifestations in both STS and political philosophy. In the remainder of the 

dissertation, I develop an alternative theory that remedies many of the gatekeeping paradigm’s 

weaknesses and conceives of deliberative democracy as a vibrant contestation of discourses. 

<is theory is signiCcantly in7uenced by social constructivism, both in STS and in the critical 

tradition of political philosophy. In this chapter, I focus on the views of three STS authors, 

Alan Irwin, Sheila Jasano@, and Brian Wynne, and incorporate their empirical Cndings and 

normative recommendations into my alternative view. In Chapter 6, I will do the same in polit-

ical philosophy by building upon John Dryzek’s critical theory of deliberative democracy. 

 

5.2 The (Social) Constructivist Theory of Democracy 

In STS, social constructivism or social constructionism36 is the idea that scientiCc knowledge is 

constructed by contingent social processes rather than merely re7ecting inherent qualities of 

nature. Although constructivism and related theories have a rich history in Western philosoph-

ical thought, its introduction to modern sociology is widely credited to Berger and Luckmann 

                                                             
36 Some theorists insist upon distinguishing the two terms, preferring “constructivism” for topics in epistemology and 

“constructionism” for topics in ontology. Many authors, however, use the terms more or less interchangeably. In this 

dissertation, I will treat the two terms as interchangeable insofar as their political implications are concerned. 
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(1966). In the 1970s, social constructivism found its expression, through the works of authors 

such as Mendelsohn (1977) and Latour and Woolgar (1979), in the emerging Celd of STS 

(then known as the sociology of scientiCc knowledge or SSK), where it was seen as a useful 

framework within which to explore the social aspects of science as highlighted by Kuhn (1970 

[1962]) and other pioneers of the Celd. 

Although social constructivism is frequently accused of being a species of relativism – 

an accusation that played a pivotal role in the infamous Sokal a@air and the “science wars” that 

surrounded it – many STS scholars such as Jasano@ (2003a) emphatically deny that they are 

engaged in a relativistic endeavor.37 As Ian Hacking states in response to Richard Dawkins’s 

(1997) claim that nobody is a social constructivist about science at 30,000 feet, 

constructionists do not maintain that the propositions received in the natural sciences 
are in general false. <ey do not believe that artifacts, such as airplanes, engineered in 
the light of scientiCc knowledge, usually fail to work. Constructionists are creatures of 
Humian habit. <ey expect airplanes to get you there, and know that science, technol-
ogy, and enterprise are essential for air travel. 

What social constructivism in STS emphasizes instead is that science and technology have an 

important social component, although there are other components, too. Kuhn’s famous re-

mark that “though the world does not change with a change of paradigm, the scientist a3er-

ward works in a di@erent world” (1970, p. 121) has a close analogue in STS: though social con-

structivism does not dispute that there may be a nature “out there”, it holds that, for many 

purposes, it makes sense to treat science and technology, as they currently operate in our socie-

                                                             
37 Even H. M. Collins, who once promoted an “empirical programme of relativism” (Collins 1981), has more recently 

pointed to a need to tame the relativistic tendencies of STS (Collins and Evans 2002). <is change of heart is re7ected 

in Collins and Evans’s “three wave” characterization of STS, which I discussed in §2.3. Jasano@ (2003a), however, in-

sists that STS has never been relativistic in the Crst place. 
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ties, as a product of particular social processes. Sergio Sismondo characterizes this position 

with three points that he alternately calls “assumptions” or “reminders”: 

First is the reminder that science and technology are importantly social. Second is the 
reminder that they are active – the construction metaphor suggests activity. And third is 
the reminder that science and technology do not provide a direct route from nature to 
ideas about nature, that the products of science and technology are not themselves natu-
ral. (2010, p. 57) 

<ese three points roughly correspond to the three principles that form the basis of the theory 

of democracy that I will develop in this chapter, and from which its normative recommenda-

tions follow. 

First, the social constructivist theory of democracy recognizes that commonly pro-

posed constraints on public discourses, such as expertise, impartiality, and reciprocity, are in 

fact social constructs. As I argued in §3.4, §3.7, and §4.3.1, the exact content and interpretation 

of any input-constraint a theorist of democracy might want to impose upon public discourses 

unavoidably re7ects the prevailing norms and practices of the society in which such discourses 

occur. Moreover, the processes through which such constructions take place re7ect, in many 

respects, various socioeconomic and psychological pressures; and the resulting constructs, in 

turn, exert similar pressures in future discourses. A theorist who proposes input-constraints 

therefore not only stipulates boundaries of acceptable discourse but also participates, whether 

he wants to or not, in the construction of future publics that are to engage in such a discourse, 

as I noted in §4.3.3. 

Second, the social constructivist theory understands that social constructions of norms 

of discourse are not merely passive re7ections of socioeconomic reality, but rather a conse-

quence of active – though not necessarily intentional – a�empts by individuals, groups, and 

institutions to in7uence the shape of deliberative democracy. In particular, the social construc-
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tivist theory shares with Young (2001) and Bohman (2007) the concern that powerful socio-

economic institutions, including those of science and technology, exert a massive amount of 

in7uence upon the construction of prevailing norms of discourse.38 Powerful institutions not 

only re7ect past constructions, but they also frequently seek to perpetuate them or to revise 

them to their advantage. In addition, their dominant role in public discourses a@ords them 

much greater opportunities to frame future processes of construction than what is normally 

available to ordinary citizens. <e resulting inequality of opportunities to participate in pro-

cesses of social construction has signiCcant ongoing implications for the well-being of delibera-

tive democracy. However, as I noted in §4.4, these a�empts cannot be countered by passively 

maintaining a stance of neutrality. Because social construction is an active process, the social 

constructivist theory insists that any measure to overcome problematic forms of it must also 

consist of active intervention.39 

<ird, the social constructivist theory does not suppose that it is possible to avoid con-

structing norms of discourse and boundaries of corresponding publics based on particular 

framings. Social constructions always take place against a background of assumptions and prac-

tices; it is therefore no more possible to “discover” unconstructed norms and boundaries than 

                                                             
38 See §4.3.1 for more on Young’s and Bohman’s arguments. 

39 <e social constructivist theory therefore agrees with Collins and Evans (2002, pp. 240-241) that “upstream work” is 

necessary, even though it disagrees with Collins and Evans’s ideas about what such work would consist of. Upstream 

work, according to Collins and Evans, consists of active a�empts to shape the course of scientiCc decision-making, in 

contrast to “downstream work”, which merely a�empts to describe how science operates in decision-making se�ings. 

Whereas Collins and Evans characterizes most “second wave” STS (see §2.3) as downstream work, this is an oversim-

pliCcation, as Jasano@ (2003a) points out. Although Winner (1993) complains that STS lacks awareness of the broad-

er social and political implications of science and technology, such awareness has been latent in STS all along; it just 

wasn’t properly articulated and reCned. <e constructivist theory of democracy that I develop here, therefore, does not 

represent a radical departure from existing work in STS; rather, one component of its “upstream work” is to make ex-

plicit STS’s uneasiness about certain forms of social construction that has hitherto been implicit. Also see §5.5 for 

more discussion of “upstream work”. 
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it is to “discover” raw facts of nature unmediated by the limitations of human perception. Nor 

does the social constructivist theory seek to articulate a single preferred construction of norms, 

issues, and discourses that avoids the undue exclusionary e@ects associated with narrower con-

structions. Although the possibility of improved constructions is not ruled out – indeed, the 

whole point of the theory is to encourage constructions that are less exclusionary than the ones 

that currently dominate public discourses – the social constructivist theory is reluctant to ad-

vocate any particular solution as the optimal suite of norms for a broad range of circumstances. 

Instead, the social constructivist theory seeks to harness the power of rivaling construc-

tions, and contestations among them, to remedy any oppressive, exclusionary, and hence ine-

galitarian e@ects that typically follow the imposition of a single construction. Whereas the 

gatekeeping paradigm seeks to excise the problematic construction from the repertoire of de-

liberative democracy, the social constructivist theory holds that such excisions are neither pos-

sible nor desirable. <e la�er’s solution to problematic social constructions, therefore, is to in-

troduce even more constructions to serve as alternatives to the problematic ones, and to 

encourage such alternatives to challenge the incumbent view with arguments and other discur-

sive strategies. <is task, in turn, requires empowering publics – including both scientists and 

laypeople – to construct, contest, and transform their own norms and practices in a vibrant 

public sphere with few restrictions on entry. 

<ere are several di@erent ways in which the nature and agenda of the social construc-

tivist theory can be misunderstood, and I would like to draw a�ention to some of these brie7y 

before I explain and further develop the theory in the remainder of this chapter and the next 

chapter. Most importantly, political philosophers should not con7ate the social constructivist 

theory with what Rawls refers to as “Kantian constructivism”. Kantian constructivism, also 
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called “political constructivism” (Roberts 2007), is Rawls’s name for a form of political philos-

ophy that begins with a conception of the moral person as a free and equal citizen, and 

a�empts to determine, through a thought experiment, what basic principles of justice such a 

person might endorse under suitable conditions (Rawls 1980, pp. 516-519). Since it is a form 

of constructivism, the Kantian theory shares with social constructivism some of the la�er’s dis-

tinguishing features. For example, Rawls characterizes the result of his construction as “princi-

ples most reasonable to us” (p. 554), making its validity context-sensitive to some extent, ra-

ther than a�ributing objective truth to it. However, as Rawls himself admits (p. 515), Kantian 

or political constructivism is not the only kind of constructivism. <e social constructivist theo-

ry that I propose here di@ers signiCcantly from Rawls’s vision, since it emphasizes actual, social, 

7esh-and-blood constructions instead of a hypothetical procedure based on an idealized con-

ception of an individual. <e conclusions of Rawls’s theory, on the other hand, depend heavily 

on the theorist’s characterization of the ideal deliberator and the conditions of his delibera-

tion,40 which thereby serve as input-constraints and take Rawls’s theory, as we saw in the fore-

going chapters, closer to the gatekeeping paradigm. One could indeed say that the social con-

structivist theory is more of a constructivism than Rawls’s theory is, as it assigns a much greater 

role to processes of construction and a correspondingly smaller role to the speciCcation of ex-

ternal constraints on such processes.41 

                                                             
40 <is is why Will Kymlicka (2002, p. 68) argues that the constructivist aspect of Rawls’s theory is “redundant”. Some 

defenders of Rawls, such as Robert Taylor (2011), argue that constructivism strengthens Rawls’s theory even if it 

could theoretically be bypassed, because the use of a thought experiment mediates between the highly abstract as-

sumptions and the substantive conclusions. Even if this is the case, it does not change the fact that constructivism plays 

a smaller role than advertised in Rawls’s theory of justice. 

41 See Sismondo (2010, pp. 68-70) for another discussion of the di@erences between (neo-)Kantian constructivism 

and social constructivism from epistemological, metaphysical, and political points of view. 
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Having ensured that there is no longer a danger of con7ating social constructivist theo-

ry with its Kantian (political) cousin, henceforth I will refer to it simply as the constructivist the-

ory. Besides brevity, a further reason for the shortening of the name is that social processes are 

not the only factors in the construction of knowledge, norms, and the meaning of practices. 

Actor-network theory (Latour 1987), for example, takes materials to be just as important ac-

tors in the construction of science and technology as human beings are. Although I will not 

discuss actor-network theory in this dissertation, one can make sense of the idea that tradition-

al social processes are not all there is to constructivism if one follows the idea, mentioned 

above, that constructivism is not relativism. Even though nature is not directly accessible to us, 

it does shape science and technology in important respects; this observation will become rele-

vant again in §6.9 where I defend the constructivist theory against its critics. <erefore, it is im-

portant not to regard the constructivist theory as the idea that only social processes contribute 

to the construction of norms of discourse. 

Further, the constructivist theory should not be con7ated with several popular alterna-

tives to the gatekeeping paradigm in political philosophy, such as the agonistic pluralism sug-

gested by Chantal Mou@e (1993), the identity politics of Iris Marion Young (1990), or Ha-

bermas’s (1996) theory of democracy. Later in this chapter and in Chapter 6, I will argue that 

such theories either place undue constraints on the construction of discursive norms and prac-

tices or fail to a@ord publics enough power for them to protect themselves from problematic 

constructions. <e constructivist theory, instead, should be understood as a much more open-

ended and empowering view of deliberative democracy and the place of science within it. In 

the following few sections, I will explain the motivations for such open-endedness by examin-

ing the writings of three STS authors: Alan Irwin, Sheila Jasano@, and Brian Wynne. 
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5.3 Unacknowledged Constructions 

As explained in §2.8, one of the stated motivations for Collins and Evans’s model is that con-

temporary publics lack trust in their governments’ science policies. Collins and Evans assume 

that this is due to the fact that uncredentialed (experience-based) experts have been le3 out of 

relevant decision-making processes. <e “proper and sensible solution” they propose, there-

fore, is to “extend the involvement of the public in the decisions” (2007, p. 9) – albeit in a lim-

ited way. <is line of reasoning raises a number of questions. Does the public really lack trust in 

science? If so, what form does this lack of trust take? Is this a problem? If so, whose problem is 

it to solve, and how should it be solved? <e constructivist theory o@ers di@erent answers to 

these questions from what Collins and Evans o@er, and these answers illustrate the Crst two of 

the three principles of the constructivist view that I outlined in the previous section. 

In the United Kingdom, where many of the STS scholars mentioned in this dissertation 

have conducted the majority of their research, public trust in science appears to have reached 

its nadir around the turn of the millennium, following a decade marred by major controversies 

surrounding BSE (mad-cow disease). But even in 2000, 63% of those who participated in a 

government-sponsored survey stated that they trusted scientists to tell the truth; by 2005, this 

Cgure had recovered to 70% (OST 2005). Although scientists might Cnd it uncomfortable that 

one third of the citizenry still do not trust them, scientists in fact remain one of the more trust-

ed groups of people in the United Kingdom as well as in most other parts of the developed 

world: a recent survey indicates that only 13% of Britons trust politicians and only 22% trust 

journalists (Campbell 2009). 

However, the surveys also reveal deep discontent with the way scientiCc institutions 
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have been interacting with the public at large. In 2008, 79% wanted the government to act in 

accordance with public concerns about science and technology; 78% felt that new develop-

ments in science and technology were not communicated to the public early enough; 74% 

wanted scientists to listen more to ordinary people; and 73% wanted scientists to spend more 

time discussing the implications of their research with the general public. Meanwhile, 49% re-

sponded that public consultation events did not make any di@erence to policy, and 47% felt 

that public consultation events were not representative of public opinion, suggesting the pres-

ence of mixed opinions about the eBcacy and authenticity of recent a�empts at extending par-

ticipation. Only 21% believed that the public was suBciently involved in decisions about sci-

ence and technology; by 2011, this Cgure was reduced to 17% (OST 2008, 2011). 

What these Cgures suggest is that science’s alleged “crisis of trust” consists not so much 

in opposition to science as a whole as in widespread dissatisfaction with the speciCc ways in 

which scientiCc institutions have chosen to interact with lay citizens. Although this does not 

directly contradict Collins and Evans’s description of the so-called crisis, mixed responses to 

public consultation events suggest that merely including members of the public in certain stag-

es of decision-making procedures is not enough to satisfy citizens’ desire to be involved and 

listened to. Citizens desire not simply to participate, but to participate in ways that empower 

them to make a di@erence. 

Alan Irwin and Brian Wynne o@er an explanation as to why recent a�empts at extend-

ing participation have failed to ease citizens’ dissatisfaction. According to Irwin and Wynne, 

even when laypeople are invited and/or permi�ed to participate in technical ma�ers, govern-

ment and scientiCc institutions o3en unilaterally set the terms of participation, failing to rec-

ognize that citizens may not wish to participate on such terms. It is this lack of qualitative 
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recognition, Irwin and Wynne argue, rather than merely quantitative lack of participation, that 

causes and perpetuates the public’s disillusionment with science. 

Irwin (2001, 2006) describes two British cases in which government agencies actively 

solicited public opinion on issues of biotechnology. <e Crst is the Public Consultation on De-

velopments in the Biosciences (PCDB) that took place from 1997 to 1999, in which the UK 

OBce of Science and Technology (OST) tried to gather public opinion on a broad range of 

medical and genetic technologies from xenotransplantation to GM food to human cloning. 

Although Irwin praises PCDB for its participatory aspect, he also draws a�ention to a number 

of features that betray a lack of respect for the public’s own approaches and opinions. For ex-

ample, PCDB consisted of a qualitative phase, consisting of workshops, and a qualitative phase, 

consisting of a survey. When some in the advisory group questioned the need for a shallow sur-

vey a3er they found the workshops highly satisfactory, the OST insisted that “in order for the 

study to be taken seriously by ministers and other observers, a quantitative stage would be es-

sential” (Irwin 2001, pp. 8-9). <is response suggests that the design of the public consultation 

event was driven by the need to conform to the expectations of government oBcials rather 

than those of participants and even some organizers. Similarly, workshop topics were deCned 

in such a way as to “orient discussion around oBcially recognized ‘scientiCc’ issues” (p. 9). All 

of the questions assumed, for instance, that “development of the biosciences in some form 

would indeed occur”, making it very diBcult for those with fundamental objections to voice 

their opinions during the course of the study (p. 13). 

A related problem that Irwin identiCes with the PCDB exercise is that social and politi-

cal biases of the organizers were introduced in the name of objectivity and impartiality. For ex-

ample, the organizers sought the participation of “those without preconceived views” (Irwin 
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2001, p. 4), leading to the exclusion of activist organizations. Meanwhile, the supermarket 

chain Salisbury’s was invited to sit in the advisory group, despite the fact that one of the issues 

under scrutiny was the large amount of control that a small number of corporations had over 

food distribution in Britain (p. 6). Furthermore, handouts distributed by the organizers at 

workshops claimed that “Genes … do not have moral characteristics. <ey are merely chemi-

cal components”; and that “Companies … are entitled to proCt if they make agriculture more 

eBcient” (p. 10). Although such claims may be “accurate” on certain technical, legal, and/or 

economic understandings, it is clear, as Irwin argues, that they “combine social and scientiCc 

assumptions” (p. 14). <e introduction of such claims in the name of “hard facts” not only 

smuggles questionable assumptions into the discussion, but also discourages participants from 

challenging them.42 

<e provision of “hard facts” curated by the organizers, when combined with the fram-

ing of issues exclusively in government-sanctioned terms, leads, Irwin argues, to the construc-

tion of an imaginary public to o@er opinions on topics that are no less artiCcial and decontextu-

alized. Whatever consensus emerges at the end of a participatory exercise like PCDB is thus 

not the opinion of citizens at large, but the response of a carefully selected set of individuals, to 

a particularly framed topic, on the basis of information deemed reliable by another set of indi-

                                                             
42 Irwin refers to this phenomenon as “pre-framing” (2001, p. 9), a framing that takes place even before deliberations 

begin. <ere is a strong similarity between pre-framing, as described by Irwin, and foreclosing of debate, which I point-

ed out in §4.3 as a problem with the gatekeeping paradigm. According to Irwin, pre-framing restricts the ability of 

members of the public to discuss scientiCc topics in any term not endorsed by the organizers. For example, compari-

sons across topics would be hampered by a framing that regards each topic as an isolated question, whereas citizens 

might intuitively Cnd similarities between past and present issues, as Wynne’s (1996) sheep farmers did when they 

drew connections between radiation from the local nuclear plant and radiation from Chernobyl. <e ability to draw 

such comparisons and to use them to judge the credibility of experts is a critical component of the skill that Collins and 

Evans (2002) call “discrimination”, which they a�ribute to laypeople. By framing issues as isolated questions, organiz-

ers preclude the e@ective exercise of one of the lay public’s most important skills. 
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viduals. Yet the organizers are typically oblivious to the fact that they are engaged in a process 

of social construction, and are therefore all too willing to present their results as unqualiCed 

“public opinion”. What, then, becomes of those who object to the government’s framings? If 

the imaginary, narrowly conceived public is to be treated as “the public”, do objectors belong 

to the public at all? Public opinion, in such cases, “far from being a simple input to decision-

making processes”, argues Irwin, “should more accurately be seen as an output from particular 

institutional frameworks and forms of social construction” (2006, p. 317). 

A similar case that Irwin considers is the GM Nation? debate of 2003, in which British 

authorities solicited public opinion on a far larger scale than in its earlier a�empt. As in the pre-

vious example, the organizers took particular care to “avoid ‘capture’ (or subversion) of the 

debate by ‘special interests’”, soliciting input from “members of the public who had not previ-

ously been ‘actively involved in discussing GM issues’” (2006, p. 311). When the result of the 

debate nonetheless turned out to be strongly against the commercialization of GM crops, some 

commentators, including a House of Commons report, speculated that “people of a particular 

social and academic background” had hijacked the debate a3er all. As Irwin observes, this 

complaint betrays a particular conception of what it means for a participatory exercise to re7ect 

“true” public opinion: namely, the idea that “by circumnavigating the usual stakeholders, it is 

possible to tap into a less prejudiced (and more ‘representative’) public opinion” (p. 312). 

However, as I argued in §4.3.2, excluding activists also rids the public of the epistemic re-

sources to question the organizers’ framings (Irwin 2001, p. 10). <is permits a small number 

of privileged individuals and institutions to impose their agenda upon the narrow public that 

they construct, and to equate such a construction with “the public”. Again, social constructions 

go unnoticed, typically to the advantage of established institutions and to the detriment of 
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those who wish to challenge such institutions. 

Such constructions are exactly the issue to which the constructivist theory draws a�en-

tion. <e openness of “the public” to multiple interpretations implies that even when govern-

ments and scientiCc institutions make a good-faith a�empt to solicit public opinion, most of 

the time they only manage to engage with a narrowly deCned, imaginary public that they them-

selves have constructed on the basis of particular framings of topics and particular conceptions 

of what objective facts should look like. However, as I noted in the foregoing section, the con-

structivist theory holds that constructions are unavoidable. So the problem is not that publics 

are being constructed. Rather, problems arise when those who construct publics stubbornly 

refuse to acknowledge that they are in fact in the business of constructing publics. <e eleva-

tion of a particular construction to the status of objective “public opinion” allows particular 

institutions and interests to present their framings as objective features of issues, and their lim-

ited understandings as objective fact. <e Crst task of the constructivist theory is therefore to 

point out that, in every single case of public engagement, publics and public opinions are so-

cially and institutionally constructed, not merely discovered. 

As Irwin observes, in issues concerning the biosciences, “public groups may have more 

far-reaching questions to ask than can be raised within this ‘risk and consequences’ framework 

(for example, about the state of modern agriculture or the status accorded to science by policy-

makers).” (p. 307). Yet, many governments are still looking for a quick and easy way to restore 

conCdence in their existing policies, instead of taking such concerns seriously (p. 306). Clearly, 

this is not a good way to respect the diverse viewpoints that exist within the wider public, in-

cluding the activist communities. It should not come as a surprise, then, that discriminating 

members of the public continue to mistrust scientiCc institutions. It is diBcult to feel respected 
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when powerful institutions characterize publics in narrow, exclusionary ways and imply that 

anyone who does not belong in their publics does not count as a member of the public at all. 

Wynne concurs with Irwin, suggesting that in discussions about science’s crisis of trust, 

governments and scientiCc institutions should stop “projecting the blame onto incompetent 

publics, irresponsible and misinforming media, and non-governmental organizations, as well as 

other convenient scapegoats” (Wynne 2006, p. 212). It is easy to blame activists for inCltrating 

participatory exercises and instilling distrust in government scientists; it is more diBcult for 

government oBcials and scientists to reconsider the way they have always regarded lay citizens. 

Such reconsideration, however, is just what is necessary in order for today’s scientiCc institu-

tions to earn the conCdence of the wider public. <ey should learn, as Wynne proposes, to re-

spect the concerns that citizens raise and respond on the citizens’ terms, and not merely invite 

citizens to discuss issues on the government’s terms (2007, p. 101). 

 

5.4 Fighting Fire with Fire: The Roles of Experts and Citizens 

As seen in Chapter 2, Collins, Evans, and Plows appear to work under the assumption that the 

primary purpose of permi�ing anybody to participate in technical debates is for such debates 

to take advantage of the knowledge, skills, or some other cognitive resource that participants 

possess. <is is evident in their insistence that those who engage in technical debates need “in-

teractional expertise at a minimum” (Collins and Evans 2003, p. 443), and in statements such 

as “if lay people are important, then it must be because of their lack of engagement and not 

their specialist knowledge” (Evans and Plows 2007, p. 845), highlighting “lack of engagement” 

as an important resource possessed by laypeople. Although stakeholder rights are also brie7y 

mentioned (Collins and Evans 2002, p. 249, 261), they are quickly buried under weightier 
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concerns about possession of expertise. <e constructivist theory, however, takes a di@erent 

view of the purpose of public participation. In this section, I will illustrate how Irwin, Jasano@, 

and Wynne’s arguments about accountability support the third principle of the constructivist 

theory that I outlined in §5.2: that problematic constructions should be resisted with even 

more constructions. 

Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne believe that there is more to participation than tapping into 

individuals’ expertise (or lack thereof). An exclusive emphasis on expertise not only helps per-

petuate the “deCcit model” notion that the public’s lack of trust in scientiCc institutions can be 

rectiCed by top-down management of the distribution of knowledge in a society – a view that 

all three authors reject – but also encourages institutions to regard the lay public as li�le more 

than a resource – or even worse, an obstacle – to be managed for the sake of reaching a prede-

termined goal. When what counts as relevant knowledge is itself a social construct, using levels 

of knowledge to assign participation rights only exacerbates the problem of unacknowledged 

constructions. 

Nowhere is this more clear than in participatory exercises where, as discussed above, 

the primary goal of the organizers is to legitimize their current practices. All too o3en, 

knowledge levels get deCned in terms of whether or not a person or group supports the organ-

izers’ institutional goals. <e minister in charge of PCDB, for example, stated not only that his 

priority was on the “optimum use of scientiCc advice to inform decision-making” (Irwin 2001, 

p. 6), but also that he thought this could be achieved by convincing “people to understand the 

mechanisms used to arrive at decisions and accept that those were appropriate and based on 

sound principles” (p. 7). Likewise, a report by the Royal Commission on Environmental Pollu-

tion recommended openness and transparency primarily on the grounds that it will “help satis-
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fy the public about the expertise, objectivity, and impartiality of the bodies involved in dealing 

with environmental problems” (Irwin 2006, p. 306), as if openness and transparency were pri-

marily a means to the legitimization of existing institutional practices. Meanwhile, then-Prime 

Minister Tony Blair exhorted citizens to abandon a “culture of unreason”, a culture he charac-

terized as opposition to policies that would make Britain a “powerhouse of innovation” (pp. 

308-309). In short, Blair blamed citizens’ ignorance for not allowing controversial but poten-

tially lucrative sciences, such as the genetic modiCcation of organisms, to innovate. A 2000 rec-

ommendation by the House of Lords for more public engagement was “intended to secure 

what the Lords see as science’s ‘license to practice’, but not to restrict it”. <e implication of all 

these statements, Irwin argues, is that “society must understand science be�er rather than vice 

versa” (p. 308). <e goal is not negotiable, as it is assumed to be sound; the only task at hand is 

to manage distributions of knowledge in society so as to produce favorable results in opinion 

polls. As discussed in the foregoing section, this view fails to respect the views of citizens who 

may not necessarily see current issues in the terms that government and scientiCc institutions 

prefer to use. Participation, as Irwin observes, becomes a “necessary obstacle before innovation 

can a�ain successful fruition” (p. 316) – a clearly impoverished conception of the purpose of 

participation. 

In order to solve this problem, we need to reconsider the purpose of allowing laypeople 

to participate in technical discussions. Jasano@ argues that “the most powerful argument for 

wider lay participation in expert decision-making is not that the public possesses some mysteri-

ous reservoir of lay expertise” (2003a, p. 397, emphasis added), stressing that competence of 

one kind or another is not her primary consideration in advocating more participation. <e 

primary purpose of public participation, both in scientiCc ma�ers and elsewhere, according to 
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Jasano@, is to ensure accountability. 

Democracy, argues Jasano@, operates on a presumption of publicity, exempliCed by the 

Freedom of Information Act in the United States and similar provisions in other countries (p. 

397). Citizens have a right to know what their governments are up to, so that they can speak up 

if they think something is not right. Publicity should not be abandoned, according to Jasano@, 

even in cases where the relevant body of scientiCc knowledge would be virtually incomprehen-

sible to ordinary citizens; in fact, it is especially important in such cases, since experts without 

oversight “have o3en found themselves o@ering irrelevant advice on wrong or misguided ques-

tions” (p. 398). Citizens, even if they do not understand all the details of the scientiCc 

knowledge o@ered to them, must therefore be free to “test and contest the framing of the issues 

that experts are asked to resolve” (ibid). But this is only possible if government and scientiCc 

institutions do not impose their own narrow constructions of controversial issues upon an 

equally constrained model of the ideal public. Jasano@ therefore agrees with Irwin and Wynne 

when she warns that powerful institutions can “perpetuate unjust and unfounded ways of look-

ing at the world unless they are continually put before the gaze of laypersons who will declare 

when the emperor has no clothes” (ibid). 

Whereas Collins and Evans believe that the modern scientiCc culture that they prefer 

grants experts a right to participate in decision-making processes by virtue of their specialist 

knowledge, Jasano@ does not believe that this is what justiCes the use of expertise in political 

discourses. According to Jasano@, the public use of expertise is “a form of delegated authority, 

similar to the delegations that legislatures make to administrative agencies” (2003b, p. 158). 

Experts have the right to advise citizens on public ma�ers, not merely as a consequence of their 

specialist knowledge, nor by reference to cultural norms, but only because – and only if – citi-
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zens have appointed them to advisory roles: “democratic publics do not give up the right to 

participate in decisions with a pronounced technical dimension: they only grant to experts a 

carefully circumscribed power to speak for them on ma�ers requiring specialized judgment” 

(ibid). Whereas in Collins and Evans’s view experts are admi�ed by default and laypeople re-

quire a convoluted justiCcation involving their supposed impartiality to enter the decision-

making process, in Jasano@’s view, every citizen (including every expert qua citizen) is ad-

mi�ed by default, and it is the admission of experts (qua experts) that requires special justiCca-

tion.43 

Jasano@’s view makes it clearly illegitimate for expert institutions to impose their fram-

ings and “hard facts” on a citizenry that begs to di@er, because where disagreements exist be-

tween citizens and experts, citizens are unlikely to grant experts the right to frame issues as they 

please and to construct self-serving notions of what “the public” believes or should believe. Jas-

ano@’s view supports laypeople’s a�empts to challenge government and scientiCc institutions, 

by insisting that “expertise has legitimacy only when it is exercised in ways that make clear its 

contingent, negotiated character and leave the door open to critical discussion” (p. 160). On 

this view, it is citizens, not experts, who are in a position to initiate bo�om-up discussions in 

support of one scientiCc development or against another. <at way, Jasano@ hopes, citizens will 

be able to challenge expert institutions’ problematic constructions of issues, facts, and publics 

                                                             
43 Jasano@’s view, as described here, has similarities with Stephen Turner’s (2001, 2003) theory, which states that ex-

perts’ authority in political discourses is unproblematic from the point of view of liberal democracy because it is ulti-

mately citizens who decide which experts to trust. Turner’s view, in turn, has similarities with Collins, Evans, and 

Plows’s theory that discriminating laypeople can tell who to believe even if they do not know what to believe. Howev-

er, Turner, as well as Collins, Evans, and Plows, tends to grant such trust by default, placing the burden of proof on 

laypeople to justify their distrust of experts. Jasano@, on the other hand, allows citizens to withhold trust by default, 

placing the burden of proof on experts to explain to the citizens’ satisfaction why they should be trusted. 
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with their own counterparts – bringing some balance back to the scene and thereby making it 

diBcult for dominant constructions to pretend that they represent objective facts. 

Wynne (2007), concurring with both Irwin and Jasano@, points out that “invited public 

involvement nearly always imposes a frame … as to what is salient and what is not salient”, 

whereas “uninvited forms of public engagement are usually about challenging just these 

unacknowledged normativities”. Wynne argues that a large part of discussions about science 

and technology should be “spontaneous and independent” rather than sponsored and curated 

by experts, while also acknowledging that if citizens spontaneously choose to defer to experts, 

that is also Cne (p. 107). Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne thus believe that there should be no gen-

eral constraints on the participation of non-experts in technical issues of public signiCcance. 

Only when such input-constraints are removed, the three authors argue, can there be proper 

discussions of technical issues from which no construction is prematurely excluded and no 

construction is undeservingly elevated to the status of objectivity. Only when such “bounded 

but candid deliberation among the holders of divergent viewpoints” (Jasano@ 2003b, p. 161)44 

take place can there be proper respect for citizens and their diverse viewpoints. <is is the idea 

that the third principle of the constructivist theory embodies. 

 

5.5 Consensusing, Decisionism, and Science Governance 

What kind of politics does the constructivist theory envision? If discussions about science and 

                                                             
44 <e word “bounded” might be taken to suggest the presence of input-constraints. As I will argue later, Irwin, Jasa-

no@, and Wynne’s approach is not necessarily inconsistent with the use of input-constraints. However, it di@ers from 

the gatekeeping paradigm in that input-constraints are not the primary means by which it a�empts to shape the course 

of public deliberation. Any boundaries the constructivist theory prescribes will have been decided upon by citizens 

themselves during the course of their deliberations, not speciCed in advance by a theorist. 
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technology should involve competing constructions of issues, facts, and even the public itself, 

how should such constructions be reconciled to reach stable decisions? Is it even possible to 

reconcile rivaling constructions? If stable decisions will not be forthcoming, what is the point 

of discussion in the Crst place? <ese are some of the questions that the constructivist theory 

needs to answer if it is to make a compelling case for its solution to the problem of narrowly 

constructed issues, facts, and publics. Critics are sure to notice that the constructivist theory’s 

emphasis on Cghting Cre with Cre does not quite seem to take into account the fact that socie-

ties need to make decisions. In order to make decisions, there needs to be some sort of consen-

sus; but the constructivist theory does not seem to propose any mechanism for producing a 

consensus out of the unstructured contestations that it celebrates. 

In this section, I explain and defend Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne’s view that, simply put, 

consensus is overrated. <e constructivist theory, in other words, acknowledges the objection I 

have outlined above; but rather than complying with the objector’s request to produce a con-

sensus-building mechanism, it “bites the bullet” and regards the desire for consensus and deci-

sion as a further symptom of problematic social constructions. <is does not, however, mean 

that the constructivist theory remains silent about how societies should govern science and 

technology. As I will show below, the constructivist theory can still o@er a viable account of 

how science and technology might be governed even in the absence of reliable and clearly ar-

ticulated con7ict resolution and decision-making mechanisms. 

For be�er contrast with the gatekeeping paradigm, let is brie7y revisit Collins and Ev-

ans’s views on consensus. According to Collins and Evans, political decisions about science 

and technology o3en have to be made before experts have reached a solid consensus (2002, p. 

241, 247-248). As discussed in §2.10, one of their goals is therefore to facilitate the formation 
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of a consensus, at least for the purpose of political decision-making, by prescribing criteria for 

excluding certain views from consideration. (<is is also the approach taken by the liberal 

model of democracy, which hopes that a consensus will be more likely to emerge if citizens re-

frained from o@ering non-neutral reasons.) Collins and Evans are acutely aware that by con-

structing a consensus before experts would spontaneously reach one, their project alters the 

course of science rather than merely following it. <ey therefore compare themselves to King 

Canute, a legendary ruler of Denmark who ordered the ocean waves to stop (2003, p. 445). In 

fact, however, Canute failed; the waves continued to roll, we�ing his feet. <e constructivist 

theory likewise argues that constructing a consensus by exclusionary means is a futile a�empt 

with li�le value, even though it does not deny, as noted in §5.2, that democracy should be 

ready to in7uence the course of science when necessary. 

Maja Horst and Irwin (2010) introduce the word “consensusing” to refer to contem-

porary societies’ preoccupation with consensus formation at the expense of authentic delibera-

tion. Consensusing, according to Horst and Irwin, is a double-edged sword. Although it could 

be used to reach out to hitherto excluded viewpoints and incorporate them in future decisions, 

consensusing more o3en creates exclusions of its own when citizens’ genuine concerns are ig-

nored in the name of avoiding disagreement (p. 121). A consensus can thus be a “false consen-

sus” (p. 109) – a problematically narrow social construction, just as “the public” can be an in-

adequate construction. 

In order for consensusing to take place without exclusionary e@ects, Horst and Irwin 

argue, there must already exist a political culture that upholds the value of consensus over con-

frontation even while seeking actively to remedy the potential ills of consensusing. Denmark 

has a culture that partially Cts the bill, according to the authors, due to the peculiar form that its 
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nation-building has taken since the nineteenth century: Danes “dare question expertise and 

believe that ordinary (lay) people are the best to make decisions about the life to live in com-

mon” (p. 115). However, even in Denmark, participatory consensus conferences do not always 

result in agreement on highly controversial issues (p. 112), and this diBculty should give us 

pause as we try to export consensusing to countries with very di@erent political cultures (p. 

116, 118). In particular, Horst and Irwin express serious reservations about Collins and Evans’s 

a�empt to construct consensuses in the United Kingdom and beyond, worrying that it does so 

“without any sensitivity or even consideration over what should count as legitimate 

knowledge” (p. 117). As the boundaries of knowledge to be considered legitimate is one of the 

things that vary signiCcantly across cultures (Jasano@ 2005), a�empts at consensusing that do 

not take such boundaries seriously leave too much room for the foreclosing of critical discus-

sions. 

Jasano@ goes further, arguing that consensuses should be viewed with suspicion until it 

can be shown that the boundaries they assume do not have an unduly exclusionary e@ect, even 

in cases of seemingly solid scientiCc consensus: 

It may be tempting to conclude … that certainty or a consensus among experts reduces 
the need for accountability to society as a whole. Yet, this position, too, has been shown 
to be 7awed. Experts arrive at a consensus in part by demarcating, or framing, the do-
mains that they consider relevant to the problem at hand, or simply as tractable to anal-
ysis. What lies within the parameter of expert competence tends to be labeled ‘science’ 
or ‘objective’ knowledge; what lies outside is variously designated as values, policy or 
politics … systematically shut[ting] out some signiCcant perspectives, preventing 
recognition of problems that cannot easily be formulated in disciplinary terms. (2003b, 
p. 160) 

<is does not imply that societies should avoid forming any consensus at all. While they warn 

of false consensuses, Horst and Irwin nonetheless hold open “the possibility of ‘true’ consensus 

– if only the stakeholders are properly engaged, the experts appropriately re7exive, the policy 
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makers suBciently open to alternative value frameworks, and the like” (2010, p. 110). Never-

theless, the guiding principle is that consensus is the exception, not the norm, and that consen-

sus should not be forced when publics are not ready for it. 

Horst and Irwin also turn the table on the gatekeeping paradigm, arguing that too 

o3en, proponents of deliberative democracy “advocate public deliberation and engagement as 

a tool for avoiding or Cxing controversies, but do not describe how this mechanism is supposed 

to work or deCne the consensual social climate that is supposed to be the outcome of delibera-

tion” (p. 106). <e gatekeeping paradigm, as I explained in Chapter 4, regards deliberation as a 

black box the outcome of which can be controlled by carefully Cltering its inputs, and does not 

pay much a�ention to how inputs might be transformed into outputs or what sociocultural fac-

tors might facilitate or distort the process of transformation. As a result, gatekeeping theories 

are overly conCdent about its ability to produce desirable outcomes (according to independent 

standards of desirability) while remaining u�erly silent about how such results can be achieved. 

<e possibility that an open discourse might create further disagreement and distrust is usually 

not considered (Irwin 2006, p. 306; cf. Shapiro 1999). For example, in the PCDB case that I 

discussed in §5.3, the minister who oversaw the participatory exercise was conCdent that in-

creased communication between scientists and citizens – or rather, mostly from scientists to 

citizens and not so much in the other direction – would lead citizens to reach a consensus that 

coincided with the government’s position (Irwin 2001, p. 7). In reality, virtually every partici-

patory exercise that Irwin describes ended with citizens disagreeing sharply with the govern-

ment’s permissive stance on biotechnology, much to the chagrin of those who had hoped for 

easy legitimization and business opportunities. 

Wynne is not only suspicious of consensusing but also argues that determining the con-
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tent of individual decisions should not be the primary aim of public discourses about science 

and technology. He criticizes Collins and Evans’s approach as follows: 

[For Collins and Evans] the public sphere involves an accumulation of completely un-
related ‘decisions’ about what they deCne as exclusively ‘propositional’ decision-
questions, such as whether nuclear power, anti-misting kerosene or UK beef is safe, or 
how to manage sheep farming under conditions of radioactive contamination. Alt-
hough these issues are obviously relevant, nevertheless this is a seriously impoverished 
account of what is involved when we address science in public arenas. (Wynne 2003, 
pp. 401-402) 

Wynne’s complaint consists of three parts. First, Collins and Evans focus exclusively on “prop-

ositional” questions, such as the safety of a particular product. <is represents a framing of the 

topic in terms of quantiCable risk, rather than, for instance, the ethics of framing topics exclu-

sively in terms of quantiCable risk (p. 405). I have already discussed this problem at length, so I 

will not consider it any further. However, Collins and Evans also want the experts and the pub-

lic to reach a solid decision, if possible, on each of the aforementioned propositional questions. 

Moreover, the decision is to be made solely on the basis of considerations that count directly 

either for or against each decision, by a group of experts who possess specialist knowledge on 

the particular propositional question that the decision concerns. Considerations that are not 

directly related to each propositional decision, in other words, are not admissible in Collins 

and Evans’s gatekeeping model. 

Such a characterization of contemporary societies’ decision-making needs, according 

to Wynne, neglects how decisions interact with one another and how they have broader social, 

political, and cultural implications. He accuses Collins and Evans of “decisionism” (p. 410), a 

term he borrows from Jürgen Habermas (1975). Wynne also objects to Collins and Evans’s use 

of the phrase “technical decision-making”, arguing that it is yet another form of narrow framing 

– in this case, the framing of a highly complicated public controversy as a ma�er that can be 
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se�led by a single decision (p. 409). According to Wynne, decisions are never isolated; every 

decision is part of a greater network of norms and practices. To single out each decision as an 

issue that stands alone, then, is to impose a problematically narrow construction of the issue(s) 

in question. 

Instead of simple propositional questions, Wynne wants public discourses to explore 

various aspects of interrelated issues, such as how the construction of a nuclear power plant 

might contribute to the worldwide problem of safely storing and transporting spent fuel, how 

the scu�ling of one oil platform might set a precedent for hundreds more, or what the experi-

ence of British sheep farmers in the a3ermath of the Chernobyl disaster tells us about the limits 

of environmental control and prediction (pp. 406-408; cf. Wynne 1996). Wynne therefore 

cautions us that a preoccupation with individual decisions could hamper the exploration of 

broader issues just as much as a preoccupation with propositional framings, or with any other 

narrow construction of complex ma�ers, does. Democratic authenticity thus cannot coexist 

with a preoccupation with individual decisions. 

<e combination of Irwin’s, Jasano@’s, and Wynne’s positions would seem to lead to a 

dilemma, because many citizens feel that their lack of in7uence on individual decisions counts 

against the representativeness of scientiCc institutions, as evidenced by survey results cited in 

§5.3. Either citizens can engage in decision-oriented discussions, making it potentially easier 

for them to in7uence individual decisions but harming the representativeness of the discourse 

as a whole; or they can concern themselves, as Wynne recommends, primarily with the “demo-

cratic cultivation and negotiation of public meanings through the continuities and interwoven 

textures of public experiences, relationships, knowledges and interactions, in essentially open-

ended historical form” (2003, p. 410), keeping their discourse inclusive of everyone’s concerns 
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but reducing their responsiveness to immediate decision-making needs. Empowered citizens 

may still be able to in7uence long-term trends in decision-making; but in fast-moving societies, 

it is dubious that such a vague promise would o@set the dramatic short-term loss of citizens’ 

capacity to in7uence individual decisions if they were to choose the style of engagement that 

Wynne recommends. 

<e dilemma, however, is only a genuine problem if one’s theory contains residues of 

the gatekeeping paradigm. As I argued in Chapter 4, the gatekeeping paradigm regards public 

deliberation as a monolithic black box. But the constructivist theory does not see deliberation 

in the same way. Rather, it strives to understand how di@erent styles of discourse and the con-

structions they involve a@ect the inclusiveness and outcome of di@erent deliberative processes 

in di@erent se�ings. Jasano@ argues that democracy is “not a singular form of life but a com-

mon human urge to self-rule that Cnds expression in many di@erent institutional and cultural 

arrangements” (2005, p. 290). Although Jasano@’s recent work focuses primarily on institu-

tional and cultural di@erences among nation states, there is li�le reason not to extend the same 

context-sensitive approach to di@erent discursive se�ings and institutional cultures within a 

society. <e constructivist theory can resolve the apparent dilemma between authentic in7u-

ence and decision-making needs by drawing a�ention to, and by promoting, the diversity of 

deliberative forums. We should, in other words, abandon the assumption that one and the 

same deliberative process needs to be both inclusive of citizens’ concerns and responsive to 

immediate decision-making needs. If deliberation is not monolithic, there is no need for such a 

restrictive assumption. 
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Irwin (2007) introduces the term “scientiCc governance”,45 a broader notion to replace 

Collins and Evans’s “technical decision-making”. According to Irwin, the many heterogeneous 

discourses that comprise scientiCc governance need not all concern themselves with making 

individual decisions for coercive enforcement because, among other things, the government is 

not the only place in which the exploration and regulation of scientiCc innovation takes place: 

[ScientiCc governance] suggests … a shi3 from focusing primarily on the business of 
government (narrowly deCned) toward recognition of the wider and more informal ac-
countability relations at work within scientiCc institutions. ‘Governance’ can be taken 
to imply that the development and control of science and technology is not simply a 
ma�er for government or ‘the state’. Instead it is necessary to include the activities of a 
much wider range of actors – including industry, scientiCc organizations, public and 
pressure groups, consumers, and the market. ‘Governance’ encompasses the range of 
organizational mechanisms, operational assumptions, modes of thought, and conse-
quential activities involved in governing a particular area of social action … <e key 
point about ‘scientiCc governance’ therefore is that it cannot be squeezed into a single 
institutional or processual deCnition. (Irwin 2007, p. 584) 

<is means that there can be multiple overlapping discourses on related issues, which feed into 

one another both formally and informally. <e constructivist theory’s emphasis on dismantling 

general input-constraints and its checks-and-balances characterization of accountability (see 

§5.4) means that there is no single model of discourse that must be followed in all se�ings; it 

would be permissible, for example, for some discourses to seek consensus and others to occupy 

themselves with decision-making, as long as other discourses took place simultaneously in oth-

er se�ings to keep the former accountable. <e aforementioned dilemma thus disappears. It is 

indeed possible to have one’s cake and eat it too, if there are several cakes to choose from. 

                                                             
45 <e term refers to the governance of science, not governance in accordance with science (the opposite of “unscientiCc 

governance”). <e la�er reading would be inconsistent with Irwin’s position on other issues explored in this chapter. 

Elsewhere, I use the phrase “science governance”, which does not su@er the same ambiguity, to refer to the governance 

of science. 
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5.6 Criticisms of Constructivism in Democratic Theory 

Given the magnitude of the controversy that the debate between Collins and Evans and their 

critics aroused in STS nearly 10 years ago, it is disappointing that not many a�empts have been 

made so far by third parties to put Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne’s position under critical scrutiny. 

Darrin Durant (2008, 2010, 2011) and Martin Kusch (2007) are among the few who argue 

that the Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne’s views, on which I have based my constructivist theory of 

democracy, are mired in serious diBculties. Durant and Kusch argue that the three authors 

romanticize and essentialize group identities, and that incommensurable di@erences between 

essentialized group identities will interfere with the formation of a stable consensus. Durant 

further argues in the absence of an agreed-upon decision-making mechanism, politics will de-

volve into a struggle for power, leading to illiberal decisions dominated by ill-informed points 

of view; and that the constructivist theory threatens the status of experts in the modern society. 

Durant, in particular, draws close parallels between Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne’s views, 

on the one hand, and identity politics, on the other hand. His overarching argument is that Ir-

win, Jasano@, and Wynne “draw uncritically” on identity politics (2011, p. 693). Durant char-

acterizes identity politics as a range of political theories characterized by a demand for the 

recognition of group rights. Durant’s examples of identity politics include Young’s (1990) “poli-

tics of di@erence” and Taylor’s (1992) “politics of recognition”, as well as Kymlicka’s (1995) 

liberal multiculturalism – which, despite the “liberal” label, Durant Cnds incompatible with his 

liberal desiderata. Durant’s arguments against identity politics and group rights draw heavily 

upon the work of Barry (2001), who argues that identity politics is a danger to liberal democ-

racy. Whereas Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne’s views, according to Durant, are “consistent with, 
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and potentially sympathetic to, identity politics” (2011, p. 700), Collins and Evans are in the 

clear because their theory “evinces skepticism about group-based rights” (2010, p. 194). 

In the following sections, I will argue that Durant’s con7ation of Irwin, Jasano@, and 

Wynne’s constructivist theory with identity politics is highly misleading. In addition, Durant 

and Kusch’s other arguments depend on the assumption that the targets of their criticism are 

operating within the gatekeeping paradigm. <is unwarranted assumption seriously distorts 

Durant and Kusch’s interpretation and evaluation of constructivist perspectives on scientiCc 

governance and deliberative democracy. My criticisms of Durant and Kusch will therefore 

serve not only to defend the three authors whose ideas I have borrowed in developing my con-

structivist theory, but also to dispel misconceptions about the constructivist theory. I will, 

however, note a few occasions where Durant identiCes genuine lacunae in the constructivist 

theory’s current stage of development. Awareness of such lacunae and the need to Cll them will 

motivate my examination of Dryzek’s political philosophy in the next chapter. 

 

5.7 Groups and Group Rights 

Durant and Kusch’s Crst argument charges that Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne’s views rest on a 

questionable footing: the romanticization and essentialization of the lay public’s capacities and 

identity as a group. Romanticization refers to Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne’s alleged tendency to 

elevate “the public” as a group of individuals who possess highly valuable knowledge, while ig-

noring laypeople’s shortcomings. Essentialization, meanwhile, refers to a failure to recognize 

that “the public” is highly diverse and always changing. Kusch emphasizes both points by draw-

ing a�ention to several simpliCcations that Jasano@ and Wynne make in their writings: 

the moment Jasano@ and Wynne begin discussing the relationship between the public 
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and science, and start to argue for their agenda in normative political philosophy … 
their renditions of ‘the public’ and ‘science’ become strangely 7at and unyielding … 
<e ‘public’ is ‘culturally knowledgeable’, ‘capable of sophisticated … institutional 
analysis’, more willing to re7ect on its limitations than are scientists; it possesses lay 
knowledge that can compete with science, and it has means to validate expert judg-
ments. Do all publics have and do that? Are these forms of knowledge and ability dis-
tributed evenly over publics? What makes ‘a public’ in the Crst place? <ese questions 
are not even posed … (2007, p. 144) 

<e upshot is that “the public” is not amenable to any sort of blanket characterization, even if 

to argue that laypeople capable of holding expert institutions accountable. To make such gen-

eralizations, argues Kusch, amounts to commi�ing exactly the same kind of overgeneralization 

of which the three authors accuse Collins and Evans. 

Kusch’s accusation only slightly scratches the surface of its intended target. First of all, 

although it is true that Jasano@ and Wynne, in their direct responses to Collins and Evans and 

in their other recent works, do not expend many words to highlight the diversity of “the pub-

lic”. However, a more charitable interpretation would recognize that their agenda had not al-

ways been to explore the complexities of lay public opinion to their fullest extent. Wynne 

(2003, 2006), for example, is o3en much more preoccupied with exposing the shortcomings of 

scientiCc institutions in their interaction with laypeople than he is with describing the virtues of 

laypeople in their own right; and even where he does study speciCc groups of non-scientists 

such as sheep farmers, he does not go so far as to equate such groups with the public as a whole. 

Wynne’s approach dovetails the preoccupations of STS in general during the last couple of 

decades; STS began primarily as a study of the practice of scientists, and only gradually has it 

been expanding its scope to talk more o3en about scientists’ interaction with non-scientists. It 

should not surprise us that even today, characteristics and practices of non-scientists have yet 

to receive the same degree of critical scrutiny that those of scientists have received in STS. In 
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such a context, it is perhaps forgivable that authors resort to broader generalizations of non-

scientists than would be ideal. Kusch’s argument may be a helpful pointer to a lacuna in STS’s 

current coverage of the subject ma�er; but it does not help uncover any critical 7aw in Jasano@ 

and Wynne’s views. 

Moreover, the very same authors have been engaged in research projects to Cll the 

aforementioned lacuna. Jasano@ (2005) describes a diversity of ways in which publics in di@er-

ent European countries interact with specialists and government institutions. Wynne (2008) 

invites the reader to be cautious about the rather willy-nilly way in which STS has been using 

the term “the public” so far. Irwin (2001, 2006), of course, argues quite explicitly that “the pub-

lic” is a social construct just as much as any other political category that features in STS might 

be – a critical component of the constructivist theory that I have developed. So although there 

may be passages in Jasano@ and Wynne’s writing that suggest a simplistic view of the public, 

that does not by any means invalidate the overall approach that I have described in this chap-

ter. <e constructivist theory of democracy is still in an early stage of development, and much 

empirical research needs to be carried out in order for it to achieve adequate coverage of the 

diverse and overlapping discursive se�ings it a�empts to juggle. Nonetheless, such lacunae are 

already beginning to be Clled, and there is nothing about the constructivist theory that pre-

cludes them from being Clled. 

Durant does not make the same simple mistake as Kusch does; he recognizes that Ir-

win, Jasano@, and Wynne recognize the diversity of groups that make up public (2011, p. 703). 

Durant, however, takes issue with the idea that lay groups within the public should be per-

mi�ed to participate in decision-making processes on an equal footing with experts. Irwin, Jas-

ano@, and Wynne’s views, according to Durant, are problematic not because they fail to recog-
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nize diversity as Kusch erroneously suggests, but precisely because they recognize di@erent 

groups within the citizenry to have di@erent viewpoints on scientiCc issues and a�empts to 

have them challenge dominant institutions as well as one another. Durant, in other words, ob-

jects to the third principle of the constructivist theory, which encourages contestations of rival-

ing social constructions within public discourses. 

To call for the inclusion of such diverse viewpoints in deliberative politics, at face value 

and as a ma�er of right, argues Durant, amounts to an indefensible form of identity politics. 

Echoing a familiar criticism of identity politics in political philosophy, Durant worries that 

“group rights might lock members into a Cxed identity and thereby impinge on individual au-

tonomy” (p. 696). Since, according to the liberal tradition of political thought, individuals 

must be free to identify with any group or groups and to change their aBliations at will, paying 

too much a�ention to group-based viewpoints might undermine the freedom of those who do 

not agree with their groups’ agendas. 

Durant’s characterization of his opponents’ views as identity politics is misleading. At 

no point does Jasano@ invoke group identities as a basis for the right to participate; according 

to her, citizens, not groups, have the right to hold experts accountable. Similarly, although 

Wynne o3en a�ributes speciCc framings of technical issues to speciCc groups such as Green-

peace and sheep farmers, there is li�le evidence that his demand for participatory politics de-

pends on the identities of such groups qua groups. Any individual who sympathizes with 

Greenpeace may have, in Wynne’s view, just as much right to participate in environmental dis-

cussions as any formal member of Greenpeace does. Moreover, Wynne (2008) explicitly de-

nies that he is engaged in any sort of group essentialization. Like Irwin, he recognizes that 

groups within the citizenry are products of social processes both deliberate and spontaneous. 
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Durant discounts the signiCcance of Wynne’s explicit denial, arguing that the denial 

hides deeper assumptions that must still involve some degree of essentialization. “<e point is 

not what the analyst claims theoretically”, he writes, “but what must be the working assump-

tion grounding the call for group representation: that groups are internally homogeneous and 

sustaining of determinate interests” (2011, p. 703; cf. 2010, p. 213). <e suspicion is that the 

call for competing constructions cannot be justiCed except on the basis of an unrealistic essen-

tialization of the groups who engage in such constructions. However, this argument has a ra-

ther complicated history of being quoted out of context. Durant quotes the passage above from 

Brian Barry (2001, p. 11), who in turn quotes it from Alison Jaggar (1999, p. 314). Jaggar’s ar-

gument speciCcally targets Young’s (1990) demand for group representation, i.e. the idea that 

groups should be assigned some number of seats in legislatures. According to Jagger, this is on-

ly possible if groups are regarded as homogeneous, clearly bounded, and aligned with determi-

nate interests, because otherwise it would be nearly impossible to determine how many seats 

each group or sub-group should have. In Barry’s book, however, this argument appears in a sec-

tion about the political recognition of identities in general, not group representation in particu-

lar; a disclaimer about the original target of the argument is tucked away in an endnote (p. 

330). By the time the second-hand quote reaches Durant’s essay, it is completely out of con-

text, since none of the authors in question advocates the speciCc policy of group representa-

tion. Just because rightholders can be conveniently described as belonging to a certain group 

does not mean that the right can only be justiCed on the basis of a group identity or that the 

right should be exercised in the name of the group. Encouraging competing constructions of 

public issues, scientiCc facts, and the public is not the same as assigning a speciCc number of 

seats in the legislature to proponents of each construction, since encouragement can take a 
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myriad of other forms both formal and informal, as Irwin’s idea of scientiCc governance sug-

gests. Whereas Kusch’s criticism at least identiCes a lacuna that the constructivist theory needs 

to Cll (and which it currently is trying to Cll), Durant’s criticism is based entirely on a misun-

derstanding of the basic principles of the constructivist theory. 

 

5.8 Incommensurable DiHerences 

Durant and Kusch’s second criticism of Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne’s views, instead of ques-

tioning the la�er’s potential theoretical commitments, a�empts to strike them at a more prac-

tical level. <is time, Durant and Kusch argue that decision-making processes simply would 

not be able to function if they had to accommodate diverse and unCltered opinions and fram-

ings of issues not only from experts but from all across the society. Since, in the tradition of 

STS, many of these alternative framings are assumed to be not only incompatible but also in-

commensurable, it would be virtually impossible to Cnd any common grounds for weighing 

their relative merits. “<e greater the degree of proposed incommensurability between 

groups”, argues Durant, “the more incoherent the idea that diverse groups are being included. 

<e question becomes: included in what, if nothing is shared?” (2011, p. 705) Durant thus 

concludes that “if politics is about prescribing the kinds of arguments capable of facilitating 

legitimate consensus, then Jasano@ and Wynne’s participatory politics leaves relatively unan-

swered what to do with intractable social con7ict” (p. 692). Similarly, Kusch is doubtful 

whether “we can achieve a ‘framing’ of technological questions that remains uncontested for 

longer than a moment” (2007, p. 147) if too much diversity were permi�ed free reign in deci-

sion-making processes. <ey therefore agree with Collins and Evans that, at least in some phas-

es of decision-making, entry must be restricted. It is irresponsible, in Durant and Kusch’s view, 
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to bring intractable disputes into the spotlight without Crst pu�ing in place a mechanism to 

mitigate their e@ects. 

<is criticism does not take into account the fact that the constructivist theory is less 

concerned with the facility with which individual decisions can be made than it is with making 

the broader discursive context more egalitarian, nor the solution to the dilemma of decision-

making that I presented in §5.5. But perhaps we can reformulate the criticism on behalf of Du-

rant and Kusch to make it withstand such responses. For example, we might take the criticism 

to be a demand for Irwin to explain how he expects his model of scientiCc governance to ad-

dress the unavoidable incommensurabilities that would accompany distributed discourses in 

such a wide range of se�ings. Even if some discursive se�ings were to specialize in decision-

making, keeping them accountable to less structured discourses and their diverse constructions 

without sacriCcing their decision-making capabilities would face formidable challenges. If in-

terpreted in this way, Durant and Kusch’s criticism is indeed a powerful challenge to the con-

structivist theory. A satisfactory answer to this criticism will need to wait until the next chapter, 

where I incorporate elements of Dryzek’s democratic theory into a further development of the 

constructivist theory. 

In the meantime, a glaring problem with Durant’s argument is that he characterizes 

“politics” as being about identifying and privileging certain types of inputs with the goal of pro-

ducing certain outcomes. <is assumption is a hallmark of the gatekeeping paradigm; it reduc-

es political theorizing to formulating input-constraints. If we examine Irwin, Jasano@, and 

Wynne’s views through the lens of the gatekeeping paradigm, then Durant is deCnitely right: 

the constructivist theory is seriously lacking in input-constraints. But this is only a problem if 

gatekeeping is a valid paradigm of political theorizing, and I have o@ered ample reasons in ear-
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lier chapters to counter this claim. In addition, to criticize a theory from within a paradigm it 

does not inhabit is to ignore some of the most basic things about how paradigms work – some-

thing that STS, of all disciplines, should be intimately familiar with. <e reformulated criticism, 

therefore, still does not engage properly with the constructivist theory. 

Finally, STS o@ers li�le reason to be pessimistic about the prospect of building bridges 

across incommensurable di@erences. As mentioned brie7y in §3.5, Collins, Evans, and Gorman 

(2007) argue that when experts from di@erent Celds are called on to cooperate, they can over-

come inter-disciplinary incommensurability by employing various bridges, such as interaction-

al expertise. Although these observations are usually made in the context of Collins and Evans’s 

technical phase of decision-making, there is li�le reason why similar bridge-building mecha-

nisms should not be available to the general public. Just as Bohman (2003), Weinstock (2001), 

and Young (1996) in political philosophy insist that it is possible to admit incommensurable 

di@erences into deliberative forums if appropriate bridges can be built, we might want to be 

more optimistic in STS, too, about the prospect of decision-making in the presence of incom-

mensurable di@erences. 

 

5.9 Assessing Danger across Deep Chasms 

Durant’s third argument against Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne is that, in the absence of stringent 

input-constraints to “bracket” incommensurable di@erences, “politics can devolve into bald 

struggles for power when voicing citizens’ di@erences is taken to exhaust politics” (2011, p. 

706). <is argument is closely related to the previous argument. Since, in Durant’s view, it is 

impossible to accommodate a large number of framings and viewpoints in a decision-making 

process, any a�empt to do so will only invite competing groups to try and grab power – the on-
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ly “boundary object”, so to speak, that everyone presumably values. Individual rights and con-

sidered judgment, Durant worries, will be lost in the resulting scuVe: 

In political philosophy, the worry is that politically correct deference to group behavior 
or belief will result in ‘it’s a part of our culture’ being accepted as a (tautological) de-
fense of any (especially illiberal) practice. In STS, the worry should be that politically 
correct valorization of public cultures and civic epistemologies will result in ‘that’s what 
we think’ being a (tautological) defense of any (especially technically ill-informed) be-
lief. (Durant 2011, p. 705) 

<ese are legitimate worries, as merely disclaiming group representation or appealing to dis-

tributed processes of scientiCc governance will not alleviate the practical danger of unchecked 

power struggles. Even if it were theoretically possible for incommensurable viewpoints to be 

bridged, it would still be possible for insuBcient bridge-building to give rise to intractable and 

sometimes even violent con7icts, or for problematic constructions of certain issues to remain 

unchecked and thus have deleterious e@ects on citizens’ rights. Durant’s criticism, then, could 

be read as the worry that the constructivist theory does too li�le to mitigate the potentially 

negative consequences of the contestation among social constructions that it celebrates. 

Durant, however, takes a further step and repeats Barry’s (2001) argument that “it is 

but a short hop from [inclusive politics] to an illiberal regime in which thought police control 

discourse indiscriminately in the name of ‘the public’” (Durant 2011, p. 706; cf. Barry 2001, pp. 

269-271). How does one get from admi�ing lay perspectives in scientiCc decision-making to 

an Orwellian regime of thought police? According to Durant, unless “the scope of politics” is 

carefully circumscribed, “all concerns become political, in a very illiberal sense” (p. 706). But 

once again, the gatekeeping paradigm, in combination with unfortunate misreadings of both 

political philosophy and STS, leads Durant to exaggerate the danger of adopting the construc-

tivist theory. Durant’s errors are twofold: Crst, he misinterprets other authors, and second, he 
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once again uncritically applies key concepts of the gatekeeping paradigm in his assessment of 

practical risks. 

Durant characterizes the critics’ position as the idea that identifying and addressing the 

diverse concerns of the lay public “exhaust[s] politics” (p. 706). In support of this interpreta-

tion, he quotes Wynne: 

Identifying and addressing di@erent public concerns and meanings should be a respon-
sibility of the institutions involved. <ese are not simply ‘political’, thus allocable to 
other domains and institutional agents, as Collins would tidy them away from the sce-
ne. (Wynne 2008, p. 26) 

It is a mystery how this quote can be taken to imply that identifying and addressing diverse 

concerns “exhausts politics”. Wynne’s point is that identifying and addressing public concerns 

is a responsibility, not the responsibility, of scientiCc and government institutions. His com-

plaint is that Collins and Evans focus too much on propositional questions and too li�le on 

issues of framing, not that the practice of asking propositional questions should be abandoned 

altogether in favor of discussing issues of framing. Reasonable politics is thus in no danger of 

being replaced wholesale with appeals to incommensurable viewpoints. To interpret this as a 

suggestion that issues of framing “exhaust politics” is as uncalled for as the (obviously un-

sound) idea that Martin Luther King, Jr. wanted to deprive white people of their basic rights. 

<e word “politics” is even more problematic, just as in Durant’s previous argument. 

His claim that the constructivist theory leads to illiberal outcomes rests on the use of the word 

“politics” as it is typically understood to be the subject ma�er of political liberalism, a close rel-

ative of the liberal model of democracy. What does it mean to say that, in the constructivist 

theory, “all concerns become political”? Durant seems to have in mind the possibility that any 

concern raised by any citizen, expert or lay, will have to be addressed by the state to that citi-
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zen’s satisfaction, by means of a coercive decision. <is is not problematic if the set of concerns 

to be addressed is restricted to the kinds of concerns that liberalism typically deems valid: 

namely, concerns based on viewpoint-neutral principles. In the typical case, liberalism recom-

mends that all “valid” concerns be addressed; and anyone whose valid concerns are ignored 

can reject the decision as unjust and illegitimate. Of course, such a policy would be extremely 

diBcult to maintain if the  state had to address every citizen’s every possible concern about 

every framing of every issue, instead of only a carefully curated subset of them. <us Durant 

concludes that a struggle for power will become the only way to se�le disputes if the critics 

have their way. 

However, in the constructivist theory, not every concern need be seen as a valid input 

for coercive decision-making. In fact, the very notion of a valid input becomes suspect beyond 

the borders of the paradigm in which it was born. Here, the black box of deliberation is no 

longer opaque, and it is not a single box, either. Deliberation’s inner workings are now just as 

much a subject of study and regulation as inputs and outputs are; an output of one discourse 

can be an input to another; and there could even be feedback loops among discourses. On this 

view, to consider a citizen’s concern to be a part of “politics” does not necessarily imply that it 

should be addressed by means of a coercive decision. Whether, to what extent, and by whom a 

concern should be addressed is a function of what happens during the contestation of rivaling 

constructions and how well a concern holds up over the course of such processes of critique 

and transformation. Durant’s argument that the constructivist theory will lead to a tyranny of, 

and power struggles among, the uninformed masses is therefore invalid, with the exception of 

more cautious worries that I have noted near the beginning of this section (which I will a�empt 

to address in the next chapter). <e appearance of imminent danger is only due to Durant’s 
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failure to appreciate the deep chasm that exists between the gatekeeping paradigm’s assump-

tions about what “politics” means and what the constructivist theory says about the ma�er. 

 

5.10 The Status of Experts 

Durant’s fourth and last argument is that the constructivist theory threatens the status of ex-

perts in the modern society. (Despite the fact that his essay concerns a well-known controversy 

in STS, this is the only argument that concerns STS more than it does political philosophy.) 

Bypassing Jasano@’s argument about accountability (see §5.4), Durant focuses mostly on the 

quantitative increase of lay participation that the constructivist theory entails, and worries that 

“A proliferation of ‘experts’ – in a kind of each-to-their-own epistemic life – would result from 

such an in7ation of membership rights” (2011, p. 708). <is argument echoes Collins and Ev-

ans’s warning against mixing questions of framing and other broadly political ma�ers with 

propositional questions about technical ma�ers; Collins and Evans argue that “if political 

choices and lifestyle choices were assimilated with technical choices, then the form of life we 

call science and technology would disappear” (2007, p. 137). 

Durant, Collins, and Evans’s argument suggests that an expansion of participation 

rights and the elimination of input-constraints will result in a similar expansion of claims to ex-

pertise, which in turn will render expertise meaningless because everyone could claim to be an 

expert. In doing so, Durant, Collins, and Evans interpret the constructivist theory’s proposal 

for more participation as a proposal for a radical expansion of the de�nition of expertise. But this, 

like many of the other assumptions that Durant makes in his essay, is a misunderstanding of 

the constructivist theory. <e constructivist theory does not posit any relationship between 

participation rights and one’s status as an expert. Jasano@’s view, as we saw in §5.4, is exactly 
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the opposite of the idea that Durant imputes to her; her argument for broader participation is 

based on the view that participation rights should be detached from questions about expertise, 

not that everyone should participate because everyone is an expert. 

In fact, many of the individuals and groups that Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne regard as 

experts, such as sheep farmers and environmentalist activists, are also acknowledged as experts 

by Collins and Evans; so there is not much disagreement about who is an expert and who is 

not. According to the constructivist theory, a person counts as an expert for the purpose of de-

bating a given issue in a given se�ing if the balance of competing constructions in that se�ing 

designates him or her as having the characteristics that citizens, or a relevant subset of them, 

regard to be important. <e boundaries of expertise are thus socially constructed; but it is the 

constructivist theory’s contention that such boundaries have been social constructions all 

along, and that the broader political culture, including the discourses of lay citizens, has always 

taken an important role in this process of construction (Jasano@ 2004, 2005).46 What this 

means is that if the status of experts undergoes a radical change on any scale larger than a few 

isolated discursive se�ings with highly unique characteristics, it will be because of a shi3 in a 

society’s political culture (or in signiCcant parts thereof), not because of an extension of partic-

ipation rights. 

To be sure, one of the goals of the constructivist theory is to produce changes in politi-

cal cultures by empowering hitherto suppressed constructions of issues, facts, and publics to 

challenge currently dominant views. Especially since Jasano@ emphasizes holding experts ac-

                                                             
46 Jasano@ (2005) examines how citizens accept and contest expertise in di@erent countries. In the United States, for 

example, litigation plays a crucial role in establishing or questioning claims to expertise as it does in many other areas of 

life. Jasano@ refers to such culturally speciCc ways of testing and deploying knowledge claims as “civic epistemology”. 
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countable, the “upstream work” carried out by the constructivist theory could very well accel-

erate shi3s in political cultures and thereby cause larger changes in the status of experts than if 

Collins and Evans’s input-constraints were implemented. However, it is diBcult to know 

whether such accelerated changes will be for good or bad. It is not inconceivable, for example, 

that increased accountability will motivate experts to police themselves be�er, leading to fewer 

usurpations of their delegated authority and prompting the public to trust them more. <ere-

fore, it cannot be said with any certainty whether the constructivist theory, in the long term, 

will threaten the status of experts in discourses about science and technology. Such a question 

will have to be answered empirically, rather than by theorists throwing alarmist remarks at one 

another. 

 

5.11 Summary and Conclusions 

In this chapter, I have outlined the (social) constructivist theory of democracy and developed 

each of its three main principles by building upon the writings of Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne. I 

have also responded to Durant and Kusch’s criticisms of the three authors, Cnding most of 

their criticisms to be based on misunderstandings of the constructivist theory or unwarranted 

application of ideas that only belong in the gatekeeping paradigm. 

However, I have also noted that there are a few areas in which the constructivist theory 

needs to Cll lacunae or develop proper responses to objections. <e lack of empirical research 

on diversity within publics, as I have noted in §5.7, is currently being addressed by STS re-

searchers; so two major theoretical concerns remain. <e Crst objection, raised in §5.8, is that 

the constructivist theory does not properly explain how the heterogeneous actors and discur-

sive se�ings that comprise science governance can cooperate e@ectively to produce decisions 
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without ge�ing mired in competitions among multiple incommensurable constructions. <e 

second objection, mentioned in §5.9, is that the constructivist theory does not o@er safeguards 

against the deleterious e@ects of extreme hostilities between rivaling constructions, or of dom-

inant constructions that violate citizens’ rights. Although I have argued that Durant’s more ex-

treme argument about the violation of rights is invalid, the more moderate worry remains to be 

answered. 

In the next chapter, I will argue that the constructivist theory can be further developed 

in a way that addresses both concerns, by incorporating insights from John Dryzek’s critical 

theory of deliberative democracy. 
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CHAPTER 6 

THE CONSTRUCTIVIST THEORY 

IN POLITICAL PHILOSOPHY 

 

6.1 Overview 

In this chapter, I describe, systemize, and develop John Dryzek’s critical theory of deliberative 

democracy. I will argue that although Dryzek’s theory has a couple of noticeable shortcomings, 

its central tenets o@er an excellent framework for the continued development of the construc-

tive theory that I introduced in Chapter 5, and that the 7aws can be corrected by expanding the 

scope of the constructivist theory and by incorporating some of the insights that STS has 

gained through empirical research. Finally, I will o@er responses to some of the theoretical and 

practical objections that may be raised against the constructivist theory in its more comprehen-

sive, be�er-developed form. 

 

6.2 Processes, Not Input-Constraints 

Dryzek argues that in an authentic deliberative democracy, communication among people en-

courages them to re7ect upon their preferences, and that such “re7ective preferences” then in-

7uence “collective outcomes” (2000, p. 2, 8). <is deCnition captures the feature of delibera-

tive democracy that distinguishes it most sharply from aggregative democracy (see §3.2): that 

it does not take individuals’ raw preferences as a given. However, Dryzek’s deCnition also cap-

tures another closely related idea: that processes of transforming unre7ective preferences into 

their re7ective counterparts, rather than theoretical constraints on participation, should be the 

centerpiece of deliberative democracy. Dryzek’s use of the phrase “collective outcomes” in-
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stead of “decisions” or “coercive action” also expresses his view that the decision-making appa-

ratus of the state is only one of many arenas in which deliberation can take place, as well as only 

one of many locations where “outcomes” can be produced. <e state, therefore, “should not be 

equated with the broader set of society’s institutions of government” (p. 82). In this section, I 

will reconstruct Dryzek’s argument for focusing on processes rather than input-constraints; in 

later sections, I will outline his theory of a diverse, inclusive, and decentered public sphere. 

Both of these ideas, I will argue, can be incorporated into the constructivist theory of democra-

cy to strengthen and further develop it. 

According to Dryzek, democracy is “not a static concept” but rather “a dynamic and 

open-ended project” (2000, p. 28). <is means that the ideal form of deliberative democracy 

and the conditions it must satisfy cannot be speciCed by a short list of general principles; the 

theorist’s task is rather to guide actual processes of deliberation so that they are well-equipped 

to challenge existing structures of oppression and to oppose the construction of new oppres-

sive regimes. “It is actually much more useful”, Dryzek argues, “to think in terms of processes of 

democratization, rather than models of democracy” (2006, p. 160). Models of democracy con-

cern the design of speciCc decision-making procedures and/or speciCc rules for participating in 

such procedures. Although Dryzek does not deny the importance of having fair and e@ective 

procedures, he believes that theorists of democracy should focus less on prescribing general 

rules and procedures and more on identifying and promoting critical discursive practices with-

in which citizens can construct appropriate rules and procedures for themselves. 

While this approach does not by any means prohibit a theorist of democracy from 

a�empting to identify and promote speciCc rules and procedures for speciCc circumstances, or 

even from making generalizations about such rules and procedures, the implication is that 
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when a theorist advocates speciCc rules and procedures, she does so more in her capacity as a 

participant in one or another public discourse than in her capacity as a theorist of democracy. 

Any proposal she makes would therefore be subject to criticism by her fellow deliberators on 

an equal footing as any other input to a democratic forum, rather than being elevated beyond 

the range of acceptable topics for discussion. <e possibility of foreclosing important issues 

about the structure of public deliberation, which I identiCed in §4.3 as a major weakness of the 

gatekeeping paradigm, is therefore signiCcantly reduced in Dryzek’s view of democracy. 

In particular, Dryzek suggests that the general input-constraints of the gatekeeping par-

adigm should be removed from their unchallengeable status and thrown into the deliberative 

milieu as just another proposal. Although Dryzek does not deny that the ideals expressed by 

Gutmann and <ompson’s input-constraints such as reciprocity and publicity have value, he 

rejects the use of such principles as general input-constraints (2000, p. 11, 45-57). Criticizing 

Gutmann and <ompson as “excessively prescriptive” (2010, p. 103), Dryzek suggests instead 

that “the best way for people to learn these values is through the practice of deliberation, rather 

than through being told (even if it is by Ivy League professors) that they must abide by these 

principles before they can enter the forum” (2000, p. 47).47 Dryzek thus agrees with critics of 

the liberal model that non-argumentative modes of communication such as rhetoric and story-

telling (2010, Chapter 4), as well as direct action such as protests and boyco�s (2000, p. 26), 

                                                             
47 <is statement should not be interpreted as an endorsement of reciprocity as a moral guideline or civic duty – at least 

not in the same sense that Gutmann and <ompson, and Rawls, propose. As will be shown later in this chapter, 

Dryzek’s theory is centered in civil society, where liberals’ justiCcation of reciprocity based on the coercive nature of 

state action normally do not apply. In addition, Dryzek admits non-argumentative modes of communication, which 

cannot be reciprocal in the sense of appealing to reasons that nobody can reasonably reject, because they many not 

appeal to any reason at all. So even if reciprocity were to be retained as a civic virtue, it would have to be 7exible 

enough to take di@erent concrete forms according to the characteristics of particular discursive se�ings. 
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should be considered an integral part of deliberation. 

Dryzek, however, also o@ers arguments that appear as if he is engaging in gatekeeping 

projects of his own. For example, he argues that “all forms of communication should only ever 

be admi�ed conditionally” (2000, p. 68), and proposes three tests that every a�empt at partic-

ipation should satisfy (ibid; cf. 2010, p. 34): 

1. It must be capable of inducing re7ection. 

2. It must not involve coercion or threat of coercion.48 

3. It must be capable of connecting the particular to the general. 

Although these tests look like general input-constraints, I believe that it would be a misinter-

pretation of Dryzek’s ideas to regard these tests as input-constraints in the same way that reci-

procity is an input-constraint in Gutmann and <ompson’s theory. None of Dryzek’s three 

tests are intended to be externally imposed blanket input-constraints, perhaps with the excep-

tion of coercion (which would be ruled out by independent reasons anyway in most discursive 

se�ings). Rather, they are to be interpreted and administered by citizens themselves during the 

course of deliberation depending on their needs. Constraints, he writes, must be “engaged 

from within a system, not from the outside” (2006, p. 119). Dryzek suggests, for example, that 

citizens can use arguments to counter undesirable uses of rhetoric (2000, p. 71), rather than 

a�empting to deCne complicated input-constraints to Clter all and only such uses of rhetoric. 

In addition, Dryzek argues that his tests are “not designed to rule out any [kind of 

communication] in blanket terms” (p. 68). He cautions that his tests have limited use as a gen-

                                                             
48 Dryzek drops the “threat of coercion” clause in his more recent formulation (2010), leaving the second test with 

only the requirement of non-coercion. 
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eral requirement, “because one speech or one speaker does not take e@ect in isolation, and so 

cannot be judged in isolation” (p. 76). In a similar vein, Dryzek suggests that rhetoric may be 

more beneCcial when it helps build bridges between disparate groups than when it serves to 

mobilize one group against another, but refuses to make this observation into a general condi-

tion on the use of rhetoric (pp. 76-79). To the extent that his tests may be viewed as input-

constraints, he leaves them open to interpretation by actual participants in speciCc discursive 

se�ings, and also allows such participants to decide, in light of their discursive needs, whether 

or not to employ any or all of the proposed tests. 

Furthermore, the three tests serve not only as normative recommendations (albeit 

open to interpretation) but also as descriptions of actual social constructions. <ey describe, in 

other words, the kinds of behavior that are unlikely to be favored by deliberators in a forum 

where oppressive practices can be freely challenged. For example, Dryzek explains that the rea-

son for the Crst and third tests is that “if an individual’s story is purely about that individual 

then there is no political point in hearing it” (p. 69). But if most deliberators Cnd a particular 

input to be pointless, they are likely to reject it even if there is no formal input-constraint re-

quiring them to do so. Moreover, what deliberators Cnd pointless will depend on the context. 

Some discursive se�ings, such as many Internet forums, are much be�er than others, such as 

the courts, in tolerating seemingly pointless contributions or even using them to create a 

friendly, informal atmosphere in which other issues can be more freely discussed. <e exclu-

sion of inputs that do not contribute to deliberation is thus a social construct. What Dryzek 

does by highlighting his three tests is identifying and promoting practices of deliberation that 

he believes may be beneCcial, under certain circumstances, to his larger project of democratiza-

tion. As I have noted above, Dryzek’s theory makes room for theorists of democracy to a�empt 
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to identify and promote context-speciCc input-constraints, but only in their capacity as actual 

deliberators. Dryzek does exactly that in proposing his three tests. 

<e tests, while informative, are therefore not as integral to Dryzek’s theory of democ-

racy as the input-constraint of reciprocity is to the liberal model. Whereas Gutmann and 

<ompson are extremely reluctant to bring reciprocity into the scope of their notion of provi-

sionality (see §4.6), Dryzek’s tests can be readily suspended if they are found not to be appro-

priate to the discursive se�ing at hand. <e theorist’s task, in Dryzek’s view, is not to formulate 

general input-constraints but to provide actual deliberators with the philosophical and political 

resources to help them discern the best discursive strategy for the heterogeneous and unpre-

dictable circumstances in which they Cnd themselves. 

Such a division of labor between theorists and actual deliberators, as Dryzek acknowl-

edges, requires “faith in the power of deliberation itself to root out bad arguments and sectari-

anism” (2000, p. 169). Dryzek argues that advocates of deliberative democracy should have 

such faith; and that to insist on “pre-speciCed restrictions on the kinds of arguments that can be 

introduced” (p, 47), as theories that follow the gatekeeping paradigm do, is to “reveal a lack of 

conCdence in the eBcacy of deliberation” (p. 169). Why obsess with babysi�ing public dis-

courses before we have even had an opportunity to witness their potential to govern them-

selves under minimal constraints, if one genuinely believes that they have such a potential? 

What reasons do we have to suspect that deliberative democracy will devolve into tyranny or a 

struggle between interest groups in the absence of externally imposed input-constraints? 

Dryzek, by challenging liberal theorists of democracy to explain why they lack faith in the ca-

pacity of deliberative publics to take up part of the gatekeeping task that liberal theorists have 

set for themselves, reinforces the arguments that I o@ered in Chapters 2-4 and lends support to 
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the idea that a theory of democracy should pay a�ention to di@erent contexts of deliberation 

and the characteristics of particular processes that operate in such contexts. 

Dryzek’s contributions to the constructivist project are clear. In Chapter 5, I suggested 

that norms of discourse, such as the boundaries of relevant scientiCc knowledge and status of 

experts who possess such knowledge, are social constructs. However, when critics such as Du-

rant and Kusch draw a�ention to the constructivist theory’s conspicuous lack of input-

constraints, what is needed is a way to show not merely that input-constraints are social con-

structs, but also how we can construct and reconstruct them as needed. As Dryzek shows, the 

constructivist theory need not be devoid of input-constraints; theorists of democracy and actu-

al participants can cooperate to produce context-speciCc input-constraints. Moreover, this can 

be done without compromising the constructivist theory’s emphasis on processes of construc-

tion, because it is precisely through such processes that input-constraints emerge. By treating 

input-constraints not merely as prescriptions but as simultaneously descriptions and prescrip-

tions, Dryzek shows that context-sensitive input-constraints still have a place in the construc-

tivist theory. 

Also, by emphasizing the context-sensitive nature of input-constraints, Dryzek shows 

how the constructivist theory might serve as a general framework under which theories that 

claim to apply only in speciCc se�ings, such as a gatekeeping theory with a narrow scope (as 

proposed in §4.5), can be subsumed. A3er all, if an input-constraint applies to circumstances 

A, B, C but not D, there should be a higher-level account that explains why D is di@erent from 

the rest. Dryzek’s contributions to the constructivist theory allow us to explain such di@erences 

by examining the di@erent circumstances under which di@erent discourses take place. 
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6.3 Discourses, Not Identities 

In §5.7, I argued that the constructivist theory is di@erent from identity politics, but did not 

explain the basis of the di@erence other than to point out particular junctures at which STS 

proponents of the constructivist theory disagree with some of the tenets of identity politics. In 

this section, I will show that Dryzek’s argument against identity politics and his alternative to 

group representation not only helps reCne the meaning of some of the core principles of the 

constructivist theory but also provide the constructivist theory with an adequate account of 

how problematic constructions might be dealt with. 

Dryzek’s criticism of Young’s identity politics takes a rather di@erent form than the 

concerns that Durant cites (see §5.7). Although Dryzek shares Durant’s concern that the rep-

resentation of groups in legislatures and other formal venues may depend on drawing arbitrari-

ly rigid boundaries between groups (Dryzek 2005, p. 227), and that we should watch out for 

“identity politics gone bad” such as the use of one group’s identity to suppress another (2006, 

p. 52), these are not the primary motivations for his rejection of group representation. While 

liberal critics of group representation, such as Barry (2001), stress the existence of repressive 

identities and the need to limit their in7uence, Dryzek suggests that a model of democracy 

should be able to “address di@erence across repressive and emancipatory identities” (2000, p. 

75) without excluding either. In order to do so, a theory of democracy must focus on the inclu-

sion of discourses rather than identities, even while permi�ing a free expression of identities. 

Discourses, according to Dryzek, are “shared means of making sense of the world em-

bedded in language”, or “shared sets of assumptions and capabilities that enable their adher-

ents to assemble bits of sensory input into coherent wholes, or organize them around coherent 

storylines” (2000, p. 18, 75). Discourses thus bear more similarities to worldviews or para-
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digms than to the identities of cultural or ethnic groups. Although discourses are o3en tied to 

identities, they need not be. While discourses o3en constitute identities, individual identities 

do not necessarily correspond to individual discourses, because discourses o3en cross bounda-

ries of identity (pp. 75-76). A wide range of groups from di@erent cultural backgrounds and 

with distinct identities might participate together, for example, in an environmentalist dis-

course (pp. 77-78). Moreover, only when identities are organized into discourses do they have 

the power to in7uence the course of deliberative democracy. A group’s identity per se is not 

particularly relevant to politics, a3er all, unless it is represented in a way that connects the 

group’s particular experience to a general discourse on one or another issue. Unlike a clash of 

bare identities where there would seem to be li�le room for negotiation, a clash of discourses 

also has the potential to enable a thorough critique of one another’s viewpoints: “if identities 

themselves are highlighted, exchange is more likely to freeze identities than convert them” 

(2005, p. 221). It is therefore more helpful, argues Dryzek, to view deliberative democracy as a 

contestation of discourses rather than a con7ict merely between identities (2000, p. 5). 

Dryzek contrasts “symbolic inclusion” with “authentic inclusion” (p. 85), associating 

the former with the representation of identities and the la�er with the representation of dis-

courses, to show why the former is not suBcient unless accompanied by the la�er. Having rep-

resentatives in the legislature who possess the same characteristics (e.g. gender, skin color, lan-

guage, or experience) as a minority group is o3en merely symbolic, since such representatives 

may be powerless against dominant groups. Having one’s discourse included in the process of 

public deliberation, on the other hand, requires more concessions from proponents of other 

discourses. Whereas symbolic inclusion of minorities can take place while retaining dominant 

discourses – “Welcome to the panel of experts, Mr. Layman! Please be aware that as per cur-
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rent regulations, all motions should be made using a format that takes 5 years to learn. If you 

object to these regulations, please feel free to make a motion to revise them (using the current-

ly required format, of course) …” – authentic inclusion of minority discourses cannot occur 

unless dominant discourses acknowledge them as equal contenders for the framing of the very 

issue that is being debated. For example, it would have been relatively easy for government and 

corporate scientists during the Brent Spar controversy (Collins and Evans 2002; Wynne 2003) 

to invite a few environmentalists to assess the amount of pollutants on board the soon-to-be-

scu�led oil platform, as long as the discussion was about liters and kilograms. On the other 

hand, it would have required a signiCcant change of thought and a�itude on the part of gov-

ernment and corporate scientists to engage with the environmentalist discourse concerning the 

Brent Spar’s role as a precedent for hundreds of other oil platforms, or even the overall ethics 

of dumping at sea. 

Representing discourses therefore calls for no less inclusion than typical calls for the 

recognition and inclusion of identities do; in fact, it demands much more inclusion, both quan-

titatively and qualitatively. Instead of using the presence of repressive identities as an excuse to 

exclude them from politics, Dryzek demands a further inclusion of broader discourses so that 

problematic construals of identity can be challenged and their ill e@ects democratically coun-

tered. Dryzek’s objections to identity politics, like his objections to the liberal model, reveal a 

faith in the power of actual deliberation as well as a strong aversion to the use of exclusion as a 

means to control its course. 

We can now reCne the notion of “constructions” or “public meanings” that Irwin, Jasa-

no@, and Wynne discuss and in terms of which I have characterized the constructivist theory in 

Chapter 5. <e competing social constructions that STS authors are concerned with are more 
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akin to discourses than they are to identities. Wynne sympathizes with sheep farmers, shares 

many of the la�er’s viewpoints, participates in their discourse, and invites others to do the 

same, despite the fact that neither he nor his audience, as highly educated sociologists and phi-

losophers from some of the world’s most prestigious universities, is likely to be recognized by 

any proponent of identity politics as sharing an identity with uneducated farmers of rural 

Cumbria. <e three STS authors’ proposals therefore Ct much be�er into the framework of 

representing discourses that Dryzek develops than in the fabric of identity politics that Durant 

and Kusch describe and criticize. <e best defense of the constructivist theory against Durant 

and Kusch’s misplaced criticisms, then, is not merely to disclaim essentializing groups, as 

Wynne (2008) does, but to o@er a positive account of the type of constructs that are at stake: 

discourses, not identities. Likewise, the third principle of the constructivist theory would call 

for a contestation of discourses, not identities, as a means to Cght problematic discourses and 

identities. 

Dryzek’s arguments also help us obtain a clearer picture of what was wrong with the 

participatory exercises that Irwin (2001, 2006) examines. In both cases, participants were care-

fully selected to represent without bias a large cross section of British citizens, ensuring the 

symbolic representation of commonly noticed identities such as gender, class, and region. Such 

a selection of participants, as Irwin observes, betrays the organizers’ views about what the “real 

public” should look like, while doing li�le to empower citizens to challenge them. By compari-

son, an adequate representation of competing discourses in a forum that is not curated by any 

particular institution would have a greater potential to bring about the “wider cultural and in-

stitutional transformation” (2006, p. 316) that Irwin seeks. As Dryzek puts it, by moving away 

from identity politics and focusing on the needs of speciCc discourses, a deliberative environ-
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ment can be created where no single party can “easily claim alone to represent ‘the people’ or 

safeguard the polity” (2005, p. 225). 

 

6.4 Working Agreements, Not Consensus 

Another way in which Dryzek assists the further development and defense of the constructivist 

theory can be found in his stance on consensus formation. Dryzek criticizes what he perceives 

as other theories’ excessive emphasis on consensus, arguing that consensus is o3en “a sign ei-

ther of stagnation, or suppression of alternative understandings” (2010, p. 199) and that there-

fore, in many cases, consensus is “una�ainable, unnecessary, and undesirable” (2000, p. 170). 

While his argument thus far clearly echoes Irwin’s views on “consensusing”, Dryzek does not 

stop at condemning consensusing. Instead, he proposes that, instead of consensus, deliberators 

should seek a “meta-consensus that structures continued dispute” (2010, p. 15). 

A meta-consensus consists in provisional agreements about actions to be taken, beliefs or 

facts to be regarded as credible, or the range of discourses to contest (pp. 103-108). <ey typi-

cally occur on a small scale and last only a short time, but they play a critical role in guiding the 

course of further deliberation (“structures continued dispute”) and therefore also in empower-

ing citizens to produce context-speciCc rules and procedures. In Gutmann and <ompson’s 

account of decision-making, deliberation ceases once a decision has been made (2004, pp. 5-

6). However, in Dryzek’s account, the provisional agreements that comprise a meta-consensus 

“structure continued dispute”, i.e. rather than being bookends to deliberation, they function as 

integral parts of deliberation that are constructed from and in turn construct other parts of the 

continued process. While Dryzek cautions the reader that meta-consensuses should not be 

sought at the expense of authentic discourse, and that “both the content of meta-consensus 
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and the way it is produced … require critical scrutiny” (p. 86), he is nonetheless optimistic that 

such agreements can emerge even in highly diverse discursive se�ings. 

What this means is that the constructivist theory can now o@er a direct response to 

Collins and Evans’s worry about “technological paralysis” (2002, p. 236). In §2.9, I pointed out 

that there is li�le empirical evidence of the alleged paralysis; however, it was also noted in §5.8 

that the constructivist theory, with its strong aversion to consensusing and decision-making, 

prima facie appears incapable of avoiding a state of perpetual indecision – a result that sounds 

alarmingly similar to technological paralysis. But the notion of meta-consensus gives us a 

glimpse of how concrete results might be obtained even in the absence of a stable consensus. It 

is not by making momentous decisions, as Habermas (1996, p. 486) insists, that deliberative 

democracy bears fruit; it is by making a series of small but “workable agreements” (Dryzek 

2000, p. 170) that discursive processes can bring about social change even in the presence of 

great heterogeneity.49 

Michel Callon, Pierre Lascoumes, and Yannick Barthe (2009) describe how workable 

agreements about speciCc and concrete courses of action might emerge and beneCt the project 

of scientiCc governance even under great uncertainties about the relevant sciences. <ese 

agreements are what Callon, Lascoumes, and Barthe call “measured action” (p. 191) – precau-

tionary steps to evaluate potentially negative e@ects and to prevent those using available 

means. For example, scientists hypothesized as early as 1982 that AIDS might be transmi�ed 

                                                             
49 While Rawls (2001, pp. 32-38) posits the possibility of an “overlapping consensus” that allows all reasonable citizens 

to aBrm the same basic principles of justice despite their disagreement about fundamental religious and philosophical 

questions, Rawls’s overlapping consensus is not the same as Dryzek’s meta-consensus. <e objects of Dryzek’s meta-

consensus – short-term agreements about particular questions – are much more speciCc and context-dependent than 

the objects of Rawls’s overlapping consensus – basic principles of justice – are. Dryzek does not believe that the kind of 

consensus Rawls hopes for will be possible (Dryzek 2010, pp. 89-91). 
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through blood, but the nature of HIV, the causal agent, was not known until 1984, and screen-

ing tests for blood donations were not developed until 1985 (p. 196). In the meantime, French 

and British organizations screened blood donors using crude and even potentially discrimina-

tory criteria: those who had spent time in the Caribbean, homosexuals, and intravenous drug 

users were identiCed as high-risk groups and thus excluded from donating blood (p. 274, n9). 

While exclusion on the basis of sexual orientation would today be considered highly immoral, 

Callon, Lascoumes, and Barthe argue that it was justiCable as a temporary measure based on 

the statistical evidence available at the time. On the other hand, the authors condemn the 

French government’s slow response to the possible presence of carcinogenic substances in the 

Erika shipwreck of 1999 and their impact on the health of thousands of volunteers who helped 

clean up the oil spill, arguing that uncertainties about the risk at the early stages of the clean-up 

e@ort does not justify inaction (pp. 203-204). According to Callon, Lascoumes, and Barthe, 

there is no need for governments and other actors in a deliberative democracy to wait until 

they can make “clear-cut” decisions. Rather, it is acceptable to proceed with a “series of rendez-

vous” – repeated and revisable second-order decisions by a diverse network of actors based on 

currently available information as well as various framings of the issue at hand (p. 222).50 <e 

authors therefore conclude that “measured action” is “not synonymous with non-decision and 

temporization” (p. 210). 

By incorporating a notion of meta-consensus and working agreements into their theory 

                                                             
50 <is characterization of working agreements has similarities with Dryzek’s “snapshot” approach to the relationship 

between the state and civil society, which I will discuss brie7y in §6.6. However, that approach primarily concerns a 

government’s response to changes in public opinion, whereas the discussion in this section also concerns what the 

participants of a discursive process might decide to do of their own initiative. 
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of scientiCc governance in the form of something like what Callon, Lascoumes, and Barthe 

suggest, the constructivist theory can complement its criticisms of consensusing and of the 

gatekeeping paradigm’s excessive focus on decision-making with its own positive proposal 

about how deliberation and decision-making might take place even in conditions of great di-

versity and much uncertainty. 

 

6.5 The State, the Market, and Civil Society 

Not all of Dryzek’s arguments, however, serve to enrich the constructivist outlook. Some of his 

arguments carry weaknesses that should not be incorporated into the formulation of the con-

structivist theory. In this section, I examine Dryzek’s views on the relationship between the 

state, the market, and civil society. I will argue that his arguments are excessively hostile to both 

the state and the market, and that a constructivist theory of public discourses should not ex-

clude either from its purview. 

Most theorists of deliberative democracy, such as Rawls (1993), Joshua Cohen (1996), 

Gutmann and <ompson (1996), and Young (2000), focus primarily on the decision-making 

institutions of the state and only secondarily on the discourses of civil society. For example, as I 

have argued in §4.4, the liberal model treats civil society discourses as extensions of discourses 

in the state, failing to acknowledge any major di@erence between them. Dryzek, however, ob-

jects to representing discourses primarily in government institutions, arguing that the state is 

usually not a suitable venue for e@ective deliberation to take place.51 Dryzek o@ers two argu-

                                                             
51 Although Dryzek suggests at one point that it may be possible for all discourses on a given topic to be represented in 

a legislature (2010, p. 43), he does not explore this possibility in any detail. <e “Chamber of Discourses” that he pro-

poses is also ambiguous between being a formal institution and being an informal process (2010, Chapter 3). Both of 
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ments to support this view: Crst, the state’s function of making coercive decisions interferes 

with the re7ective transformation of preferences that deliberation requires; and second, dis-

courses that become part of state institutions run the risk of being co-opted by powerful inter-

ests. 

<e state hinders the contestation of discourses that is necessary for deliberators to re-

7ect critically upon their preferences, because “decision overwhelms deliberation” when the 

result of deliberation is tied to “the construction of sovereign authority” (2006, p. 55). Dryzek 

observes that, despite to the emphasis that many deliberative democrats (including liberals) 

place on the transformation of preferences through discussion, such changes are rarely ob-

served in most real-world deliberative forums (p. 57). But this does not justify the liberal mod-

el’s lack of a�ention to processes of deliberation; rather, Dryzek hypothesizes that the observed 

lack of transformation is a result of a preoccupation with decision-making. “Deliberation tied 

to sovereign authority in divided societies is about as ‘hot’ a se�ing as one can imagine” (2005, 

p. 229), he suggests, since the stakes are high (any decision will be coercively enforced) and 

there is much pressure to reach a consensus by any means possible. Such a high-stakes, high-

pressure discursive se�ing is hostile to a careful re7ection upon preferences and worldviews, 

because re7ection takes time, people are usually reluctant to admit publicly that they had been 

wrong, and space is needed to develop and explore alternative possibilities (2006, pp. 57-58; 

2005, p. 230). <at state-centered and decision-oriented models of democracy do not see 

much need to investigate the particular conditions under which deliberation takes place is a 

self-fulClling prophesy, since only when a theory of democracy acknowledges the possibility of 

                                                                                                                                                                                          
these can be interpreted as procedures that Dryzek believes may be appropriate in certain discursive se�ings, though 

not in every se�ing. 
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low-pressure, non-decision-oriented discursive se�ings does it discover actual processes of re-

7ection and transformation. Instead of the state, Dryzek suggests that most deliberation should 

take place “in the public sphere at a distance from any contest for sovereign authority” (p. 47), 

where individuals will feel freer to “shi3 from partisanship to moderation to apathy and vice 

versa, and may even come to adopt di@erent a�itudes” (2005, p. 229) and not “muVed in the 

interests of strategic advantage” (2000, p. 103). 

Dryzek argues that deliberative democrats should be hesitant to call upon the state to 

intervene even in cases of “bad civil society” such as racist speeches and sectarianism (2006, p. 

59). <is view not only is a corollary of the constructivist theory’s general strategy of using 

more inclusion to counter the ill e@ects of some discourses and identities, but also re7ects the 

worry that the state may be just as vulnerable as civil society is, if not more, to the distorting 

in7uence of dominant discourses (ibid). Unlike Habermas, who suggests that the state is less 

susceptible to the deleterious e@ects of structural injustices (1996, p. 308), Dryzek has li�le 

hope for top-down, state-initiated remedies of problems in civil society’s discourses, because 

he sees the state as being too decision-oriented. In such decision-oriented environments, he 

believes, problematic discourses and identities might be made even more extreme instead of 

being tamed as Habermas hopes. 

In addition, Dryzek warns that groups in civil society should think twice before accept-

ing a state’s invitation to participate in its decision-making processes or soliciting such invita-

tion, lest they be “co-opted” by powerful interests that operate through the state (2000, p. 88). 

As historical examples of such co-option, Dryzek draws a�ention to Habermas’s (1989) obser-

vation that “the bourgeoisie was once an oppositional force in Western societies, constituting a 

democratic civil society hostile to the state” (2000, p. 95) before it began to use the state’s co-
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ercive institutions to bu�ress its interests and practices at the expense of workers; and how 

corporatism, which formally includes both business and labor, only gives the appearance of 

recognizing labor while diminishing the in7uence of grassroots labor movements not oBcially 

recognized by the state (pp. 91-92). 

<ese arguments, however, do not imply that civil society actors should shun the state 

at all cost. Nor should it be interpreted as a suggestion that all states are necessarily hostile to 

meaningful deliberation; a3er all, the legislative, executive, and judiciary branches of the state 

are as much a part of broader public discourses as any civil society association might be. <e 

arguments above are instead best seen as part of a cautious a�empt to identify deliberative 

se�ings in which an involvement of the state may be either beneCcial or harmful to the overall 

aim of discursive contestation and transformation. For example, Dryzek prompts civil society 

actors to ask themselves whether their agendas align well with one of the functions that states 

typically assume, such as national security, foreign policy, Cscal policy, justice, and the man-

agement of natural resources (2000, p. 110; cf. pp. 83-84). Dryzek also suggests that civil socie-

ty actors who choose to work closely with the state should consider the impact of their new 

activities and discursive strategies on the remainder of civil society, warning that “a more dem-

ocratic state” that includes a diverse range of participants may not always make room for an 

equally democratic civil society (p. 111). Ultimately, whether a group should engage primarily 

in the discourses of the state, primarily in the discourses of civil society, or both simultaneously 

depends on the particular circumstances of public discourse, and thus cannot be decided by 

referring to a black-and-white set of rules (p. 112). 

Although Dryzek’s arguments against locating deliberative democracy primarily in the 

state reveal many of the important pitfalls that civil society actors might encounter as they in-
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teract with the state, they also betray a rather simplistic account of the state that does not beCt 

the constructivist theory. In his arguments, the state is treated more as a black-boxed obstacle 

to the operation of discursive processes than as a complex set of institutions with much internal 

diversity. <e qualiCcations that he adds to his general aversion the state are not much be�er at 

elucidating what processes might operate within the state. Dryzek’s general vagueness about 

how the state might interact with the discourses of civil society also signiCes his neglect of the 

state as an important venue for deliberative politics. In a world where the public sector can take 

up anywhere between a quarter and a half of a country’s GDP, Dryzek’s simple treatment of the 

state leaves his theory of democracy with li�le to say about how societies should discuss many 

of their most important issues. Such a shortcoming might be tolerable if most of those issues 

could be addressed equally well by civil society actors; however, many of the contentious issues 

that occupy the STS literature do not belong in that category. In discussions about genetically 

modiCed crops, for example, citizens frequently demand that GM crops be kept entirely out of 

their territory, the production and use of GM crops be strictly regulated, or, at the very least, 

that GM ingredients be clearly labeled. All of these options would seem to require the coercive 

power of the state, since there is a limit to what even the most active consumer advocacy 

groups can achieve in civil society alone. Similarly, much scientiCc research in the modern 

world is sponsored by government agencies and is thus subject to the in7uence of “big-P” poli-

tics. If we disagree with Collins and Evans’s view that politics should be shut out categorically, 

as I argued that we should, we had be�er be able to o@er an alternative account of how political 

in7uences on science ought to be managed. (<e same applies to corporate in7uences on sci-

ence, as noted below.) Unfortunately, Dryzek remains mostly quiet about what norms might 

apply once discourses enter the state’s labyrinthine institutions. 
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A similar shortcoming concerns the market, and in particular, corporations. Unlike the 

state, the market does not even get a proper criticism in Dryzek’s theory; in the few examples 

that he cites (see §6.6 and §6.7), corporations are treated more as adversaries of the vibrant 

public sphere than as potential partners in fruitful deliberation. However, even when faceless 

multinational corporations serve as agents of oppression, their interactions with both the state 

and civil society should not be le3 out of the purview of democratic theory. <e inclusion of 

the market in the scope of democratic theory need not assume that the market, or any partici-

pants thereof, is a desirable institution. Corporations exercise power over civil society, o3en in 

highly undesirable ways. But what ma�ers is that this power is typically exercised through the 

same kinds of discursive processes that the constructivist theory emphasizes. For example, as 

much as social networking services on the Internet help ordinary people engage in discourses 

of democratization in societies as diverse as Egypt, South Korea, and the United States, corpo-

rations routinely take advantage of the same social networking services and the same pa�erns 

of discourse to engage in “viral marketing” – spreading awareness of new consumer products 

rather than new political ideas. Moreover, many economic actors are currently responsible for 

the development and use of new sciences and technologies, from medicine to transportation to 

information technology, and STS cannot give less weight to such developments just because 

they occur in the economic sphere. Corporations should therefore be taken seriously, even if 

only to examine ways in which to counter their undesirable e@ects on civil society’s discourses. 

<e relatively narrow scope that Dryzek assigns to his theory of democracy should 

therefore be rejected. <e constructivist theory should rather embrace a much broader scope, 

doing its best to adjust its speciCc norms of discourse in accordance with the potentially hostile 

discursive conditions that it may Cnd in the state and the market.  As I noted in §6.2, the con-
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structivist theory is a descriptive as well as a prescriptive enterprise. So once thorough empiri-

cal accounts of the complexities of governmental and corporate discursive se�ings are availa-

ble, theorists as well as members of the public who wish to engage in a contestation of dis-

courses in such se�ings will be able to start producing normative guidelines that take into 

account the unique constraints that apply there. 

<is is an area where STS can make signiCcant contributions to democratic theory, as 

many STS researchers possess intimate knowledge of real-world interactions between gov-

ernment institutions, corporations, and civil society actors in scientiCc ma�ers. Jameson 

Wetmore (2004), for example, describes how politicians, journalists, federal agencies, con-

sumer organizations, automobile manufacturers, and the insurance industry participated in a 

contestation of rival discourses about whose responsibility it was to make cars “safer”. Whereas 

in the 1960s both manufacturers and road safety organizations placed the bulk of the responsi-

bility on individual drivers, the former because of cost and fear of legal liability and the la�er 

due to a long-standing paradigm of safe driving, by the 1990s the discourses had undergone a 

major reversal, with a “strange coalition” of liability-fearing manufacturers and consumer-

oriented safety advocates taking a uniCed stance against a change of policy that would grant 

drivers the freedom to remove air bags from their cars (p. 397). Wetmore’s example shows that 

even very large corporations, rather than being the archenemy of vibrant discourse, in fact act 

as ongoing participants in fruitful discourses that shi3 continuously as political cultures and 

economic climates change. 

In a very di@erent example, Lekelia Jenkins (2010) describes interactions between 

shrimpers, scientists, non-governmental organizations, and the coercive apparatus of the state 

in their a�empt to prevent endangered sea turtles from ge�ing trapped in Cshing nets. Over a 
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period of more than ten years, various groups assumed and then surrendered dominant roles in 

the turtle-protection discourse, re7ecting changing circumstances and needs. When civil socie-

ty actors failed to produce and maintain workable agreements about the best way to balance 

turtle protection with shrimping eBciency, government agencies would step in to enforce a 

particular solution; but during times when shrimpers took the initiative to develop alternative 

solutions, they could persuade the government to let them experiment. Jenkins’s example 

shows that the state, far from being a high-pressure environment where lively discourses go to 

die, can under certain circumstances participate productively in ongoing public discourses. In 

both Wetmore’s and Jenkins’s examples, rules of discourse and norms of credibility were pro-

duced spontaneously over the course of deliberative processes and gradually revised as circum-

stances changed, conCrming that Dryzek’s general approach still applies in discursive se�ings 

involving science, the state, and large for-proCt enterprises. 

Clearly, not all of the discursive pa�erns that these authors describe are worthy of re-

maining unchanged. <e constructivist theory does not say that every practice it identiCes 

within its scope is desirable; when it takes questionable practices under its wings, it is so that 

such practices can be thoroughly scrutinized by citizens and reformed or abolished over time. 

By collecting examples of actual discourses, assessing their short-term as well as long-term eB-

cacy, and applying the lessons in future discourses, STS researchers can contribute to the con-

structivist theory’s overall project of discovering – and simultaneously constructing – practical 

norms for the democratic governance of complex societies, including, of course, the govern-

ance of issues that involve science and technology.  
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6.6 The Power of the Public Sphere 

Despite the objections that I have raised against Dryzek’s nearly exclusive focus on civil society, 

it cannot be denied that civil society must play a very large role in the constructivist theory. <e 

state, a3er all, can only accommodate a tiny fraction of the diverse discourses that the con-

structivist theory tries to juggle. But if so, one might wonder how discourses that take place in 

civil society could help solve the many pressing problems on which modern societies need the 

state to make decisions. <e problem of heterogeneity may have been partly solved by 

Dryzek’s notion of meta-consensus (§6.4); however, meta-consensus alone cannot compen-

sate for the fact that civil society has li�le power compared to the modern state. Moreover, 

while Dryzek would prefer to keep discourses in civil society for as long as possible before in-

troducing the high-stakes, high-pressure state into the equation, he also stresses that delibera-

tive democracy must be not only authentic and inclusive but also “consequential” (2010, p. 

10). How can a democracy that is centered in civil society produce consequential outcomes? 

According to Dryzek, the key to retaining vibrant discourses while shielding them as 

needed from the state’s imperatives of coercion and decision-making consists in “partially de-

coupling the deliberation and decision aspects of democracy” (2006, p. 47, emphasis added). 

<e decoupling is only partial because, as noted in the foregoing section, certain groups may 

operate both in the state and in civil society; and also because Dryzek acknowledges multiple 

channels through which civil society might in7uence decision-making in the state. In addition 

to periodic elections, which Habermas emphasizes but Dryzek regards as insuBcient, there are 

also “protests, demonstrations, boyco�s, information campaigns, media events, lobbying, C-
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nancial inducements, economic threats, and so forth” (2000, p. 26) that can serve as conduits 

of public opinion to the state.52 Dryzek also explores various formal processes of bridging the 

state with civil society, such as deliberative mini-publics, citizens’ assemblies, and opinion sur-

veys (2010, Chapter 3). Regardless of the type of channel, Dryzek argues that the important 

thing is to keep civil society decoupled from the state just enough to avoid the “deadly contest 

for sovereign authority”, while not decoupling them too much so as to allow public discourses 

to “decay into inconsequentiality” (2006, p. 62). <is, of course, is a diBcult balance to 

achieve. Unfortunately, this time Dryzek does not engage in a descriptive-prescriptive exercise 

to identify forms of discourses that tend to hit the balance, leaving the task to other theorists of 

democracy and, of course, actual publics. At one point, Dryzek suggests that “it is the (provi-

sional) outcome of [the balance of discourses] that determines the meaning of ‘public opinion’ 

at any given time” (2000, p. 163), and that legitimacy can be found in the “resonance of collec-

tive choices with public opinion” (2010, p. 200), indicating that the decision-making institu-

tions of the state might take “snapshots” of public opinion at any given time and use them as 

the basis of provisional decisions. But this possibility is not developed much further, and how 

democratic societies might achieve the delicate balance that Dryzek proposes is one of the 

more glaring lacunae in his account of the relationship between the state and civil society. <is 

lacuna needs to be Clled, as I argued in the foregoing section, by extending the scope of the 

constructivist theory and by incorporating STS’s empirical research into it. 

                                                             
52 <e emphasis on conduits shows that Dryzek does not entirely abandon Habermas’s characterization of civil society 

as the locus of opinion formation and the state as the locus of decision-making, even though, as will be shown later in 

this section, he does not believe that such characteristics are always appropriate. In his view, civil society can make its 

own decisions that are no less e@ective for being informal. 
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In7uencing the decisions of the state, however, is not the only way that public dis-

courses in civil society can have signiCcant consequences. “Power can be exercised from and in 

civil society” (2000, p. 101), Dryzek argues, by changing the terms of political discourse, by 

establishing a permanent place for important issues in a country’s political culture, or even by 

creating “fear of political instability and so draw forth a governmental response” (p. 101). <e-

se are the possibilities that Dryzek emphasizes more than he does potential conduits between 

the state and civil society. ReaBrming critical theory’s central program of exposing unques-

tioned assumptions, Dryzek suggests that civil society can “reclaim power from the state” in-

stead of always depending on the state to exercise power on its behalf (p. 102). For example, 

civil society associations can sometimes make collective decisions to be enforced upon their 

members by themselves; they can set up alternative dispute resolution processes that do not 

rely on the courts; they can provide social services (as many charities and religious groups do); 

and they can force economic actors to respecting public opinion by threatening to boyco� 

corporations or products (p. 102). During the Brent Spar controversy, for example, Green-

peace organized a boyco� of Shell products across the United Kingdom and northern Europe. 

<e economic pressure exerted upon Shell by the boyco� was probably as e@ective as any gov-

ernmental decision on the issue would have been; Shell capitulated in a ma�er of days, much 

to the chagrin of the British government, which was not at all willing to acknowledge the envi-

ronmentalist discourse (p. 102). Meanwhile, in 2001, Australia conducted a public deliberative 

event about the relations between indigenous and nonindigenous people (Dryzek 2005, pp. 

230-231). Although the event had no direct impact on the Australian government’s policy on 

aboriginal relations, Dryzek observes that the event “itself constituted one moment in a long 

process of reconciliation across a deep divide” (p. 231), helping to ease informal relations even 
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in the absence of formal decisions. Examples such as these give Dryzek hope that discourses in 

civil society can have real social e@ects even if they do not directly engage with the state’s poli-

cies (2000, pp. 102-103). <ough it is clear that not all issues can be resolved without involving 

the state, the examples provide evidence to support Dryzek’s conclusion that “choosing civil 

society rather than the state does not necessarily imply choosing powerlessness” (p. 113). 

Locating the core of public discourses in the informal public sphere has the added ben-

eCt, argues Dryzek, of not having to be concerned too much about the problem of scale. Partic-

ipatory and deliberative democrats o3en worry that, in large societies with millions of citizens, 

only a small subset of them will be able to take part in any given decision-making exercise. Alt-

hough ambitious political philosophers such as Bruce Ackerman and James Fishkin (2002) 

have proposed nationwide events for everyone to participate, it would still not be feasible for 

any but a small number of hand-picked topics to be decided in such events. Liberal democratic 

theorists such as Joshua Cohen (2009) also worry that as the scale of deliberation increases, 

quality of deliberation may su@er (pp. 341-343). Such worries typically assume that at large 

scales, “deliberation” will necessarily consist of li�le more than yes/no responses to predeCned 

questions. While an excessive use of shallow polls on pre-selected, pre-framed issues would in-

deed detract from the quality of public deliberation, such a compromise is not always neces-

sary. Unlike the formal institutions of the state, and also unlike formal participatory exercises 

such as deliberative opinion polls, consensus conferences, and citizen juries, informal discours-

es in the public sphere can spread out across an entire society and be engaged by anyone who 

wishes to participate. Everyone who refrained from purchasing Shell products for reasons re-

lated to the Brent Spar controversy, for example, in a sense participated in the discourse of en-

vironmental activism; and they did so with concrete actions that had a signiCcant aggregate 
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e@ect on Shell’s stock prices, not with simple answers to pre-framed propositional questions as 

they would in a survey. If the goal is not to produce inputs to the state’s decision-making pro-

cedures but to achieve concrete e@ects in civil society, and if not only arguments-for-or-

against-a-proposal but any other mode of communication, including direct action, can be con-

sidered a legitimate way to participate in public discourses, there are few limits on the number 

of participants and the depth of their participation. A3er all, “everyday talk”, which Mansbridge 

(1999) identiCes as a major component of public discourses, takes place everywhere in every-

one’s life as its name suggests. 

Dryzek elaborates this notion of ubiquitous democracy by noting that not every citizen 

is required to pass judgment on the desirability of every outcome to which they are subject 

(2010, p. 36). <is not only follows from the fact (which appears to be relatively immune to 

critique, even from the point of view of liberalism) that even the most informal discourses will 

not be able to enroll every citizen in every debate, but is also consistent with a distinguishing 

feature of the constructivist theory: di@erent parts and types of discourses play di@erent roles 

in the lifecycle of an issue, and such di@erences ma�er when contemplating rules to guide their 

course. <e critical theory of deliberative democracy thus compels the theorist to a�end to the 

complexities of actual discursive se�ings and the unique aims and needs of each. Some dis-

courses might assume the task of developing and propounding one or another framing of an 

issue; others might concern themselves with collecting evidence, either with the explicit aim of 

supporting a particular position or with an intention to establish a common ground among 

competing discourses; still others might engage in direct action; and some might a�empt to 

reach a decision. Some of these discourses may be aligned with religious or ideological view-

points; others may be sponsored by commercial interests; and some may work in close collab-
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oration with the coercive institutions of the state. Civil society is a “heterogeneous place”, as 

Dryzek observes, ranging from the Michigan Militia to Greenpeace to countless Internet fo-

rums (2000, p. 100; 2010, p. 11). Such di@erences should be re7ected in the kinds of rules 

(such as input-constraints) that we a�ribute to each se�ing. National legislatures, for example, 

may need to take the principle of neutrality more seriously than a religious charity does. None-

theless, since the loci of deliberation are so diverse, and since the exact content of input-

constraints, as I argued in §3.7, can only be discerned as the corresponding discursive process-

es unfold, it is largely the job of actual participants to set up the rules of discourse as they go 

along; political philosophers should not haste to prescribe general input-constraints even to a 

subset of discursive se�ings. 

<e decentralized and ubiquitous nature of civil society’s public discourses highlights 

the inclusiveness of the constructivist theory. <ere is no need to restrict the domain of delib-

eration to a small number of participatory exercises, to forums with a small number of partici-

pants, or to citizens who agree to obey an input-constraint (2010, pp. 24-30). No one needs to 

be excluded, not even on the basis of “not being selected at random for a citizen’s jury, or not 

being elected to parliament, or on apathy, or on a choice not to exercise deliberative citizenship 

rights” (2010, p. 37). Democratization, on this view, is a project that involves everybody. By 

eschewing the gatekeeping paradigm, questioning some of its most problematic assumptions, 

and inviting citizens to participate not only in making decisions but also in specifying the con-

tent of its open-ended project, the constructivist theory places each and every member of the 

demos truly in the driver’s seat of his or her kratos. 
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6.7 Science Governance and Democratic Theory 

As demonstrated in this chapter, the theory of democracy developed by Dryzek o@ers an excel-

lent philosophical framework within which STS perspectives on science governance, exempli-

Ced by Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne, can be placed, reCned, and further developed. Although 

Dryzek and the three STS authors do not always agree with one another – as we saw in §6.5, 

Dryzek’s neglect of the state and the market does not accord with the model of science govern-

ance that Irwin has proposed, which includes both the state and corporations – these points of 

disagreement do not concern the fundamental principles of the constructivist theory, namely 

that norms of discourse (including input-constraints) are constructed through actual processes 

of deliberation and that the solution to problematic discourses is to admit more discourses to 

challenge them. 

Both Dryzek and the STS authors also emphasize that the normative task of customiz-

ing input-constraints to discursive se�ings must always be accompanied by research on actual 

processes. <e constructivist theory is descriptive and prescriptive at the same time, as noted in 

the foregoing sections; it understands that social constructs in turn take part in the construc-

tion of further constructs, and a�empts to harness the power of this process to ensure the 

health of democratic societies. In particular, the constructivist theory holds that it is crucial for 

ordinary citizens to participate alongside their representatives, experts, and theorists of democ-

racy in the construction of speciCc rules and procedures. <e constructivist theory, as Dryzek 

argues, is not an idealized model for imperfect democracies to a�empt to emulate; rather, it 

describes and prescribes processes of democratization, beginning from the here and now and 

continuing into the uncertain future.  

<e fact that the constructivist theory has a very large empirical component does not 
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mean that its philosophical side does not need any further development. In this dissertation, I 

have only sketched a rough outline of the theory and how it might address, at a very general 

level, some of the problems that political philosophers typically expect theories of democracy 

to solve, for example, the existence of oppressive identities. <ere remains plenty of work for 

theorists to carry out, as Dryzek explains: 

First, deliberative democrats can expose occasions where imperatives emanating from 
non-democratic sources (related, for example, to the need to maintain the conCdence 
of Cnancial markets) override the constellation of discourses in determining the con-
tent of public policy or other collective choices … 

Second, they can expose the degree to which popular discourses themselves are ideo-
logical in the pejorative sense of specifying false necessities … 

<ird, they can criticize the degree to which the contestation of discourses is manipu-
lated by strategy and power … 

Fourth, they can be alert to the problem of self-selection by those who engage dis-
courses most enthusiastically … 

Beyond these critical tasks, deliberative democrats might also think about the way that 
particular formations in public space can facilitate the dispersed and competent en-
gagement of discourses … (2010, p. 38) 

STS researchers also have much work to do. Since an extremely large share of the issues that 

modern societies face involve science, technology, or some other form of specialist knowledge 

(such as economics), it would not be possible for democratic theorists to follow the lines of 

research that Dryzek proposes without encountering issues that STS has studied for many 

years. Deliberative democrats who follow the constructivist theory would therefore do well to 

combine forces with STS. Likewise, STS researchers who engage in the type of work that Sis-

mondo (2007) calls the “engaged program” – investigation of scientiCc issues with strong so-

cial and political implications – would beneCt from more frequent engagement with political 

philosophy. As I noted brie7y in §3.2, STS tends to import ideals and concepts from contem-
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porary political philosophy without paying a�ention to the subtle di@erences between the var-

ious positions and how such di@erences might a@ect one’s assessment of empirical research. 

<is can lead to con7ations and misinterpretations as demonstrated by Durant’s (2011) mis-

leading treatment of Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne’s views on science governance. 

How, then, should science be governed? As we saw in Chapter 5, Irwin, Jasano@, and 

Wynne have made a number of interrelated proposals that together re7ect the three principles 

of the constructivist theory. But I have also argued in this chapter that the STS side of the con-

structivist theory would greatly beneCt from a critical incorporation of many elements of 

Dryzek’s theory, not least because Dryzek’s arguments help reCne key concepts of the con-

structivist theory. With reCnement, of course, comes framing, and with framing comes disa-

greements; the constructivist theory itself teaches us that one cannot avoid constructing. Nev-

ertheless, I believe that there are enough similarities between STS’s understanding of social 

constructivism in democratic practice and Dryzek’s formulation of a democratization project 

to warrant treating science governance as just another form of – though a very large part of – 

democratic governance under the constructivist theory. <e same processes through which 

context-sensitive input-constraints are constructed would be responsible for constructing con-

text-sensitive norms of expertise and credibility, which, indeed, are a kind of input-constraint. 

Such norms and associated practices would then dictate the types of reasons, expertise, and 

participants that are admissible in those contexts; and those who dispute the prevailing norms 

and practices will also have ample opportunities, through the representation of their discours-

es, to construct alternative norms and practices with which to challenge the status quo. In other 

words, there will be no need for a separate theory about what to do when science and technol-

ogy come into play, as long as we have a defensible theory of democracy that takes inputs from 
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both STS and political philosophy – and of course, from every citizen. 

 

6.8 Is Constructivism a Form of Proceduralism? 

In this dissertation, I have argued that instead of looking for general input-constraints to tell us 

who should participate in technical decision-making processes or what kinds of inputs are 

permissible in a deliberative democracy, we should a�end to the ways in which the structure of 

certain discourses conceal questionable assumptions, and aspire to construct a theory of de-

mocracy that empowers citizens to challenge such assumptions in actual discursive se�ings. I 

also have argued that the constructivist theory of deliberative democracy, exempliCed in STS 

by Irwin, Jasano@, and Wynne’s proposals of science governance and in political philosophy by 

Dryzek’s approach, satisCes this criterion while remaining open to further developments. 

In the remainder of this chapter, I will brie7y consider a few potential objections to the 

constructivist theory. As much of the concrete content of the constructivist theory depends on 

the contributions of actual participants in actual deliberative processes, what I have proposed 

so far amounts to li�le more than a skeleton of a theory; there remains much room for empiri-

cal research to Cll the gaps and complete the picture. <e only objections that I consider here 

are therefore of a general nature. Objections to speciCc elements of the theory, unfortunately, 

are beyond the scope of this dissertation; or rather, perhaps fortunately, they may be answered 

in practice rather than on the pages of a philosopher’s essay. 

First of all, proponents of the liberal model of democracy might object that the con-

structivist theory amounts to a problematic form of proceduralism. As highlighted by the fa-

mous exchange between Rawls (1995) and Habermas (1995), proceduralism – the view that 

the legitimacy of a decision is gained through adherence to a procedure such as majority rule, 
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rather than through conformance with substantive moral principles such as Rawls’s principles 

of justice – is seen as problematic by many proponents of the liberal model. Gutmann and 

<ompson similarly argue that procedures alone cannot adequately protect the rights of every 

citizen, and that therefore substantive principles are needed (1996, p. 28). Rawls makes the 

same argument (1995, p. 178); and Joshua Cohen criticizes the proceduralist aspects of aggre-

gative democracy, arguing that if any procedures are justiCed, it will need to be by reference to 

substantive principles (2009, p. 158). <e implication of Gutmann, <ompson, and Rawls’s 

arguments is that proceduralism leaves the door open to a tyranny of the majority. <e implica-

tion of Cohen’s argument, on the other hand, is that proceduralism is a shallow political phi-

losophy, as it relies exclusively on procedures when it could just as well appeal to the substan-

tive moral principles that ground such procedures in the Crst place.53 

Would the constructivist theory of democracy count as a form of proceduralism? <e 

following characterization of proceduralism by Gutmann and <ompson suggests that it might 

be so: 

Who has the authority to legislate in a democracy? Democratic citizens, not democratic 
theorists, pure proceduralists answer. Citizens or their representatives, within broad 
procedural limits, should be as free as possible to determine the content of laws … A 
deliberative theory that includes substantive principles, so the argument goes, improp-
erly constrains democratic decision-making, including the process of deliberation itself. 
(Gutmann and <ompson 2004, p. 25) 

According to this characterization, it is a mark of proceduralism to be unhappy about political 

                                                             
53 For example, if a procedure that gave one vote to each person were ultimately justiCed by appeal to a principle of 

equality, one could theoretically skip the procedure and proceed directly to announce a decision that accorded with 

the principle of equality. Such an act might violate the procedure, but if what ma�ered at the end of the day was that 

the substantive principle be satisCed, the violation of the procedure would be irrelevant when evaluating the legitimacy 

of the decision. 
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philosophers specifying the rules of discourse, or to complain that such rules unduly constrain 

the process of deliberation, as I have argued in Chapters 2, 3, and 4, and as we saw Irwin, Jasa-

no@, Wynne, and Dryzek argue in Chapters 5 and 6. <e way in which the constructivist theory 

empowers citizens to construct their own norms of discourse instead of prescribe speciCc sub-

stantive principles for them to follow could also be considered an element of proceduralism, 

since it leaves so much of the outcome dependent on the unpredictable course of deliberation. 

To call the constructivist theory an instance of proceduralism, however, would be to 

ignore the fact Dryzek, for example, makes no mention of decision-making procedures as a 

source of legitimacy. Instead, in Dryzek’s view, it is through the authenticity of public discours-

es that outcomes of such discourses – including but not limited to the decisions of the state – 

gain democratic legitimacy.54 Authenticity, in turn, is a measure not of adherence to any partic-

ular set of procedures, but of the degree to which citizens are free to engage in the contestation 

and re7ective transformation of ideas, preferences, proposals, and identities. <erefore, alt-

hough the constructivist theory does not prescribe any blanket substantive constraints on de-

liberation, it also does not appeal to procedures in its evaluation of outcomes. Although it 

agrees with proceduralism that citizens, not theorists, should be the primary authors of sub-

stantive constraints on their own discursive practices, and although it Cts Gutmann and 

<ompson’s characterization of proceduralism as the view that theorist-speciCed substantive 

constraints have undue exclusionary e@ects on public discourses, the processes it emphasizes are 

unlike the procedures of proceduralism, because the theorist does not even claim to specify the 

                                                             
54 Democratic legitimacy, however, is not all there is to the overall legitimacy of decisions. See the next section for a 

more detailed discussion of other factors that might contribute to legitimacy. 
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content of such procedures. <e constructivist theory can thus be characterized being neither 

proceduralist (on the liberals’ deCnition) nor substantivist (on the liberals’ deCnition). 

How is this possible? It is possible because the constructivist theory does not try to be a 

model of democracy, only a theory of it (2006, p. 160). A model of democracy seeks to specify 

the necessary and suBcient conditions for the legitimacy of outcomes under idealized condi-

tions; in Gutmann and <ompson’s case, for example, legitimacy is gained by adherence to 

their various input-constraints, such as reciprocity. <e constructivist theory, on the other 

hand, begins from the status quo and a�empts to tell how societies might progress over time 

from their current situation to a slightly less oppressive one. Its goal is to re7ect upon and to 

guide actual processes of democratization, not to describe an ideal state of a@airs. Since its 

agenda is so radically di@erent from that of gatekeeping theories of democracy, it should not 

come as a surprise that it does not Ct neatly in the categories constructed by gatekeeping theo-

rists. 

Nevertheless, objectors might persist in their worry that the constructivist theory is ei-

ther a threat to individual liberties or neglectful of its own substantive commitments – short-

comings that could a@ect a theory independently of its qualiCcation as a form of procedural-

ism. I will address the worry about individual liberties in the next section, and focus on 

substantive commitments here. Does the constructivist theory hide substantive normative 

commitments behind its preoccupation with actual contestations and transformations? Could 

such commitments be uncovered and used to short-circuit the complex processes, i.e. produce 

legitimate outcomes or valid input-constraints without going through the hassle of producing 

them discursively, just as a critic of a proceduralist theory of democracy might a�empt to 

short-circuit the procedures by appealing directly to the substantive principles that ground 
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those procedures in the Crst place? <is is a serious concern, because if it were possible to 

short-circuit the discursive generation of speciCc norms, one could theoretically collapse the 

constructivist theory into just another instance of the gatekeeping paradigm, albeit with a high-

ly complicated input-constraint and a large number of black boxes to juggle. 

<e constructivist theory does depend on substantive normative commitments like any 

other theory of democracy does, but I do not believe that those principles are of a kind that 

could be used to short-circuit actual processes. Dryzek subscribes, for instance, to critical theo-

ry’s basic concern with “charting the progressive emancipation of individuals and society from 

oppressive forces” (2000, p. 20).55 As the emancipation sought needs to be progressive rather 

than once and for all, one cannot skip the intermediate steps and land at the entrance to a par-

adise on Earth. Likewise, Dryzek expresses a commitment to promoting “the competence of 

citizens themselves to recognize and oppose [oppressive] factors”, which he believes can be 

achieved through “participation in authentically democratic politics” (p. 21). Again, the em-

phasis on the development of actual competence through actual participation in actual politics 

would make it very diBcult for any theorist of democracy to short-circuit the contestation of 

discourses while remaining faithful to Dryzek’s basic commitments. Similarly, Jasano@ (2003a) 

and Wynne’s (2007) commitment to the thorough public accountability of scientiCc institu-

tions cannot be satisCed merely by making a certain kind of decisions, because accountability 

consists in the ways in which such decisions are made, communicated, and contested in the 

                                                             
55 Critical theory is a school of thought that emphasizes a thoroughgoing critique of society and culture, with the aim of 

gradually eliminating all sociopolitical structures that oppress human beings (Horkheimer 1982, p. 244). Dryzek is not 

the only theorist of democracy who has drawn inspirations from critical theory; Habermas, Young, and Mou@e also 

subscribe to the critical outlook. However, they have developed theories of democracy that are substantially di@erent 

from that of Dryzek and the constructivist theory. Critical theorists who take approaches with varying similarities to 

the constructivist theory include Nancy Fraser (1992), Carolyn Hendriks (2006), and Jane Mansbridge (1999). 
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speciCc contexts of actual societies. Whereas some proponents of the liberal model permit ac-

tual democracies to skip participatory exercises by positing, as Joshua Cohen does, that “out-

comes are democratically legitimate if and only if they could be the object of a free and reasoned 

argument among equals” (1989, p. 22; emphasis added) – in other words, legitimacy can be 

gained by reference to a hypothetical process of deliberation even in the absence of an actual 

one – this is not possible in the constructivist theory, because even its most basic commitments 

exalt the value of actual participation. 

 

6.9 Is Constructivism a Threat to Liberty? 

Is the constructivist theory of democracy a threat to liberty, though? <is will probably be the 

most pressing concern for liberals, who emphasize strong protections of individual rights. If an 

oppressive ideology quickly gained such a large number of adherents as to eliminate the possi-

bility of meaningful challenges, as history has shown can happen, wouldn’t the constructivist 

theory, with its lack of general input-constraints, be powerless to refrain from granting the 

badge of legitimacy to whatever the tyrannical majority wished to do? A3er all, the constructiv-

ist theory makes democratic legitimacy dependent on the outcome of unconstrained, self-

regulating discourses in the public sphere. <is might seem to be a dangerous gamble in a 

world that is still haunted by oppressive identities and ideologies. 

<ere are a number of interrelated ways in which the constructivist theory can answer 

this objection; and the combined force of these responses, I believe, will be suBcient to allay 

the liberals’ concerns. First of all, it should be stressed that the constructivist theory does not 

regard every actual discourse as authentic or legitimate. For example, as we saw in §6.3, mere 

representation of identities is not suBcient, and opportunities must be provided for rival dis-
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courses to challenge one another as thoroughly as possible. Although the constructivist theory 

does not specify input-constraints, it is based on the substantive normative commitments of 

emancipation and authentic participation as I have noted above. <ese substantive norms 

permit the constructivist theory to withhold a grant of legitimacy if actual discursive processes 

are so dominated by a small number of identities, ideologies, or interests that they fail to con-

tribute to the theory’s larger goals. 

As a corollary, the constructivist theory of democracy is not incompatible with the use 

of output-constraints to restrict the range of outcomes to be considered legitimate. I have ar-

gued that the gatekeeping paradigm fails because its use of input-constraints cannot be justiCed; 

this does not imply, however, that the output-constraints that gatekeeping theories seek to satis-

fy are equally bankrupt. (It is usually proponents of identity politics and group rights, not those 

of the constructivist theory, who have serious axes to grind about individual rights.) Dryzek, for 

example, acknowledges that liberal rights are “needed to protect a sphere of free public reason-

ing” (2010, p. 203); in other words, a guarantee of liberal rights might be seen as a precondi-

tion for authentic discourses to take place. In STS, Jasano@ argues that “we need both strong 

democracy and good expertise to manage the demands of modernity” (2003a, p. 398), chal-

lenging Collins and Evans’s restricted model of public participation but also not denying that 

e@ective use of expertise is one of the desiderata for decisions that involve science and technol-

ogy. Whereas in liberal societies the courts, independent tribunals, and human rights watch-

dogs typically take up the task of reviewing decisions for compliance with output-constraints 

such as the freedom of religion, e@ective use of expertise can be checked to some extent by the 

constraints that the world we all share imposes upon scientiCc theories and technological 

measures. An online surveillance legislation that had the side e@ect of reducing the security of 
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e-commerce applications, for example, would probably begin to show cracks as soon as it is 

enacted. Democratic legitimacy, which the constructivist theory takes to be its subject, does not 

necessarily exhaust the question of legitimacy; overall legitimacy can also be a function of satis-

fying certain output-constraints, such as respect for individual rights and technical e@ective-

ness. 

<is response leaves open the question of how the constructivist theory might identify 

and justify output-constraints, exactly what its output-constraints might end up being, and to 

what extent it might allow or even encourage public discourses to challenge them the same way 

discourses challenge one another. <at question cannot be answered in this space; it will re-

quire both further theoretical development and empirical research. Nonetheless, if the objec-

tion is that the constructivist theory is a threat to individual liberties merely in virtue of not 

having theorist-speciCed input-constraints, the fact that the constructive theory’s permissive 

stance on inputs and processes can coexist with restrictions on acceptable outcomes should go 

a long way in countering that objection. 

Moreover, the objection seems to assume that democratic processes must be capable of 

single-handedly safeguarding individual liberties. <e validity of this assumption is rather du-

bious. A healthy society contains numerous checks and balances, not all of which are equally 

amenable to democratic control. Locke (1980 [1690]), Montesquieu (1977 [1748]), and 

Madison (1788) unanimously emphasized a separation of powers between the three branches 

of government as a critical structure for the protection of individual liberties – a principle that 

has since become a cornerstone of every democracy. Most societies have also adopted consti-
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tutions that are extremely diBcult to revise or overturn even by a concerted e@ort of powerful 

actors, as Canada witnessed with the failure of the Meech Lake and Charlo�etown Accords.56 

Just because theories of deliberative democracy object to the proceduralism of aggregative de-

mocracy does not mean that such theories should also stop relying on procedural mechanisms 

to compensate for the shortcomings of any individual institution. Carefully designed proce-

dures, while not the ultimate source of legitimacy, should continue to play important roles in 

the day-to-day operation of modern societies. <e constructivist theory of democracy, by es-

chewing the gatekeeping model’s exclusive focus on substantive input-constraints, leaves room 

for procedures to complement discourses when the la�er comes up short (and vice versa). 

Democracy, despite the expansive scope that today’s theories of deliberative democra-

cy assign to it, also does not control all institutions to the same degree. Just as the relative insu-

lation of experts from public opinion that Collins and Evans wish for can be granted in certain 

cases even under the constructivist theory of science governance if the public sees Ct to do so, 

the administrative and judiciary branches of the government can be a@orded a certain degree 

of independence. Contestation can and should occur, therefore, not only within the public 

sphere and institutions that interface directly with the public sphere, but also between public 

discourses as a whole and the structures that maintain relative independence from them. <e 

exact form of this contestation, as well as the degree to which the public loosens the leash on 

one or another institution, of course, will depend on the various forces that operate in the real 

                                                             
56 <e Meech Lake Accord of 1987 and the Charlo�etown Accord of 1992 a�empted to entrench in the Canadian 

constitution Quebec’s status as a distinct society, along with a host of other amendments intended to transfer power 

from the federal government to individual provinces. Both enjoyed popularity in the early stages of the public dis-

courses that surrounded them, but were ultimately defeated. 
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world. Here, again, further research would be desirable. Still, the practical diBculty of amend-

ing constitutions, along with the continued existence of administrative bodies that stubbornly 

resist popular pressure, suggest that the limitations of democratic control may in fact be a 

blessing, too. 

Finally, the constructivist theory of democracy stresses that what Simone Chambers 

and Je@rey Kopstein (2001) call “bad civil society”, such as religious extremism, is not merely a 

cause of an ailing public sphere but also a symptom of it. If disturbing discourses that arise in 

the public sphere become powerful enough to infect the state’s coercive apparatus and thereby 

cause a deterioration of basic liberties, it is a sign of a festering wound somewhere deep in the 

fabric of society. All theories of democracy face similar diBculties in this regard. However, in-

stead of merely sterilizing the surface of the wound with general constraints and calling it a day, 

the constructivist theory asks what the root cause of the symptoms might be – Chambers and 

Kopstein argue that we should investigate the factors that lead people to join extremist groups 

– and how we might be able to activate deliberative democracy’s own immune system to com-

bat oppressive identities and social structures at every level where they rear their ugly heads, 

from everyday talk and civic associations all the way to the legislative processes of national and 

international governments. 

“Democracy is a fragile system”, writes Christine Sypnowich; “it has within it the po-

tential to self-destruct” (2007, p. 767). <e output-constraints and institutional checks and 

balances that the constructivist theory makes room for might not in the end prove suBcient to 

prevent a society from taking a path of tyranny. But this lack of guarantee is not a reason to 

abandon the constructivist project. Because the constructivist model strives to take the com-

plexities of public discourses into account and to create a powerful public sphere whose prac-
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tices will be hostile to oppressive ideologies in the long term, it is much be�er suited than gate-

keeping theories are to address the constantly shi3ing threats to liberal rights in the modern 

world. <e uncertainty of justice in actual politics is only a reason to identify and promote even 

be�er structures of checks, balances, and powerful critiques, through further empirical and 

theoretical research as well as direct action. <e constructivist theory of democracy thus urges 

political philosophers to propound the importance of liberal rights, not only in their theories of 

ideal gatekeeping, but also tirelessly in every 7esh-and-blood discourse in which they engage. 

As Sypnowich points out, a3er all, it is precisely because democracy is fragile that we need 

rights (p. 768). 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

7.1 The Internet Goes on Strike 

“Bring in the nerds”, exclaimed Rep. Jason Cha@etz, visibly annoyed with the shortage of ex-

pert input on the legislation that lay in front of him. It was December 15, 2011, and the Stop 

Online Piracy Act (SOPA) was being debated in the U.S. House Judiciary Commi�ee. “Nerds” 

were nowhere to be seen, with the notable exception of a short le�er from Sandia Labs that 

warned against the bill’s potentially debilitating impact on the domain name system (DNS), a 

critical Internet infrastructure with immediate implications for cybersecurity.57 Cha@etz, along 

with a small group of other Commi�ee members who opposed SOPA, clung desperately to 

this le�er as supporter a3er supporter of the website-blocking measure repeated generic con-

cerns about online piracy even while emphatically disclaiming any knowledge of computer 

networks. 

<e importance of bringing appropriate expertise into decision-making processes, as 

Collins and Evans recognize, cannot be overstated. Without experts, legislators are helpless to 

navigate today’s highly technical issues; and where knowledge is lacking, irrational fear, greed, 

                                                             
57 A domain name must “resolve” to an IP address in order for users who access that domain name to be able to com-

municate with a server at that IP address. Existing DNS protocols, however, do not have the ability to distinguish a 

domain name that fails to resolve due to governmental censorship from one that fails to resolve due to a security 

breach. In addition, critics of SOPA argued that a system that mandated U.S. Internet service providers to o@er inaccu-

rate DNS query results for arbitrary foreign domain names, which would be necessary to redirect U.S. residents who 

a�empted to access such domain names to a warning page, would undermine ongoing a�empts, such as DNSSEC 

(DNS security extensions), to increase the security of the domain name system. DNSSEC seeks to prevent common 

a�acks by permi�ing only the actual owner of a domain name to dictate which IP address(es) it resolves to. <is pre-

cludes the ability of any third party, including Internet service providers, to o@er inaccurate DNS query results to their 

users. 
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and hubris can so easily dominate the course of public deliberation. However, the task of iden-

tifying and making use of expertise does not take place in a vacuum. I have argued in this dis-

sertation that a�empts to formulate criteria for inclusion that apply across the board are bound 

to fail, because they invariably neglect the social contexts in which issues, facts, and even the 

public itself are constructed, contested, and transformed through a mind-boggling array of dis-

cursive processes. Whether the criterion in question is for discerning expertise in a scientiCc 

discipline or expertise in formulating viewpoint-neutral arguments-for-or-against-a-proposal, 

the gatekeeping paradigm is unable to present anything but an impoverished conception of 

democracy. Instead of empowering citizens to e@ect genuine transformations of their assump-

tions and preferences as deliberative democracy requires, it corrals deliberators into a suppos-

edly safe playground where their most important issues are declared o@-limits. 

Could SOPA have been improved had legislators solicited more input from relevant 

experts? Perhaps some of its most egregious technical oversights would have been corrected; 

indeed, on January 12, a revision was announced that removed DNS-related provisions. How-

ever, such a change would count as improvements only if critics’ concerns about SOPA were 

framed as a narrow and isolated technical issue. <is was exactly the framing that SOPA’s crit-

ics disputed. For many “nerds” who had been keeping an eye on Internet regulation trends in 

the U.S. and abroad, the issue was not about DNS speciCcally, nor merely about the costs that 

website owners might incur as a result of an obligation to police user-generated content much 

more aggressively, but about the fundamental right of any one country’s government at the be-

hest of a few of its industries to claim jurisdiction over the increasingly cosmopolitan Internet. 

But it would have been extremely diBcult for the “nerds” to explore such a framing within the 

procedures established by the U.S. Congress, even if they had been invited. <e broader fram-
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ing, a3er all, con7icted head-on with the state’s claim to jurisdiction over the a@airs of all U.S. 

residents and U.S.-based corporations, not to mention the more explicit framing, acknowl-

edged even by many opponents of the bill, of SOPA as a job-creating, economy-boosting, and 

(intellectual) property-protecting measure. 

So the Internet went on a strike. On January 18, 2012, thousands of websites, including 

Wikipedia, parts of Google, the Reddit community, and blogging platforms such as Tumblr 

and WordPress, replaced their content with a black page, disrupting the Internet activities of an 

estimated 1 billion people worldwide and convincing 10 million to sign petitions against SOPA 

(SopaStrike.com 2012). <e blackout carried a simple message that even ordinary Internet us-

ers could appreciate: “If SOPA becomes law, this website may remain black permanently.” Alt-

hough this message was somewhat misleading – despite the use of vague language that critics 

argued suggested otherwise, U.S.-based websites such as Wikipedia were expected to be ex-

empt from most of SOPA’s controversial provisions – this was not a major concern for most 

protesters who regarded national boundaries to be immaterial on the Internet. <e blackout 

was thus a highly e@ective use of rhetoric, as well as an instance of direct action that spoke 

louder than any formal statement could have been. Although established institutions would 

not even consider the public meaning of SOPA that its critics wished to present, this rhetorical 

strategy o@ered the critics a long-awaited opportunity to establish a place for their discourse in 

the mainstream culture. 

<e liberal model of democracy accepts neither rhetoric nor direct action as appropri-

ate modes of participation in public debates. At best, protests are assigned the role of “provok-

ing” more deliberation (Gutmann and <ompson 2004, p. 51); but as the scope of the model 

expands to encompass many elements of civil society, it is not clear whether there will be any 
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room le3 for non-argumentative discourses to fulCll even such a limited role. <e fact that 

some of the websites that participated in the SOPA blackout may have had Cnancial motiva-

tions – Google, for example, beneCts greatly from the lax enforcement of copyright on its sub-

sidiary, YouTube – might also prompt advocates of the liberal model and other gatekeeping 

theories to discount the signiCcance of their involvement. 

On the constructivist model that I have proposed, on the other hand, all discourses are 

Crst-class citizens of authentic deliberative processes that take place in the public sphere. <ere 

are no categorical exclusions, even of technically misleading, possibly proCt-motivated, and 

unabashedly hyperbolic discourses such as the SOPA blackout, because the constructivist the-

ory recognizes that whether or not a message misleads, for example, depends on the discursive 

context in which particular expectations and norms of credibility are generated. “Only partici-

pants themselves”, as Nancy Fraser writes, “can decide what is and what is not of common 

concern to them” (1992, p. 129). <e constructivist theory therefore instructs theorists of de-

mocracy to observe actual discourses carefully before issuing prescriptions, and also to refrain 

from issuing overly broad prescriptions lest they lose sight of the uniqueness of each discursive 

se�ing. Even in the SOPA example that I have described, the non-proCt Wikipedia’s role in 

shaping discourses may have been signiCcantly di@erent from that of Google, Inc. 

<e constructivist theory, however, does not hold that whatever occurs is the way it 

should be. If the critics of SOPA had failed to turn public opinion against the censorship of 

websites – which remains an open question at the time of this writing – the status of free 

speech as a fundamental principle of liberal societies would still stand, at least in the short term. 

Although the constructivist theory treats many norms of public discourse as social construc-

tions, some constructions are more stable than others, and some may be so stable as to be re-
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garded as fundamental commitments for the foreseeable future. It is precisely because of such 

diversity, even in the relative susceptibility of di@erent norms to discursive challenges, that the 

constructivist theory dares to ask us for faith in the power of deliberative democracy. 

 

7.2 More Talk, Not Less 

June 10, 2008: the BSE controversy in South Korea had reached a critical juncture, as technical 

debates gave way to broader concerns about participatory democracy and a number of other 

contentious issues, such as the proposed privatization of parts of the national health care sys-

tem, similarly converged into general anti-government sentiments. June 10 was also the twen-

ty-Crst anniversary of the massive protests that had Cnally brought down decades of military 

autocracy in Korea; several groups were thus planning to turn the day into another historic 

moment. Earlier in the month, there had been several violent clashes between protesters and 

the police, bringing bad publicity to both. But the probability of another such clash seemed 

rather low on June 10, as a signiCcant portion of the hundreds of thousands of citizens who ar-

rived to occupy the central business district at sundown turned out to be families – enjoying 

the festive mood as much as they were concerned about the safety of the food that went into 

their children’s mouths. 

As Seoul’s largest demonstration in two decades extended into the wee hours of the 

morning, however, families departed one by one, leaving a hard-core group of several thousand 

protesters to confront the police across a massive barricade that the la�er had constructed the 

previous day. <e barricade separated the business district from the U.S. embassy and the gov-

ernment district, where the President’s house was located. It is in front of this barricade that 

the hitherto uniCed discourse of the protesters began to diverge once again. Veteran activists 
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wanted to breach the barricade and carry out a symbolic walk to the President’s house, basical-

ly ensuring another violent encounter with the authorities. A loose assortment of Internet-

based groups, on the other hand, insisted that safety and nonviolence trumped symbolic val-

ues. Heated arguments, bi�er disputes, and occasional scuVes extended for hours, much to the 

annoyance of the police who stood guard on the other side. Finally, a compromise was 

reached, and a small number of representatives peacefully climbed the barricade to mount a 

large banner. 

Even at the best moments of participatory democracy, there are always problematic 

ideologies, identities, and interests that threaten to impair the self-regulating ability of public 

discourses. Activists helped other citizens challenge the government’s framing of the BSE con-

troversy as a ma�er of inCnitesimal risks, but failed to re7ect upon their own a�ribution of du-

bious symbolic values to dangerous methods of protest. Some critics of the gatekeeping para-

digm fall prey to the same problem; identity politics, for example, seeks a symbolic inclusion of 

identities without fully considering the e@ectiveness of such inclusion or the heightened poten-

tial for illiberal outcomes. <e constructivist theory, however, maintains that even in the case of 

problematic participation, pu�ing general constraints on participation rights is not the best 

solution. In Korea, an amorphous group of laptop-toting, Internet jargon-speaking, part online 

and part oVine protesters with li�le experience of conventional activism helped defuse the 

danger that overzealous activists posed to thousands of other men, women, and even a few 

children who remained. It was by more talk, not less, that this was accomplished, just as it was 

more participation, not less, that had brought a�ention to the government’s irresponsible deci-

sions in the Crst place. 

“If there be time to expose through discussion the falsehood and fallacies”, wrote Jus-
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tice Louis Brandeis in Whitney v. California (1927), “the remedy to be applied is more speech, 

not enforced silence”. Whereas liberalism typically applies this principle to the state and re-

mains relatively quiet about norms of discourse in other areas of life, the constructivist theory 

of democracy says that every discourse must be countered with more discourses, even in the 

informal public sphere – indeed, especially there, since contestations and transformations can-

not occur except in the presence of heterogeneity. Brandeis’s maxim applies even to currently 

stable norms that our political theories tend to take for granted – indeed, especially them. As 

John Stuart Mill (1998 [1859]) famously observed, the di@erence between a dead dogma and 

a living truth is whether it can be fully, frequently, and fearlessly discussed. <e more important 

a norm seems to be, the more open it should be to rigorous critiques. One hand cannot clap; 

but two hands, with a bit of practice, can compose beautiful rhythms. 
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